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Abstract
Media entertainment technology is evolving rapidly. From radio to broadcast television to cable television, from motion picture film to the prom-
ise of digital video disks, as the media evolves, so do the stories told over these media. We already share many more stories and more types of sto-
ries from many more sources than we did a decade ago. This is due in part to the development of computer technology, the globalization of
computer networks, and the emerging new medium which is an amalgam of television and the internet. The storyteller will need to invent new
creative processes and work with new tools which support this new medium, this new narrative form.

This thesis proposes the name Metalinear Narrative for the new narrative form. The metalinear narrative is a collection of small related story
pieces designed to be arranged in many different ways, to tell many different linear stories from different points of view, with the aid of a story en-
gine.

Agent Stories is the software tool developed as part of this research for designing and presenting metalinear cinematic narratives. Agent Stories
is comprised of a set of environments for authoring pieces of stories, authoring the relationships between the many story pieces, and for designing
an abstract narrative structure for sequencing those pieces. Agent Stories also provides a set of software agents called story agents, which act as the
drivers of the story engine.

My thesis is that a writing tool which offers the author knowledgeable feedback about narrative construction and context during the creative

process is essential to the task of creating metalinear narratives of significant dimension.
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Introduction

God created man because He loves stories.
- Elie Wiesel, from SOULS ON FIRE: PORTRAITS OF HASIDIC MASTERS

1.1Thesis Statement
Media entertainment technology is rapidly evolving. From radio to broadcast television

to cable television, from photographs to motion picture film to digital video disks, as the

media evolves, so do the stories told through the media. We already share many more sto-

ries and more types of stories from many more sources than we did a decade ago. This is

due in part to the development of computer technology, the globalization of computer

networks, and the emerging new medium which is an amalgam of television and the

internet. The storyteller will need to invent new creative processes and work with new

tools which support this new medium, this new narrative form. I propose a name for this

new narrative form-the metalinear narrative. The metalinear narrative is a collection of

small related story pieces designed to be arranged in many different ways, to tell many

different linear stories from different points of view, with the aid of a story engine which

sequences the story pieces. My thesis is that a writing tool which offers the author knowl-

edgeable feedback about narrative construction and context during the creative process

is essential to the task of creating metalinear narratives of significant dimension.



1.2 Summaries

Fig. 1 Through television and a vari-
ety of other media, we now see
more of the world than we ever

have.

1.2.1 Context Summary
One of the challenges of writing stories in the last years of the twentieth century is the

writer's awareness of the ever-widening diversity of characters and viewpoints which

reflect our increasingly global perspective. The effort to include these multiple perspec-

tives makes it very hard to maintain story coherency. The challenge becomes more

difficult as we proceed through an information age where we know more intimate details

than ever before about the cities, towns, and countries of our planet through the nearly

ubiquitous media.

In the 1980's, significant historical events in China and Germany appeared in North

American living rooms. During the Gulf War in 1991, events in New York, Washington

DC, and the allied base in Saudi Arabia were shown by CNN in Baghdad. While the bombs

fell in Baghdad, the world tuned in and watched. Perhaps for the first time in history, a mil-

itary commander could gain valuable political if not military strategic information sim-

ply by watching TV.

The growth of the internet has accelerated our awareness of multiple cultures and

made it easier for us to come into contact with one another. During the 1995 succession

referendum vote in Quebec, Canada, anyone using a web browser could view an up-to-the

minute tally of an extremely close political race upon which the future of a nation de-

pended. Using personal computers and the internet, millions of people worldwide place

themselves in countless special interest e-mail groups and share their personal narratives

through tens of thousands of newsgroup bulletin boards. We can electronically label and

20 
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identify ourselves as having important similarities with people who are geographically

and culturally distant. We are more aware of who we are globally and, therefore, simulta-

neously see ourselves as parts of our local subcultures and also as parts of larger global

units. We are not as easily represented by a single leader's voice anymore, but instead rec-

ognize the multitude of our individual voices.

1.2.2 Problem Summary
Though we now see and experience the world as a much more diverse place, this world-

view is difficult to represent in narrative. While there is more to know and more things

possible to include, writing a traditional linear story is largely an exercise in editing out.

In a world with so many different faces, how can the writing process and writing product

include more voices?

While the computer can accommodate many voices through its massive digital stor-

age and search capabilities, it cannot automatically make sense of those voices. This is the

job of the author. Yet how does the author, trained to see uni-linear stories, shape these

many narratives elements into a coherent form? Through the use of intelligent tools.

There are already people using computers to author multimedia stories which incorpo-

rate multiple points of view. Projects from the Interactive Cinema Group such as IT WAS A

KNOWLEDGE WAR (Houbart, 1994), as well as the Apple Computer's GUIDES project (Oren,

Salomon, Kreitman, & Don, 1990), are examples of multimedia projects which, among

other things, incorporate multiple points of view around central issues. Other developers

use what could be called a plot-based approach to authoring multimedia stories. Instead

of focusing on characters and point of view, the author focuses on plot, and structures the

story as an interconnected branching network of plot lines. The interactive laserdisc nar-

Fig. 2 Our writing needs a
way of including more of the
diversity of voices around us.
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ratives of the 1980's used this method. But while these projects concentrate on the end-

user experience, they do not recognize or facilitate the author's task. In the case of the plot-

based approach, how does the author overcome the seemingly intractable problem of ex-

ploding combinatorics? (Bruckman, 1990 #23) And how is the author to make sense of a

multitude of viewpoints? By not creating a single linear narrative, but by creating a meta-

linear narrative.

1.2.3 Solution Summary
The metalinear narrative is a narrative form which addresses the problem of authoring

and presenting multiple stories from multiple points of view. It provides the author with

a web-like structure for storing story parts, from which many linear stories can be con-

structed. The metalinear narrative form is a collection of small story pieces stored in a

semantic network and designed to be sequenced and arranged in many different ways, to

tell many different linear stories.

The prefix meta comes from the Greek, meaning above, beyond, transcending--a higher

state of development. Metalinear narrative, therefore, defines a form which transcends the

typically linear sequential form of narrative in favor of an interconnected structure of

small narrative pieces that can take on many different linear forms. To attain the multiple

linear forms, metalinear narrative includes an integration of structural tools used in the

linear construction process. These tools include an abstract story framework which de-

scribes a general linear form without specifying story content and a set of links for con-

necting story pieces together such that they are each defined through their similarity to

other story pieces. An msthetic choice for metalinear narrative is the narrative style of

multiple first-person points of view. There is a strong fit between this style of relaying a set

22 Summaries



of events through the eyes of many characters in the first-person and the technical struc-

tures of linking story pieces together in different ways. While there is no doubt that there

are other narrative styles which work with metalinear narrative, the multiple point of

view style is an obvious fit. An example will clarify this.

The fairy tale LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD spans at least three centuries and is a common

folktale told throughout European cultures. One of this tale's best known published ver-

sions is that by the Brothers Grimm (Zipes, 1987). In the Grimm's version<sidenumber> i,

Little Red Riding Hood is a young innocent girl sent by her mother on an errand of mercy

through the woods to bring food to her grandmother. She is instructed not to deviate from

the path because the woods are a dangerous place full of nefarious wolves. When Little

Red does leave the path, she catches the attention of the Big Bad Wolf, he ascertains her

destination, runs ahead of her by taking a shortcut through the woods, beats her to Grand-

mother's cottage, eats the grandmother, lures Red into her grandmother's bed with him

and eventually eats Red as well.

A metalinear version of this tale would first take into account the many possible char-

acter points of view: the mother who no longer wants to deal with her own aging, annoy-

ing mother and so decides to send her young daughter on a journey she herself should

probably take; the wolf who is simply hungry and will do whatever it takes to survive; the

grandmother who would like a visit from her estranged daughter but will instead take a

visit from just about anybody; and the little girl who knows that the most important

things in life are to be polite and to mind one's elders. It is not just the animate objects that

can have a voice, but the inanimate objects as well. The forest which houses the wolf,

watches the little girl walk off its path and separates the mother from the grandmother

1 There is evidence of the Little Red
Riding Hood story existing in the oral
tradition as far back as the 1 1th century.
In the 17th century, the French writer
and folklorist Charles Perrault pub-
lished the popular folk tale as "Little
Red Riding Hood". The Grimm's version
of this story, published in the early 19th
century, is actually entitled "Little Red
Cap." Through the centuries it was Per-
rault's title that stuck.
(Bettelheim, 1976)

Summaries 
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Fig. 3 Little Red Riding Hood
in bed with the wolf,
by Gustave Dor6.

can also have a point of view. To the forest, predator and prey are a way of life, and little

girls who wander off paths and talk to strangers become prey. The basket of goodies, which

was woven in the traditional style and passed down from matriarch to matriarch for many

generations, can have a voice which expresses its disgust over the familial rift. The red

riding hood itself, a garment made by the grandmother's own hands, can whisper into the

little girl's ear-the soft voice of conscience ultimately ignored. The parade of possible

character points of view can be quite long and exciting to work with. Each of the charac-

ters would express their own view of the story events. By grouping their expressions into

small granules and tying those granules together through links which define them in

pairs of agreeing, disagreeing, preceding, and imperative to one another, a network of sto-

ry stepping stones is formed. The previous links give guidance as to which one would be

appropriate to go to next.

Another powerful part of metalinear narrative is that many different versions of a

character's point of view can be included in the same metalinear structure. A metalinear

Little Red Riding Hood could include Little Red introducing herself in very different ways:

i) I live on the edge of a large dark wood in a small cottage with my mother.
2) My mother and I live alone a long way from my grandmother whom I never get to

see anymore.

3) All I get to do is play in my front yard behind the gate. I never get to do anything
exciting.

4) Today I turned thirteen years old. Why am I wasting my life away in this stupid
cottage with my snippy mother? I'm all grown up now and I can do what I want.

By intelligently weaving together an array of character worldviews and accounts,

different linear stories can be constructed. The intelligence comes partly from the man-

24 
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ner in which the writer links story granules, as well as from an abstract narrative struc-

ture. For example, one way to tell the above metalinear fairy tale is to have characters

introduce themselves, talk a bit about the world they live in (the domicile, their neigh-

borhood, etc.), have them describe a problem in their life, then have them talk about that

problem's solution. The wolf could politely introduce himself, tell us about his struggles

for survival in the cold and dark woods, how he was recently very hungry, but then how

he eventually solved that problem. On the other hand, the mother could introduce her-

self, talk about eking out a life in a drafty cottage in dire need of repair, having to find

some way of supporting her daughter while also supporting her own ungrateful mother

who lives far away, and then talking about a very recent solution she realized would work

well now that her daughter is maturing. The same structure could also be applied to a

story which tells the parallel tales of the wolf and the mother together - two tales of sur-

vival which oddly agree with one another.

The rearrangement of the story pieces, such as those above, in a metalinear narrative

is done with the aid of a story engine. A story engine is a set of software algorithms de-

signed to make appropriate decisions regarding the sequencing of story pieces for a com-

puter-based story. My project demonstrating this metalinear solution is called Agent

Stories.

Agent Stories is a software tool consisting of a set of environments for authoring pieces

of stories, authoring the relationships between the many story pieces, and for designing

an abstract narrative structure for sequencing those pieces. Agent Stories also provides a

set of software agents called story agents, which act as the drivers of the story engine. While

not story engines themselves, a story agent's unique parameter values determine how the

Summaries 25



story engine operates. Story agents select and sequence the story pieces, according to (a) a

user specified abstract narrative structure, (b) the relationships between the story pieces,

and (c) the unique parameter values of the story agents. The system supports the writer

thinking about and structuring a metalinear story by assembling simple narrative con-

structs during the rewrite process. Agent Stories is primarily intended for an author's use

in the creation of metalinear multiple point of view textual stories, before the stories are

realized as multimedia presentations using video, audio, and still pictures.

It is difficult to write a metalinear narrative, largely because it is difficult to break the

deeply learned habits of linear narrative thinking. While the human brain is the most ver-

satile tool for the job, it is difficult enough keeping all the narrative structures and details

in one's head when the narrative is small and simple. When the narrative is large, I main-

tain that the task is nearly impossible to accomplish without external tools. This is why a

writing tool which can store the story details in a meaningful way and which offers

knowledgeable feedback about narrative construction and context during the creative

process is essential to the task of creating metalinear narratives of significant dimension.

My hypothesis is that with the appropriate tool, writers can successfully write in a form

which departs from the strict single linear narrative, in favor of a form which will allow

multiple reconstruction into many different linear narratives. This hypothesis will be

proven through the use of the software tool Agent Stories and an analysis of metalinear

stories created with this tool by selected writers.

1.2.4 Overview of the Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation will proceed as follows:
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Chapter 2 defines the term metalinear in more detail, discusses various story forms,

and the notion of building different whole stories from parts. Included will be examples

from traditional media like books and movies, a section on narrative granularity, and a

section on story structures used to construct narrative granules into whole stories.

Chapter 3 includes a more detailed discussion of the Agent Stories problem domain

through examples of work done by others. The domain involves problems relating to the

representation of story knowledge, character and agent focused approaches, the puzzle

approach and others. The chapter includes a discussion of where these approaches fall

short, and where metalinear story systems and the Agent Stories software contribute to

the field.

Chapter 4 is the complete discussion of the Agent Stories software, all of its parts and

how they each work.

Chapter 5 describes the authoring process with Agent Stories. The bulk of this chapter

is comprised of case studies of writers who have worked with Agent Stories. The case stud-

ies include a qualitative evaluation of their writing process and how the Agent Stories sys-

tem helped or hindered their work.

Chapter 6 is a comparison of two sets of stories written for Agent Stories and why these

two sets differ. The first set was written by myself for the Agent Stories prototype, while

the second set was written by the evaluating writers.

Chapter 7 are the conclusions, including what I wanted to accomplish, what was done,

and to what extent I accomplished what I set out to do.
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2 Background and Context
But all stories have this in common: they beckon us out of the visible, providing alternative
lives, modes of possibility.

-Paul Zweig, from THE ADVENTURER, 1974.

Sometimes one is obliged to take time out of time and to redefine, to set the time at another
time. Or take things out of consequence, out of sequence. They become more consequential
when you have the liberty to take them out of sequence.

-Maya Angelou, from WRITER's DREAMING, Epel, Naomi (Ed.), 1993.

2.1 What are Metalinear/Multiform Stories?
Traditionally, writers construct stories such that a specific audience may experience their

story in a single fixed linear form. The classic example of such a linear form is the printed

word. Books, for example, are a time honored medium for publishing linear stories. Even

the term "to write" has a traditional connotation that the end result will be some form of

printed work. Books are well suited for the linear story experiences, i.e. this happens, then

that happens, then this happens. While it is possible for a reader to jump around through

a book nonsequentially, still the pages of a book are numbered sequentially, with sen-

tences and paragraphs left unfinished at the end of one page typically taken up at the

beginning of the next. These physical attributes of books tend to inspire a linear progres-

Fig. 4 Books have a linear structure
to their text, and thereby inspire a lin-
ear approach to writing new content.
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Fig. 5 African stories about
Anansi the spider and other char-
acters entertain while expressing

cultural and moral values.

sion through them. When computers are added to the writing process, the linear struc-

ture of narrative can be significantly altered, if not completely blown apart, by

introducing mechanisms for creating many more kinds of narrative structures. From

Vannevar Bush's proposed Memex system in the 1940's (Bush, 1945), to interactive video-

disc projects of the 1970's and 1980's (Perlmutter, 1983), to digital video stories delivered

over the internet, computational power has given us the tools to reshape the traditional

linear narrative model and deliver narratives with increasing flexibility and diversity.

2.1.1 Defining the Terms
Story and storytelling are largely about two things: culture and structure. It is impossible

to have story without a least a small amount of both culture and structure: two complex

and intertwined elements. As storytellers and authors Norma Livo and Sandra Rietz put

it, "Story structure is not an accidental or idle invention, but the profound product of a

culture's evolved perceptions of the way the universe works." (Livo & Rietz, 1986, p.28)

For instance, many traditional sub-Saharan African stories are used as morality teach-

ing tools. In their depiction of characters and events, they inspire thought about commu-

nity citizenship, prosperity, selfishness, friendship and so on. What many of these stories

do not do is end in manner familiar to Western audiences. Often the main character of a

traditional African story will face a conflict, respond to that conflict in some way which is

not fully resolving, and then the story ends. (Berry 1991) There is often no neat summaries

of events where everyone lives happily ever after. Stories are used as tools for inspiring

thought about life in a set of cultures where individual survival is tightly linked to com-

munity survival. These stories have a purpose other than simple entertainment and this

facet of their story structure reflects that. For this research I have used the term story struc-
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ture to refer to a story's form, an abstract skeletal description of what happens in the story

and what kind of events take place.

The term metalinear narrative is used here to define a method for creating and develop-

ing multiple linear narratives from a highly structured collection of small narrative piec-

es, thus creating a new story form. These narrative pieces on their own do not constitute

a single narrative path or plotline, such as a chronological spine, but instead act as build-

ing blocks for constructing many different narratives. This new type of story defines a

form which transcends linear in the sense that it is a form from which many linear stories

can be made, therefore metalinear. While the viewable product of a metalinear narrative

system can include several media types (such as movies, still pictures, audio, etc.) the orig-

inal representation for these elements (that is, the original medium of authoring) will

most frequently be the written word. This is because from an early age children are taught

to express and manipulate ideas through written and spoken language more than through

other forms of expression, like music, photography, or video. We are more adept at manip-

ulating words on the page, therefore, this is typically the first form a narrative will take.

The task of weaving multiple narratives using multiple media types is first a writer's task,

though photographers, filmmakers and sound recordists may eventually get involved.

In the past, many terms have been used by writers and narrative researchers to de-

scribe stories which veer from a strict singular path. Massachusetts Institute of Technolo-

gy research scientist and author Janet Murray defines multiform story as "... a written or

dramatic narrative that presents a single situation or plotline in multiple versions, ver-

sions that would be mutually exclusive in our ordinary experience." (Murray, 1997, p.30)

Indeed this definition goes far to define a narrative form which in essence is linear, yet

/
/

Fig. 6 A representation of the
metalinear narrative structure as a
network of differently connected

nodes.
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Fig. 7 Humans have looked up at
the stars since before recorded his-

tory. Ancient astronomers saw
drawings in the heavens composed

of stars and the spaces between
them. Those drawings became

characters, and those characters
became stories.

with many different instances of its linearity. The metalinear narrative theories of this re-

search are built upon many of Murray's ideas, as well as those of other researchers such as

J. David Bolter, Stewart Moulthrop, and Seymore Chatman.

Because metalinear narrative defines a volume of interconnected story pieces much

like star constellations in space, it requires a particularly spatial form of thinking. Think-

ing about relationships between characters such as mother-son, manager-employee,

teacher-student does not require complex imagery. Thinking about the relationships be-

tween things that characters say such as "Hello Grandmother" and "Child, take off your

cloak and put it in the fire, then come into bed with me where you'll be warm," is much

more complex. What is said can have many layers of meaning and can mean different

things in different contexts. When there is a community of characters all related one way

or another, all speaking and all changing, the task of representing this universe of mean-

ing becomes even more complex. Thinking about this universe in spatial terms helps to

simplify the task of writing.

Fortunately, this way of thinking for the writer is nothing new. In his book WRITING

SPACE, J. David Bolter of the Georgia Institute of Technology investigates the connection

between technology, particularly computer technology, and the spatial characteristics

which have always been a part of writing. (Bolter i99) Bolter claims the act of writing re-

quires the writer to enter into a reflective and reflexive relationship with the page (or the

screen), thus it becomes ditcult to say where the thinking ends and the writing begins,

where the mind ends and the writing space begins. The writing space is where thinking

about narrative happens. It is where the writer travels along the relationships drawn from

node to node, considering narrative paths and patterns. Metalinear narrative encompasses
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this space, representing the relationships between an entirety of what happens and what

is said in between characters in the narrative. Metalinear narrative focuses on the 3 -di-

mensional writing space from which many i-dimensional or linear narratives are born.

Nonlinearis probably the most popular term used to describe narratives of indetermi-

nate path. With its frequent use however, some researchers have turned away from using

the term nonlinear because in their opinion it does not adequately describe the narrative

material. Applying the term "nonlinear" to narrative material describes more what that ma-

terial is not, rather than what that material is. This issue is echoed in Espen Aarseth's re-

search on cybertext, a multiform textual narrative.

In my campaignfor the study ofcybertexuality I soon realized that my terminol-
ogy was a potential source ofconfusion. Particularly problematic was the word
nonlinear. For some it was a common literary concept used to describe narratives
that lacked or subverted a straightforward story line;for others, paradoxically, the
word could not describe my material, since the act of reading must take place
sequentially, word for word. (Aarseth, 1997, pg. 2)

Aarseth, a researcher and professor from the University of Bergen in Norway, chose not to

use the term "nonlinear" because he saw the process of reading as a linear one. If the act of

reading is linear, he argues, how could a form of literature be nonlinear? The same ques-

tion could be asked of cinematic narrative. If viewing the narrative experience is linear,

how can the art form be anything but linear as well? Metalinear narrative addresses these

problems ffirst by being a term which describes a potential. The metalinear form resolves

to many potential linear narratives. It is a form of writing which, from the start, acknowl-

edges and embraces many worldviews without invalidating or necessarily editing any
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2 As a professional oral storyteller,
there are a number of stories I perform
which have no written endings. The
ending, as well as some middle parts,
are totally dependent on the energy I
get back from the audience, my feelings
at the time, etc. There are many other
professional storytellers who go even
further by not writing down any of
their stories. They perform them not by
memorizing words, but memorizing the
structure and key points of their stories.
The words, the intonations, and the
physical postures used in characteriza-
tions are all products of surfing the
audience's energy.

out. Aarseth uses the term ergodic to describe a type of literature where nontrivial effort is

required to allow the reader to traverse the text. This effort is executed with the help of a

computer in the form of hypertext, which will be discussed later in this chapter. The the-

sis of this research is that metalinear narrative necessitates a computational system for

storing, representing and presenting the potential linear forms. The details of this com-

putational system are discussed in chapter 4.

Long before the computer, long before written language, oral storytellers defined the

art form of crafting story. Later, story writers added and continue adding craft and creativ-

ity of form and content to the art. Within each mode of expression, authors have pushed

the bounds of their art form in a metalinear direction. What follows is a discussion of four

expressive modes of the storytelling art form and some examples of how certain artists

have stretched the definition of linearity.

2.1.2 Oral Storytelling
Many audiences for oral storytelling just sit and listen to a story presented to them in a

linear way. It appears to them that the storyteller begins the story, recounts the events,

embodies the characters, and then simply ends the story in a meaningful fashion. Actu-

ally, from the storyteller's point of view, oral storytelling is a much more fluid and flexi-

ble process, suggestive of a metalinear structure. As the storyteller begins, and often even

before they begin, they must tune-in to the audience's attitude and responses, what

many storytellers refer to as the audience's energy. Based on this energy, the storyteller

will adjust their timing, their posture, their characterizations, and sometimes even the

events of the story.2 There is a dialog between audience and storyteller. Oral storytelling

involves a shared task, different from the physically separated tasks of the writer and
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reader of the printed story. The audience and teller negotiate a story into being in a

highly dynamic interactive process. (Livo, 1986) As noted storyteller Rafe Martin puts it,

there is a connection made with the audience through the teller's words and the rhythms

of their voice and body. (Martin, 1996) The storyteller maintains that connection

throughout the telling, modulating it according to their sense of the audience's energy.

One example of this "interactive" connection between audience and storyteller exists

in African folk tales. In Western Africa for example, as well as in many parts of the Carib-

bean, storytellers create a connection with the audience through call and response. As Af-

rican story collector and professor Jack Berry of Northwestern University said it:

Listeners may be asked and reply directly to questionsfrom the storyteller or, on
their own initiative, interject exclamations of assent and approval by way of
encouragement. So important to narrative tempo are these interpolated interjec-
tions that, if too long delayed, the narrator willfrequently substitute his own excla-
mations of "Good" and the like.
(Berry, 1991, pg. xviii)

This example demonstrates how the storyteller is fueled by and interacts with the energy

of the audience through the story they tell. The audience's energy is also fueled in part by

their expectations. When they sit down for a story, the audience expects to be taken away

and taken up into a reverie of characters and events, of emotion and adventure. Their

expectation is presented to the teller with outstretched open hands, for the teller to do

with what he or she pleases. The storyteller's act of surfing the audience is thus begun by

the teller answering the question: What do I do with their expectation? Do I satisfy it, vio-

late it, or both?
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Much of the audience's expectation comes in the form of narrative structure. From an

early age, humans are taught to expect certain kinds of things to happen in a story in par-

ticular sequences. For instance, in his book HERO WITH A THOUSAND FACEs, author Joseph

Campbell talked about the universality of the hero character. The hero appears in similar

forms and the hero story is told in similar ways in a great many cultures around the

world.(Campbell 1949) The audience expects these similarities and when the teller sa-

tisfies their expectation, the story seems "right." When the audience's expectation is vio-

lated, the storyteller risks confusing or even alienating the audience.

When the audience's expectation is satisfied, but in an unexpected way, the audience

typically enjoys the story even more. Their interest is piqued higher and their activity in

constructing narrative detail runs at a much stronger pace. For example, a story could start

out simply,

Once upon a time there was a sweet little girl beloved by everyone who ever looked
at her. But the one who loved her most was her grandmother and she hardly knew
of anything in the world that she would not have given to the child. Once she made
her a gift of a hood of red velvet and, as it suited her so well so that she would not
wear anything else ever afterwards, she was simply called "Little Red Riding
Hood."

We know this story. We know the setting, we know the characters, we can see the cottage

in some detail, we can picture the grandmother and the little red velvet hood. Most

importantly, we know what comes next - we have an expectation for the sequence of

events in the rest of the story. Even if the setting and characters were totally different and

they included a young urban girl named Latoya taking the subway to her grandmother's
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apartment on the South side, a typical audience would have recognized the pattern and

expected certain kinds of things to transpire in the story. The story continues:

The girl's mother asked her to set off through the forest to visit her grandmother.
She brought along a basket of bread and milk. Around her head she wore thefine
red hood her grandmother had madefor her. Along the way she encountered a
wolf Although sinewy and fearsome, the wolf was hidden in the shadows. When
he greeted the girl with a smooth voice, however, he stepped from the shadows like
Harvey Keitel in The Piano, revealing thefull length of his male body. Her eyes

widened, and she sputtered a hello in return.3

3 This passage is inspired by the
work of Robert Darnton (Darnton 1984)
and by the computational storytelling
work of Nick Montford. See:
http://web.mit.edu/2Iw765j/Spring_97/
StudentWork_SP9 7 /Groundhog/nick/
index.htm

A typical audience's expectations would now be slightly different. All the major elements

of their expectation were satisfied, but in a way they would not have expected. The story-

teller could now have the wolf say almost anything to the little girl. No matter what the

wolf says at this point, the audience's sense of knowing what comes next would be in

constant flux, still recognizing the story's structure, but having to work at painting all

new detail, hearing all new voices and accents, feeling all new sensations for a story they

have known since early childhood. The audience is active.

It is precisely this level of interactivity between audience and storyteller, and the abil-

ity of the teller to respond quickly to audience energy and expectation, that gives oral sto-

rytelling its power. It is to this level of interactivity which computational storytelling

aspires.

2.1.3 Traditional Literary Examples
Writers have been pushing the linear bounds of the printed narrative for a great many

years. Some of this pushing has taken the form of books written as a collection of various
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first person accounts. Some literary works have played heavily with the reader's concept

of time and space, such that all at once the reader is led to a perspective where time is no

longer a linear path, but a set of simultaneous branching possibilities. Other forms have

been narrative path-based, defining frequently bifurcating story lines leaving the reader

to decide which to take. The rest of this section includes examples of these forms.

In the late 1920'S, William Faulkner wrote perhaps his most famous novel, THE SOUND

AND THE FURY, about events occurring around the Compson family. (Faulkner, 1956) The

novel is divided into four parts, each part using a different narrator. The first three parts

are from the points of view of three of the family members, with the fourth part written

using an omniscient narrator. Because each section has a different point of view, the reader

is placed inside the mind of the current central character. Therefore, not only is the reader

privy to selected story details which that character deems most important to tell, but the

reader also gets to experience the way in which each character thinks. As the novel

progresses from section to section, the reader is left with the task of merging the details

and opinions gleaned from earlier parts.

Jorge Luis Borges' stories such as GARDEN OF FORKING PATHS and THE CIRCULAR RUINS

show time as a set of branching paths and as an infinitely cyclical journey, respectively.

(Borges, 1964) (Borges, 1962) Borges' stories suggest a world where one can see dimensions

far beyond the one dimensional process of reading from the two dimensional page. THE

GARDEN OF FORKING PATHS is a story within a story about an ancient Chinese novel in which

time is defined as an infinite set of forking paths, created by each of the decisions we make

in life. When faced with a decision, we do not make a single choice, but instead make all

choices simultaneously, thus splitting time into many paths of possibilities.
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THE CIRCULAR RUINS iS about a man who banks his canoe on a river's shore, near the cir-

cular ruins of a stone building built for worshiping an unknown god. The man falls asleep

and discovers that his purpose there is to dream a new human being into creation. He

dreams the human detail by detail - the heart, the skeletal system - until at last the man

brings this new creature to life with the help of fire from the fire god of the temple ruin.

The man teaches the new creature about the ways of the dream and the real worlds, even-

tually sending him on his way further down the river where there is yet another temple

ruin. After this new creature, this new man departs, the first man quickly grows old and

tired. The circular walls of the temple become a fiery enclosure that slowly engulfs him.

As the man awaits the burning pain of death, he feels none, realizing that he, too, is merely

a creation of fire, "...a mere appearance, dreamt by another."

In EINSTEIN'S DREAMS, author Alan Lightman wonders what Albert Einstein would have

dreamt about while he was writing his seminal paper on relativity. (Lightman, 1993)

Chapter after chapter Lightman asks questions through Einstein's character such as,

"What if time was circular? What if it was linear, but ran slower at higher altitudes? What

if time ran at different speeds in different geographical locations? Etc." With each'what if'

question, a resulting dream scenario is played out in the small Austrian town where Ein-

stein lived and worked in the patent otce. The reader is able to see time not just as bifur-

cating, but as having many possible structure; each structure true relative to a certain

point of view.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE books such as Richard Brightfield's THE CURSE OF BATTER-

SLEA HALL, are a good example of narratives with bifurcating paths. (Brightfield, 1984)4 In

these small paperbacks, the reader is given the opportunity every few pages to choose

4 This is just one of many examples
published.
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what they would like to happen next, given a number of simple choices. Each choice is as-
signed a new page number for the reader to turn to, thus leading the reader through a read-

ing experience of jumping around from one part of the book to another. The narrative,
therefore, is structured as a set of paths which continuously split, leading to a diverse set
of endings. The author's challenge is to give each possible path through the entire narra-
tive a sense of intentionality and craft.

In DICTIONARY OF THE KHAZARS, author Milorad Pavic presents not a straight narrative,
but a dictionary, or more accurately, an encyclopedia for an extinct culture called the

Khazars. (Pavic, 1988) Living in the Baltic region of Europe between the 7th and ioth cen-

turies, the Khazars were a people who battled, married, were conquered by and who in

other ways touched the lives of many other cultures of the area. The book entails accounts

of significant Khazars from the Christian, Islamic, and Jewish points of view. The book is

presented to the reader as a tool that may be use to help them make up their own mind as
to who the Khazars were. The introduction to the book includes instructions on the dic-

tionary's use. After a brief overview of the dictionary's navigational tools, such as religious

symbols and color schemes, the author further encourages the reader as to how he may ap-

proach the work.

But the reader should not be discouraged by such detailed instructions. He can,
with a clear conscience, skip all these introductory remarks and read the way he
eats: he can use his right eye as afork his left as a knife, and toss the bones over his
shoulder. That will do. He may, ofcourse, wander off and get lost among the words
of this book as did Masudi, one ofthe writers of this dictionary, who wandered into

Fig. 8sSymolepset thre wayd othe other people's dreams, never tofind his way back. In that event, the reader has
P e pthe word ono other choice than to begin in the middle of any given page and forge his ownthe Khazars.
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path. Then he may move through the book as through aforest,from one marker to
the next, orienting himself by observing the stars, the moon, and the cross.

...Hence, each reader will put together the bookfor himself, as in a game of domi-
noes or cards, and as with a mirror, he will get out of this dictionary as much as he
puts into itfor, as is written on one of the pages of this lexicon, you cannot get more
out of the truth than what you put into it. (Pavic, 1988 p. 13)

Pavic gives the reader free rein to consume the book as they see fit, thus actively con-

structing their own understanding of the work and the culture represented. But Pavic is

given little choice about having to introduce the reader to the book as he does. The

notion that the book is a dictionary, and needs to be approached as one even though it

may be fictional, needed to be reinforced in order to break the reader's tendency to read

from beginning to end, instead of the non-sequential meandering paths Milorad Pavic's

writing tries to encourage.

Once a computer is mediating the material, rather than the bound pages of a book, the

reader's tendency to think in a linear fashion can be redefined and beginning-to-end lin-

earity no longer assumed. While the cited books use different methods with varying suc-

cess to minimize their linear nature, it is only with a new tool, a new medium, that true

nonlinear narrative can be born.

2.1.4 Hypertext
Hypertext is the binding of many electronic documents to one another through the use

of linkages. These linkages or links can have the form of a hot word within text, or hot

region within images and video. The idea of hypertext was first proposed by MIT research

scientist Vannevar Bush in an article written in 1945 entitled As WE MAY THINK. (Bush,
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1945) In that article, Bush describes a machine, which he calls memex, as "a device in

which an individual stores all his books, records, and communications, and which is

mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility." Bush goes

on to say that this device should work more like the human mind does - by association

rather than by indexing of information. That is, the human mind tends to remember

things in terms of how they are related to other things; i.e. a family member's birthday

relative to a religious holiday, someone's last name relative to the name of an occupation

or trade, a friend's favorite and least favorite foods relative to a particular shared meal in

the past. Bush sought to link documents in such a way.

One cannot hope thus to equal the speed and flexibility with which the mind fol-
lows an associative trail, but it should be possible to beat the mind decisively in
regard to the permanence and clarity of the items resurrected from storage. (Bush,
1945)

The term hypertext was coined in the 1960's by author/visionary Theodor Nelson. (Nel-

son, 1987) Nelson hoped to link texts as a way of linking human thought and knowledge,

so someone could more easily navigate a large body of connected knowledge on an elec-

tronic screen. Researcher and Brown University Professor George Landow, who has writ-

ten extensively about hypertext, describes this form of writing as one which truly

requires an active reader.

Hypertext, in other words, provides an infinitely re-centerable system whose pro-
visional point offocus depends upon the reader, who becomes a truly active reader
in yet another sense. One ofthefundamental characteristics ofhypertext is that it is
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composed of bodies of linked texts that have no primary axis of organization.
(Landow, 1992, pg. 40)

Much of the early vision of hypertext is largely satisfied today through the World Wide

Web. Both the World Wide Web as well as special hypertext software applications like

Storyspace (Eastgate Systems, 1996) offer authors the opportunity to make links between

many pieces of fictional and nonfictional text. Indeed, the publisher of Storyspace, East-

gate Systems, also publishes many hypertext works of fiction and nonfiction.5

Postmodern literary critic and professor Stuart Moulthrop of the University of Balti-

more, as well as George Landow, and others who have written extensively about hyper-

text, see hypertext as an ideal multiform structure where the reader is called on to be more

active than previously expected in piecing together narrative. (Landow, 1992, p.7) Typical-

ly, someone reading a book or magazine would simply have to keep track of the page num-

ber sequence to know what's next. In the case of a magazine with non-contiguous articles,

a bit more attention has to be paid to page numbers and references, but that is the limit of

awareness needed to follow a magazine type narrative. Hypertext, on the other hand, has

no visible page numbers. What's next is determined by what is physically clicked on with

the computer's mouse.

For example, given a hypertext passage such as:

"Oh Grandma, what big ears you have."
"The better to hear you with my dear."
'And Grandma, what big eyes you have."
"The better to see you with my dear."

5 http://www.eastgate.com/
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6 It is no accident that HTML stands
for HyperText Markup Language. The
foundational ideas of the world wide
web are rooted in the theories and ideas
of hypertext's early thinkers such as
Vannevar Bush and Theodor Nelson.

'And Grandma, what big teeth you have!"
"The better to EAT you with my dear!"

the user could click on any of the above words, or the white space around the words, and

depending on which word the user clicked on, a different passage would fill the same

space on the screen. For instance, if the user clicked on the word "Grandma," the next pas-

sage could be a parallel plotline about another grandmother character in another fairy

tale, it could be a passage about grandmothers in general, or it could be a different pas-

sage about this particular grandmother in this particular story, as if the user needed to

know more about her before continuing on with this plotline. The user could click any-

where in the active space and go wherever the hypertext story designer had dictated. By

clicking on a non-consequential word like "with," "And," or "what," the user could be

taken down the path of a default plotline which might correspond to the user's expecta-

tions for this story.

While the narrative path taken by the user is laid out by the author ahead of time, it is

only one of many clearly defined paths through the narrative material. From hypertext

comes hypermedia, which goes beyond simple text as a medium of expression in favor of

a diversity of media forms including still pictures, video, sound and text. Both hypertext

and hypermedia have been defined and built, as Moulthrop states, "with electronic cross

references that move the reader instantly from one piece of information to another."

(Moulthrop, 1990, p.7)

The World Wide Web is an example of a hypertextual design using multiple media. In

the web, HTML documents are by and large "hard linked" to other documents6 by way of

individual alpha-numeric characters, words, collections of word-like phrases or sentences,
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pictures, or even predefined areas of a still images. The act of surfing the web requires fol-

lowing link after link, testing, tasting, and jumping around in search of new and interest-

ing information - a type of activity which is becoming more and more common, and more

commonly understood.

Although narratologists have almost always emphasized the essential linearity of
narrative, critics have recently begun tofind it to be nonlinear. Barbara Hernstein
Smith,for example, argues that, by virtue of the very nature of discourse, nonlin-
earity is the rule rather than the exception in narrative accounts. (Landow, 1992,

pg. 24)

2.1.5 Cinema
Film is a medium even more rigidly held than text to a linear format due to its physical

characteristics. It is ditcult to navigate around a 400 foot reel of motion picture celluloid,

other than by straight linear progression from beginning to end. Yet, films such as Akira

Kurosawa's RASHOMON, Robert Altman's SHORT CUTS, Jim Jarmusch's MYSTERY TRAIN, and

Quentin Tarantino's PULP FICTION exemplify how a film maker can still stretch, if not

break, the boundary of linear experience. These films in particular are examples of non-

linear story design in a linear medium and have inspired this research effort in numerous

ways. Another film, ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOw, directed by Jim Sharman, has redefined

interactivity in traditional cinema for a quarter century.

SHORT CUTS, a film by Robert Altman, follows the lives of ten sets of characters as they

interweave. (Altman, 1994) While the stories of each set of characters are intriguing in

their own right as they struggle through their lives in modern day Los Angeles, the multi-

ple "independent" storylines take on new significance as they cross each other. Because

Fig. 9 Cinema is a linear
medium, yet inspires nonlinear

narrative through films by
directors such as Kurosawa,

Altman, Jarmusch, and Taran-
tino.
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the film hops back and forth between the different stories, telling bits and pieces of each

in an interwoven manner, it has a distinct non-linear nature. The audience has no control

over the near misses when one story comes close to intersecting another, nor control over

the direct and sometimes violent collisions between one story and another, and so can

only passively participate. The linear film experience of sitting in the theater watching

without guiding is maintained, while the feeling of the story itself remains nonlinear.

Jim Jarmusch's film MYSTERY TRAIN is also an example of interconnected storylines

through multiple sets of characters. (Jarmusch, 1989) Unlike Altman, Jarmusch's ap-

proach gives the audience the perception that they are witnessing time fold back onto it-

self. The story begins by following a Japanese couple's journey to a Memphis hotel. It then

follows a young Italian widow's serendipitous journey to that same hotel. With each addi-

tional set of characters and events connected with the hotel, certain scenes are shown as

timing cues, sometimes repeatedly, in order to reinforce the message that many of these

events are happening simultaneously. These short repeated scenes are often in the hotel

lobby or are sounds from surrounding hotel rooms which the audience recognizes as be-

ing associated with previously viewed scenes. They synchronize the viewer as to when

there actually is a passage of story time. The notion that this is time folded comes from the

fact that the audience is forced to watch all of these events sequentially, yet with the re-

peated cinematic message that these events are happening at the same time. Again while

the audience has no control over what events they see when, they are involved in a narra-

tive construction process, where sequentially presented events must be overlaid one on

top of the other and selectively placed end to end, in order to grasp the full story.
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PULP FICTION, like the films above, uses interconnected stories driven by strong charac-

ters. (Tarantino, 1994) PULP FICTION IS distinguished from the others the filmmaker's choice

of structure. After weaving through the many sets of characters and story lines, Director

Quentin Tarantino chose to replay the opening scene from an earlier point in its story, and

even filled in a part of the opening that he omitted in the beginning. By replaying this

scene, the audience knows what is going to happen next, or thinks they know. The audi-

ence's omniscience is shattered when the new scene is inserted in the middle of the old,

giving the once familiar ending a new context and meaning. This sequencing choice is es-

pecially striking because one of the main characters in the opening sequence, played by

John Travolta, is killed in a previous scene. The structure forces the audience to look on

the characters from the opening scene differently, even though the scene again resolves

pretty much as it did at the beginning of the film.

RASHOMON, a classic film by Akira Kurosawa, chronicles a crime on a rural road in an-

cient Japan. (Kurosawa, 1951) In recounting the crime to the authorities, the different

characters involved tell different stories. The audience sees all of these versions played

out, each from a different character's point of view. Time and story events are not folded

as in the previous example; here the events are presented to the audience sequentially, and

the audience is asked to do the work of placing them side by side in their mind for com-

parison. This work, this required thoughtful viewing by the audience, is similar to the ac-

tivity asked of the reader in hypertextual stories. The author presents a firm structure and

story content within that structure. The audience then appropriates the linear story (or a

linear story) by reconstructing the story events. One definition of interactivity, then, is a

measure of how much the audience is willing to or motivated to do this reconstruction

and how much the story structure aides them in that activity.
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It is interesting to note that while many theater and distribution companies like

Loews, Sony, Time Warner and others are spending lots of money and time trying to devel-

op interactive story systems for theaters and personal computers, what has proved to be

perhaps the most successful "interactive" movie in history allows the audience to effect

neither the film's production nor outcome. Audiences attending screenings of THE ROCKY

HORROR PICTURE SHOw have been packing movie houses for over 20 years to recite the dia-

logue along with the characters on the screen, throw story-relevant objects during the

movie at specific times, and even come to the theater dressed as their favorite characters.

(Sharman, 1975) Their active participation alters their experience of the movie, and the

audience largely comes to the theater expecting the standard movie experience to be al-

tered. This phenomenon is one piece of evidence which indicates that interaction in a

movie experience does not necessarily require modifying the movie itself. ROCKY HORROR

takes advantage of the human imagination and its tremendous ability to fill in and expand

story. It is this very same ability upon which metalinear narrative relies when making its

narrative construction.

2.1.6 Granularity
For this research, the notion of granularity relates to the act of building narrative and the

parts that one builds with. In general, a granule is that part or tiny piece which one uses

to build something much larger. The larger the granules used to build with, the easier it is

to build; for instance, it is much easier to stack bricks to build a castle than pile grains of

sand. It will take many more grains of sand to build a castle than it would bricks. The

smaller the granule, however, the more precise and smooth the building can be. Building

a vase with granules of clay is smoother and more precise than building it with pebbles
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or brick, for instance. A potter has very precise control over very minute detail of her

work largely because clay granules are so fine.

In film, granularity is the coarseness of the meaningful units of audio or visual mate-

rial. That is, a film can be broken down into a series of scenes, which are large pieces or

broader strokes of meaning. Scenes can be further broken down into sequences, which are

the result of continuity on various planes, including temporal, spatial, and perceptual.

(Davenport, 1991) Sequences can be further broken down into shots, which are one or

more frames of film or video that have been recorded contiguously, and therefore repre-

sents a continuous action in time and space. The shot can be finally broken down into the

frame, the smallest addressable unit of film representing the limit of what the film camera

can capture at any instant.

For image processing, the descriptive granularity has to befine enough to address
specific objects in the frame. When editing a movie, the granularity must be
coarser to encompass thoughts, actions, and intentions. (Davenport, 199 i)

For example, there is a scene in LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD where the girl, noticing a patch of

flowers some distance to the side, wanders off the path. The wolf, who had been lurking

in the shadows, confronts the girl, asks her destination, and then leaves to take the short

cut to the grandmother's cottage. A sequence within that scene could be the following

series of shots: an over the shoulder shot of Red walking down the path through the for-

est; Red's POV of the flowers in the near distance; a medium shot (head, shoulders and

waist) of a large smile growing on her face as she turns off the path and starts toward the

flowers; Red's point-of-view reaching the flower patch and gently reaching down to pull

up a flower when a shadow enters frame-left, followed by a hairy paw; the camera tilts up
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to a medium close-up of the wolf's face with an exaggerated grin, showing all of his sharp

teeth. An example of a single shot from this sequence is the final shot, ending with the

wolf's ominous smile. A single frame from this shot would be the final frame of the wolf

smiling, or the frame which includes Red's gentle hand grasping the small flowers with

the shadow of the wolf darkening the upper left hand side of the frame. Thus, a cinematic

scene can be broken down to ever smaller granules of meaning.

For metalinear story, granularity has to do with the representation of meaning for each

story piece. Given the fluid and flexible nature of digital media, the meaning of a granule

is based not on physical limitations, but more on how (or how many ways) the granule

can be used to tell a part of a story. When a writer writes a metalinear story granule, what

that writer is creating is a multifunctional cog that can be positioned in many different

places within the linear story. The writer must, therefore, be aware of the issues connected

with the creation of each granule - economy of size vs. precision in use. A balance or com-

promise must be struck, keeping in mind the complexity required to communicate the

story at hand. In other words, to write a metalinear story, one needs to ask the question,

"How complex does the system of interconnected story pieces have to be in order to tell

this story well?" Some computational storytelling systems are designed around using

large chunks of story and sometimes even use full stories as granules.

Computer and cognitive scientist Roger Schank at Northwestern University, along

with his team, created a system for storing a large number of entire stories that are re-

trieved with the use of software agents. (Schank, Bareiss, Fano, Osgood, & Ferguson, 1992)

The agents work in pairs and target stories along a single subject axis, with each agent rep-

resenting an extreme of that axis. For instance, one pair of agents named Einstein and Ed-
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ison retrieve stories about science. Einstein looks for stories having to do with theoretical

and abstract science, while Edison looks for stories having to do with invention and prac-

tical engineering. When sent off to retrieve stories, those stories selected by both agents

are placed higher in the priority list. On the other hand, if a story comes back as retrieved

by Einstein, the user will know something about what approach to science the article con-

tains. It is important to remember that the agents here do not perform a construction pro-

cess using small narrative granules, but instead select entire stories.

To decide on a granule's size and functionality is to define the flexibility of the entire

system. While metalinear narrative makes no restrictions on size and shape, it is the writ-

er's responsibility to design the granules for optimum functionality for their own work.

Some of the attributes which govern the functionality of story pieces include size, the re-

lationship between story pieces, and the types of narrative parts that it represents. These

attributes will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.

2.1.7 Assembly in Multiple Ways
Once story granules are defined, how does one construct them into a coherent whole?

Once a whole story is constructed the first time, how is it constructed again differently -

and indeed over and over again? This is done through the use of story structure.

Aristotle, as well as modern day narrative researchers and authors such as David Bor-

dwell of the University of Wisconsin and Edward Branigan of the University of California

in Santa Barbara (who have focused much of their attention on the power of story struc-

ture) recognized the ability of story structure to communicate ideas. Bordwell suggests

that there is a connection between story structure and a listener's memory of a story.
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Nearly all story-comprehension researchers agree that the most common template
structure can be articulated as a canonical story format, something like this:
introduction of setting and characters - explanation of a state of affairs - compli-
cating action - ensuing events - outcome - ending. Distortions in comprehension

and recall tend to occur at points when the narrative violates or ambiguates this
ideal scenario (Bordwell, 1985, p9. 35)

Story integrity and recognizability are, infact, a matter of structure - the manner
in which a given story binds information together into some sort ofcoherent whole.
A random collection of bits of information not organized into a conventional story
shape is denied story status. (Livo & Rietz, 1986, pg.29)

In his article on knowledge and memory, Roger Schank repeatedly states that there is a

strong connection between human knowledge, memory and the stories we carry around.

The better that observed or reported events can be couched in a familiar story structure

or pattern, the better our memory of those events. (Schank, 1995) Schank's earlier work

had to do with creating a computational model for life's actions such that a computer

system could read a "story", disambiguate its events, and then be able to predict or gener-

ate what event(s) should follow (Schank & Abelson, 1977). Schank's definition of "story"

was a recounting of stereotypical, chronological events and did not make room for

higher level narrative structures such as flashback, flash forward, or narrative primitives

like those introduced later in this document. Schank modeled expectation using an elab-

orate construct of IF/THEN path lines. There was no room for character development,

personality, or emotion.

Professor Michael Dyer of U.C.L.A., who was a student of Schank while he was at Yale

University, furthered the field of story understanding with his BORIS project. (Lehnert,
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1983) Like Schank's work, Dyer's BORIS program could read stories, disambiguate the text,

and pick out main characters. In an extension to BORIS, called MORRIS (Moral and Re-

minding Interface System), the system could read a story in depth and perform a careful

analysis of the appropriateness of character actions. (Dyer, 1983) From this, MORRIS

would extract the moral of the story, in the form of narrative summarization, which it

could then refer to later when attempting to analyze and understand other stories. By ad-

dressing story moral, the BORIS/MORRIS system addressed a level of human creativity

that few computational systems could. Still, it is important to note that the systems built

by Schank and Dyer were story analyzing systems, not story construction systems. To seek

out and model information that is already in a story is very different from creating a story

which contains multiple levels of moral and emotional information.

Joseph Campbell's work in myth and archetype, in parallel with psychologist Carl

Jung's writings on human personality, goes far in describing character roles and expecta-

tions. They each seek to explain some of the roles and patterns of how we as human beings

live out our lives, and through those patterns interpret characters and events in stories.

(Vogler, 1992)

Writer Carol S. Pearson provides six Jung inspired archetypes in her book THE HERO

WITHIN-Six ARCHETYPES To LIVE BY. (Pearson, 1989) In that volume, Pearson examines the

character archetypes of the Innocent, the Orphan, the Martyr, the Wanderer, the Warrior,

and the Magician. As Pearson states,

Each of the archetypes carries with it a worldview, and with that different life
goals and theories about what gives life meaning. (Pearson, 1989, pg. ii)
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7 No other of Branigan's narrative
elements illustrates more clearly that
this narrative scheme is specific to sto-
ries/movies of the American culture.
Many European movies, for example, do
not offer the audience a direct state-
ment of the protagonist's goals. Instead,
the narrative progression of many non-
American movies is based much more
on the strength of the characters and
character interplay alone.

Pearson's archetypes give insight into how people see themselves and the world around

them. They are a model for providing meaning to the way people act in different situa-

tions. Because of this, the archetypes can also be a model for realistic ways in which story

characters can act in various fictional situations. Pearson provides one of the few charac-

ter-based, rather than plot-based models.

Branigan's work in cinematic story structure offers a wealth of insight, especially in

the area of narrative schema. (Branigan, 1992)(Brooks, 19 9 6) This research uses Branigan's

structures as a general guide in developing a framework for structuring metalinear stories.

Branigan's narrative schema consists of the following:

i) introduction of setting and characters;
2) explanation of a state of affairs;

3) initiating event;

4) emotional response or statement of a goal by the protagonist;

5) complicating emotions;
6) outcome;

7) reactions to outcome.
The order of these elements is important, as they progress from the beginning of an

archetypical narrative to the end. Elements one and two introduce the narrative, bring-

ing us quickly up to speed with the rules, physical attributes, and even the physics of the

environment, as well as the state of this story world and its important characters. Ele-

ment three, the initiating event, is the spark which sets the affairs of the story world even

more off balance than they may have already been. Element four represents a direct or

nearly direct statement by a main character, which focuses the entire narrative around

the stated goal of this main character.7 Elements five and six are part of a causal relation-
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ship stemming from the initiating event, in that the initiating event happened and

caused certain emotions and outcomes. Element seven is then part of a causal rela-

tionship with element six. Recognizing such causal relationships, or in Branigan's terms

"focused causal chains," are important for helping to give the audience a handle for

understanding life as represented in the narrative.

Focused causal chains are not just sequences of paired story events in time and
space, but embody a desirefor pairing events and the power to make pairs. Narra-
tive causes are thus principles of explanation, or criteria for grouping elements,
which are derived from cultural knowledge as well asfrom physical laws: the
human plans, goals, desires, and routines-realized in action sequences-which
are encouraged, tolerated, or proscribed by a community. (Branigan, 1992, pg.
116)

In the early part of the twentieth century, Russian formalist Vladamir Propp proposed a

set of 31 narrative characteristics to provide a method for understanding and cataloguing

Russian fairy tales. (Propp, 1968) Propp explains in MORPHOLOGY OF A FOLKTALE that he did

this by breaking up a large number of fairy tales into components and then made a com-

parison of the tales according to their components. Propp created two levels of these

components or categories; the thirty-one major characteristics, with each one including

one or more sub-categories. For example, Propp's category 16 is, "The Hero and the Villain

Join in Direct Combat," with sub-categories, (i) They fight in the open field, (2) They

engage in a competition, (3) They play cards, and (4) a special form relating to a specific

story in which a she dragon proposes the following to the hero: "Let Prince Ivin get on

the scales with me; who will outweigh the other."
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Much of the power behind Propp's work is that it offers detailed patterns of narrative

events with an almost mathematical symbol system of representation. Category 16 has a

designation of the letter "H." To make the full designation, the sub-category number is add-

ed as superscript. If the Hero and the Villain battled in a game of pinochle, for example,

Propp's designation would be H3. If the full story were that the Villain rode into town and

promptly abducted the Hero's wife, to which the Hero responded by challenging the Vil-

lain to a game of pinochle, at which the Villain eventually lost, then Propp's story desig-

nation would be: Al H3 13.

It is ditcult to accurately apply Propp's work to modern narratives because its form of

sequencing is quite rigid and based on a deconstructionist approach to the study of narra-

tive. Propp's work was also based on his own cultural folk tales and was never intended to

be applied beyond that domain. There are other researchers, however, who tried a broader

approach.

Around the same time Propp was writing his volume on morphology, Finnish folklor-

ist Antti Aarne created a tale type and motif index for the comparative study of folk tales.

Upon Aarne's death in the mid 1920's, the work was taken up by folklorist and professor

Stith Thompson of Indiana University. (Thompson 1955) Thompson expanded the tale

type and motif index to include tale types and motifs from many cultures around the

world. Thompson defines tale type as "a traditional tale that has an independent existence.

It may be told as a complete narrative and does not depend for its meaning on any other

tale." (Thompson 1977) A tale type is made up of one or more motifs. A motif is "the

smallest element in a tale having a power to persist in tradition." In other words, motifs

are story granules.
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Examples of the Aarne-Thompson tale types are: Magic Objects, Supernatural Power or

Knowledge, and Supernatural Helpers. Examples of motifs within the Supernatural Help-

ers tale type are: the three old women helpers, the wild man, and the gifts of the little peo-

ple. The motifs are story granules which define the meaningful chunks of a tale.

Thompson assigned a unique sequence number to each of his thousands of motifs to make

it easier to codify a tale. Therefore, similar to Propp's work, it is possible to construct a sen-

tence of motifs which represent a particular folk tale. For example, the Grimm's story

Rumpelstiltskin has a tale type of 500: The Name of the Helper. Rumpelstiltskin's list of motifs

are: H914, M242, S211, H521, D2183, H1092, N475, C432.I. 8 With such representations it

is then possible to compare stories from different cultures, note similarities and postulate

reasons for these similarities. According to the SCRIBNER RESOURCE COLLECTION OF WORLD

FOLKTALES, there are at least three other stories from England, Scotland and America with

the same tale type and similar motif list, and therefore, are variants of Rumpelstiltskin.

(Clarkson, 1980)

What Branigan provides is an abstract structure for organizing story material. What

Propp and Thompson provide are classification systems for identifying and comparing

different stories - and in Thompson's case, comparing stories from different cultures. They

each provide a structured method of addressing narrative and a method of attaining new

understanding about narrative through structure. Propp and Branigan make the point

that because the story material is organized in a structure, especially a structure which is

common or recognizable to the audience, the audience enjoys the story more and maybe

even remembers it better. By putting together the various parts of the story into an over

arching structure, the story as a whole works. The same is true for metalinear narratives:

8 Meaning: H9 14 - Tasks assigned
because of mother's foolish boasting;

M242 - Bargains and promises
between mortals and supernatural

beings; S2 I I - Child promised to

supernatural being; H52 1 - Test-
guessing unknown propounder's

name; D2183 - Magic spinning;

Hi 092 - Task-spinning impossible

amount in one night; N475 - Secret
name over heard by eavesdropping;

C43 2.1 - Guessing name of super-
natural creature gives power over
him.
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by providing an abstract story structure, in this case taken mostly from Branigan's work, a

entire story can be constructed from parts based on that overarching structure.

Even with Branigan's relatively small number of narrative schema elements, com-

pared to Thompson's thousands of motifs, it is still possible to describe a large number of

narratives. Branigan designed his schema elements to be broadly useful in the description

of narrative. If, instead of deconstructing, one wanted to construct narrative from a large

collection of story granules using one of the above structures, help would be required for

organizing story granules and sequencing granules based on their descriptors. Help would

be needed, in the form of a tool, to construct a story; and with such help, the nature or pro-

cess of construction is changed. Bringing in the right tool can change the way one thinks

about a business, as has been shown by the tractor in farming, the power saw in logging,

and the computer in finance. A tool for developing and constructing metalinear story can

change the way one thinks about the business of writing.
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3 The Problem

The world has arrived at an age of cheap complex devices of great reliability; and some-
thing is bound to come of it.

Vannevar Bush, As WE MAY THINK, 1945

3.1 The Problem Addressed by the Thesis

3.1.1 The Thesis
The last chapter examined a few of the many ways people have pushed the bounds of var-

ious media in a nonlinear or metalinear direction. While those noted explorers have pro-

gressed and expanded the media's means of expression, some problems still remain. For

instance, those examples cited in the previous chapter are bound to their fundamentally

linear media. No matter how talented the filmmaker or engaged the audience, film

remains a linear medium. This thesis shows that in order to write a metalinear story, one

must use a metalinear writing tool from the very beginning. Writing using a standard

word processor and a multilinear presentation tool cannot yield a metalinear result. One

requires a special tool to aid appropriately in the process of building a metalinear story

system.

In general, the computer has the ability to be this tool. Yet the problem remains; how?

How can a computer take instruction from a story writer such that the computer can
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"know" something about the story? How can a computer provide feedback to the writer

during the grueling rewrite process? How can a computer fit into the metalinear story de-

sign system which includes story creation, presentation and writer/audience feedback?

If a computational system is to make narrative sequencing decisions, it will have to

have access to some portion of the author's intentionality. It will have to have some repre-

sentation of how the author understands his/her own story. The metalinear narrative

model accomplishes this by representing the authorial intentionality through various

types of links. By connecting one piece of story to another, and stating a simple reason for

this connection, like causality or temporal precedence, some amount of the author's in-

tention is represented in the linking system. Additionally, by providing the author with

feedback in the form of a story, a writer will know if the connections they made between

story pieces can be navigated in a coherent way. A specialized software tool for writing

metalinear stories can provide such functionality. It can help the author construct meta-

linear story by capturing the relationships between story pieces, providing a means for

constructing narrative structure, and by providing ways to reconstruct multiple linear

narratives from the same collection of narrative material. This chapter addresses the is-

sues involved in creating such software by examining different approaches others used in

this domain.

3.1.2 Overview of the Problems
Any storytelling experience or system, whether electronic or otherwise, typically

includes three important elements: the artist/storyteller/writer, the story itself, and the

audience. For a commercial system these functions might be called creator, product, and

consumer. The artist creates the story, which is then realized in a specific medium and
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presented to an audience or consumers. Once the audience experiences this single

instance of the story (book, theater, movie, etc.), there may be some mechanism for the

audience to respond to artist. Such a system is modeled in Figure 9. While a book is fixed,

with audience feedback possible only after the fact (through the publisher), feedback in

live theater is a little more fluid. One example is that actors can often read the audience

for needed adjustments during their performance. Additionally, applause during or

immediately after the performance serves as some measure of artistic success for per-

formers and writers. However the audience's feedback is usually given only after they

have experienced the story - this is especially true in the case of movies. In general for all

media, the audience cannot give feedback during the story in a way which will change

any of the narrative structure or its production elements. As discussed in chapter 2, this

model does not hold for oral storytelling, which has a much more fluid artist-audience

Audience Feedback

Artist(s) Audience

IBookITheater
Tape recorder Movie, etc.
Word processor
Motion picture camera Story

Fig. 9 Simple artist-story-audience structure, with feedback.
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interaction. This model does hold true for all recorded media. For the benefit of reaching

a wider audience through mass duplication, the recording process tends to distance the

audience from the artist.

Is it possible for a computer mediated story to change this model? Computers have al-

ready been incorporated into the story writing and production process-most notably

with the use of word processing tools. Word processors mainly offer a way of getting the

story text written down quickly, and allow for fast and efficient editing. Beyond this com-

mon functionality, there are software tools that also give feedback to the writer based on

some simplified knowledge the tools have about the written language. Spell checkers and

grammar checkers have a representation of words and sentence grammar which allow

them to use the written text as input for comparison with their rules. The software offers

the writer feedback regarding where its representation of correctly spelled words or prop-

er grammar does not match the writer's text. These actions compose a feedback loop be-

tween writer, the story/text, and the computer. However, these systems have little to do

with the narration of the story and nothing to do with the audience. That is, they do not

have any representation of what the story is about. Spell checkers and grammar checkers
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do not make the wolf bigger or badder, or Red a smarter child, but just "cleans-up" what the

writer has done. Figure io illustrates such a system.

Fig. 10 Computer assistance in the simple artist-story-audience structure.

Many researchers and software designers have tackled the problem of trying to place the

computer within the creative process in a more meaningful way. These attempts have

usually not been directed toward general solutions, but instead toward application spe-

cific solutions. This chapter examines some representative examples which demonstrate

the limitations of currently available systems.
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9 See:
http://www.screenplay.com/

3.2 Problem Examples

3.2.1 The Knowledge-based Approach
Figure differs from Figure in that there are paths marked with the words REPRESENTA-

TION, PRESENTATION, and REASONING. REPRESENTATION conveys the existence of story con-

tent as well as story description. The story is described to the computer in a way which

allows the computer to understand it enough to facilitate simple manipulation. (Brach-

man & Levesque, 1985, p. xiii) PRESENTATION conveys that the form of media for the story

is not predetermined. That is, the story exists first in an amorphous, unrealized state. It is

the presentation process which forces a choice of medium on the story, and thereby a cas-

cading series of further decisions like editorial style, treatment of sound, etc. REASONING

conveys the existence of something which makes logical inferences about the story based

on the description (representation) of the story. The reasoning engine reads the story

description, makes its inferences, and feeds the results of those inferences back to the art-

ist.

A sophisticated example of this structure would be the software program DRAMA TICA,

from Screenplay Systems.9(Screenplay-Systems, 1994) Dramatica provides the screen-

writer with a gigantic sophisticated questionnaire. As the writer fills out the question-

naire, making high level narrative choices, Dramatica searches through its list of known

narrative structures for matches. Its main goal is to force the writer into making the most

detailed decisions possible about the story, so that Dramatica's matches for story structure

and style come down to just one. When there is only one match, the system can provide

the user with additional information about their screenplay according to the description
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of the found match. The theory behind Dramatica suggests that writing screenplay dialog

is a lot easier if all the necessary character decisions and attributes are already decided, like

how they think, their strengths and weaknesses, etc.

Dramatica seems well suited as a narrative feedback mechanism, as long as the user's

goal is to create a type of story in line with Dramatica's "expertise" - linear Hollywood

styled movies. Dramatica's knowledge is stored as static rules about linear screenplay

structure and character definition. In artificial intelligence (AI) terms, Dramatica takes a

knowledge-based approach to the problem domain of screenplay structural analysis. It is

well known in the AI community that one of the weaknesses of Knowledge-Based AI

(KBAI) is that its structures become brittle when faced with a dynamic problem domain

or any problem domain which it was not specifically designed to handle (Kolodner, 1993;

Maes, 1992).

An alternative approach would be a behavior-based approach. This approach is de-

scribed well by professor Pattie Maes of the MIT Media Laboratory. In her paper BEHAvIoR-

BASED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE she compares and contrasts these two forms of Al by listing

characteristics which typify the knowledge-based and behavior-based approaches. (Maes,

1992)What follows are those characteristics I have found most appropriate in the domain

of narrative structure:

A Knowledge-Based Approach

- Models isolated and advanced or specialized competences (i.e. medical diagnosis or chess
playing). The knowledge-based approach would rather provide "depth" than "width"in
its expertise.

- Solves one problem at a time, usually with no time constraints for solving that prob-
lem.'I Also the problem domain is static, remaining unchanged.

This is certainly true in Dramat-
ica's case. In the Hollywood film indus-
try, the writing process is so far
removed from the presentation process
that, as far as the Dramatica software is
concerned, the writer has all the time in
the world to create and analyze her
screenplay before production begins.
Therefore, Dramatica's reasoning sys-
tem really does not need to work any
faster than what good human interface
design dictates.
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- Usually is not concerned with developmental aspects, how the knowledge structure got
there in the first place, or how they change over time. Therefore, the knowledge-based
approach does not have to be adaptive.

Alternatively,

A Behavior-Based Approach

. Has multiple integrated competences, such as those needed in locomotion or navigation
for robots. For stories, these competences may choose conflicts, decide on story resolu-
tions, or, with regards to presentation, decide how to smooth out audio transitions, for
example.

- Is a system "situated" in its environment. For robots, this means that they are directly
connected to their problem domain through sensors and effectors. For computational
narratives, it means that the system navigates an environment of story representation
and is "open" in that it is always accepting of user feedback."

feeThatkisther yt is rove to Emphasizes the behavior exhibited by the system rather than the system's knowledge.
thtfeedback hthr otiepniet
that feedback or not. Emphasizes the system's adaptive ability, which means that the system improves over

time.

Behavior-Based Al (BBAI), as an alternative to knowledge-based Al, represents a funda-

mentally different way of thinking about a problem domain. Where the knowledge-

based approach makes an a priori attempt to capture the rules for successfully solving or

navigating a domain, the behavior-based approach instead relies on a set of lower level

competences which are each "experts" at solving one small part of the larger problem

domain.

BBAI constitutes the theoretical groundwork for the notion of Autonomous Agents

(Maes, 1990). Autonomous agents are intelligent software modules that embody the ideas

of BBAI. Autonomous agents are typically designed to control some sort of mobile robot

or computer screen character, maintain certain "personalities" as members of a MUD
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(Multi-User Dungeon or Domain (Foner, 1993)), control user response behaviors in a soft-

ware interface, or perform certain financial or search tasks on the internet.(Maes & Kozier-

ok, 1993) (Tecuci, 1998) An agent must be able to maneuver around obstacles without

getting stuck in an awkward space or lost in an endless loop of co-dependent tasks, oscil-

lating between multiple goals. They are designed to deal with domains that are not entire-

ly known, where unexpected things can happen. To this end, care must be taken to ensure

that there exists a set of competences within the agent which handle the low-level tasks

necessary for the operating environment; i.e. stepping, talking, or communicating over a

network.

Metalinear narrative research employs BBAI through the use of software agents. The

software agents are less brittle and more adaptive to a dynamic narrative representation

environment than a KBAI approach would be. Using software agents, story domains can

grow or change, while the agent remains the same.

3.2.2 The Simple-Link Approach
As mentioned in Chapter 2, hypertext systems like StorySpace offer a web-like structure

for text, providing navigable connections between small granules of story. With its

graphical representation of nodes of text and the connecting links between those nodes,

StorySpace encourages a spatial conception of writing that goes beyond what we have

come to expect on a simple 2D writing surface.

Allforms of writing are spatialfor we can only see and understand written signs Fig. 11 The web of simple linked
as extended in a space ofat least two dimensions. Each technology gives us a dif- nodes.
ferent space. For early ancient writing, the space was the inner surface of a contin-
uous roll, which the writer divided into columns. For medieval handwriting and
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" There are starting to appear specifica-
tions for extensions to World Wide Web
which include adding metadata to links,
including link typing. See the HyTime
Standard: http://www.hytime.org/papers/
htguide.html or XML: http://www.textual-
ity.com/

modern printing, the space is the white surface of the page, particularly in bound
volumes. For electronic writing, the space is the computer's video screen where text
is displayed as well as the electronic memory in which text is stored. (Bolter, 199i,

pg. ii)

The next step past hypertext is hypermedia, which goes beyond simply text as a medium

of expression to include a diversity of media forms including still pictures, video, and

sound as well. Both hypertext and hypermedia have been defined and examples built, as

Stuart Moulthrop states, "with electronic cross references that move the reader instantly

from one piece of information to another." (Moulthrop, 1990, p.7) Other hypertext or

hypermedia systems, like Apple Computer's HyperCard and the World Wide Web, offer a

broader range of uses for hypertext and hypermedia with roughly the same level of spa-

tial representation.

What such simple-link systems lack is any meaningful definition for their links. Their

links are constructed simply with the knowledge that one part of one piece of text is con-

nected to one part of another piece of text. The reasons why a connection is in place or the

notion of a particular type of connection between two pieces of text is absent from hyper-

text." In a sense, the reader of a hypertext is more active than the reader of traditional text

because they are having to mentally resequence pieces of text so they can have a better un-

derstanding of character, plot, temporal relationships and physical/geographic relation-

ships. Hypertext offers a flexible arrangement of narrative pieces at the cost of the user

bearing the burden of creating a coherent narrative.
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Hypertext... provides an infinitely re-centerable system whose provisional point of
focus depends upon the reader, who becomes a truly active reader in yet another
sense. (Landow, 1992)

While this decentralized or distributed mechanism of writing does offer some readers

the pleasure of finding their own way through the task of constructing a story (as

Landow implies) for many readers this process can be quite troubling or even frustrating.

Readers are presented with the difficult task of constructing narrative from a cloud of

interconnected text nodes, with few (if any) hints of how to do so. (Murray, 1997, p. 133)

Each link is essentially a blind alley from one point to another. The terms "hypertext" and

"hypermedia" have been used to define a story form with rich networks of story pieces,

but with the authorial intentionality of those network connections safely tucked away in

the author's mind. Yes, the reader can move from one piece of information or story to

another, as Moulthrop states - but why? Much of a hypertext user's experience is based

more on impulsive decision making and not on narrative reasoning.

Hypertext does not help the author to build the hypertext system, other than through

its graphical user interface. As the network of nodes and links become more complex, the

author must pay more attention to organization and the many possible paths a reader

may take. The only way to check these sequences is to follow them "by hand" - methodi-

cally checking each node and choice path, making sure that what was written actually

makes sense when placed together. Fortunately for hypertext, story coherence is less of a

problem for readers than it is, say, for viewers of a movie or some other cinematic experi-

ence (i.e. television narratives and movie rides)13. A reader, rather than a viewer, is much

more flexible and forgiving of seeming discontinuities in text. We are familiar with poetic

'3 Radio dramas might also fall into
this category. To what extent the radio
drama experience is a cinematic experi-
ence is completely dependent on the lis-
tener and their ability to picture the
events described.
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Fig. 12 From robot locomo-
tion to personal assistants,
software agents have influ-

enced the way we think about
computing by emphasizing

behavior and
personality.

models of text which use discontinuity as a means of expression (i.e. James Joyce's ULYSS-

ES). In some ways, textual discontinuities can even act as an asset and appear as part of the

art form. Hypertexts, even with these advantages and flexibility, cannot create true meta-

linear narratives. For this a tool is needed.

3.2.3 The Multiple Character Approach
Much work has been done in computer science in the area known as artificial agents or

software agents. As discussed earlier in this chapter, software agent research began as a

robust method of controlling physical robots as they dealt with an operational environ-

ment that was not completely known. (Maes, 1994) (Tecuci, 1998) Further work has

yielded agents which control the behavior not of physical robots, but virtual robots

called animants. (Blumberg, 1996) (Galyean, 1995) Animants are graphically represented

robots on a computer screen which exist and react to each other and events inside of a

virtual world. The agent behavior modules of the animants allow them to interact with

each other and with humans with varying degrees of complexity and realism.

Professor Joe Bates and his graduate student team at Carnegie Mellon University

worked on a research project called Oz which used intelligent animated characters. (Bates,

1992)While Bates' research encompassed a number of projects having to do with software

agents and dramatic experiences, Oz is particularly significant because it evolved after

Bates did some basic experiments with live improvisational actors and a generalized story

script. Bates created a type of artificial narrative using small animated potato-shaped char-

acters called Woggles on the computer screen. The characters inhabited a rocky landscape

and each had their own individual set of behaviors. The user, controlling one of the char-

acters, could drive their character up to another character and engage them in any number
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of activities of communication or play in believable ways. One of Oz's goals was to keep

the user engaged in the system by making the characters believable. They accomplished

this by using personality and interaction models. Bates created a potentially narrative

play space, in which the human user could direct the actions and events between charac-

ters - actions and events chosen according to a narrative being constructed in the user's

mind.

Professors Barbara Hayes-Roth and Daniel Rousseau of Stanford University took Bates'

work further by providing agent characters with improvisational models of interaction,

creating synthetic actors which can produce performances that are theatrically interest-

ing, believable and diverse.(Rousseau, 1997) Rousseau and Hayes-Roth's virtual actor

agents perform stories by providing the agents with a set of abstract directions in the form

of a script which describes what to do, and a set of personality behaviors which describe

how to do the scripted actions.

Further research such as that by Peter Wavish and David Connah of Philips Research,

included ways for making agent actors appear more intelligent or capable than they actu-

ally were, by implementing scripts. (Wavish, 1997) While they implemented their agents

in a way similar to Hayes-Roth and others, Wavish and Connah were able to achieve this

deception of the audience/user in part by having the actors engage in diectic dialog; that

is, the agents pointed at objects in their environment and referred to them relative to other

objects, rather than referring to them by name.(Cremers, 1996) Their Communicating De-

ictic Agents (CDAs) perform a written script of actions, improvising background activity

along the way. By including a script in the actions of agents, Wavish and Connah opened
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14 Information about Erasmatron ca
be found on their web site. http:.
www.erasmatazz.com/company.html

the door a little wider for a more authored interactive agent experience, yet with the addi-

tional ability to react and do the right thing when events are dynamic and unexpected.

Progressing from the more general use of Al and agent technology toward a domain

specific application, the term story engine is used to describe a set of software algorithms

designed to make decisions regarding how a computer-based story should proceed. That

is, the story engine decides what's next in the story, embodying some of a human author's

reasoning for doing the same task. Story engines are construction engines, deciding the se-

quence of each small detail, major event, and opposing or supporting position of the story.

While some story engine research has taken a more traditional approach, focusing on nar-

rative structures and models, other research stems from an area which is not typically

based on narrative, that of computer gaming. Text-based story engines tend to maintain a

look and feel resembling their ancestors, the early computer-based adventure role playing

games.

Computer game designer Chris Crawford's ERASMATRON' 4 iS one example of a text-

based story engine which has taken a step toward graphic representation. In general, the

Erasmatron story engine offers a way of constructing a text and image story experience by

navigating a collection of narrative material, with no exclusive ties to that material. A sin-

gle story engine can construct many stories using different sets of story material. Erasma-

tron works by having the writer program each character into the system. Each character

has behaviors which control how they react emotionally to other characters in various sit-

uations, and graphical representations expressing their mood or emotional response. The

user interface is composed of a still image of the currently active character bearing a mood

specific facial expression, text describing what is currently happening in the story (which
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could be the dialog between the currently active character and the user's character), and a

menu of computed choices. Based on the user's menu choice, the active character on the

screen reacts both graphically and through dialog depending on their programmed be-

havior, thus sending the narrative in a new direction.

What each of the above researchers have essentially focused on in their own special

way, is the intelligence of the story characters themselves, relying on that intelligence and

the way that the characters react to each other as a way to create a narrative experience.

The characters are physically and aurally responsive to each other and so appear to create

narrative by means of cause and effect. As writer E. M. Forster points out in his book As-

PECTS OF THE NOVEL, cause and effect go a long way towards defining plot.(Forster, 1954)

Forster's example is that to say, "The King died, then the Queen died," is not a plot. To say,

"The King died, then the Queen died of grief," is a plot because causality is shown. In a sim-

ilar fashion, the Multiple Character Approach researchers establish causality in their char-

acters by defining reactionary behaviors. Characters are programmed to react in

particular ways given particular situations or preconditions. Often, one character's reac-

tion to one set of preconditions establishes a different precondition, which other charac-

ters then react to. In this way the characters interact and are responsive to each other.

Though the characters react back and forth to one another, they establish no over arch-

ing direction. To say, "The King died, then the Queen died of grief," is only a true plot if it

is an overarching description of a larger work or if just that statement is the entire story. If

that statement is "the plot" of a single sentence within a much larger work, then its narra-

tive effect is minimal. Plot requires some amount of overarching intentionality and fore

thought. Plot is a force that drives characters and events forward through time and space.
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Fig. 13 For some, puzzles are an
interesting challenge. For others,

puzzles have all the allure of a trap.

To reduce plot to a reactionary flinch response is not as effective. In the case of Oz, there is

no overarching narrative plot at all. Any interpretation of an Oz experience as having a

plot is solely in the mind of the audience/user. While the user's mind is not a bad place for

the plot to exist, Oz makes little effort to place a plot there.

3.2.4 The Puzzle Approach
Some narrative software projects take a puzzle approach to telling a story. That is, like a

game, they present a world of interconnected puzzles which the user solves. These puz-

zles can be elaborately devised, using recurrent characters, adventurous journeys and

exotic landscapes. MYsTis an excellent example of using the computer to tell a story with

the use of puzzles or problems.(Miller, 1993) The entire Myst experience is a puzzle. Its

user interface includes a simple yet powerful employment of different media types

including digital video, beautiful and elaborately designed graphics, and subtle continu-

ous sound. The premise in Myst is to travel back and forth in time and space on a deserted

island, solving puzzles in order to collect clues. These clues allow the user to find out

what happened to two brothers mysteriously entrapped in two books in the library. The

player must decide their fate.

Myst communicates an enormous amount of story with relatively little data by pro-

viding a rich landscape, an elaborate soundtrack, and a premise which ensures player safe-

ty. The documentation for Myst makes it clear that there will be no mad slasher bad guys

jumping out from behind a tree, so the user may explore the landscape freely. This sets

Myst apart from many other computer games. It is an adventure game which allows for

interactivity based on intellectual pursuit rather than survival.
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Because Myst is a puzzle, or actually a large collection of many different puzzles wo-

ven together, cause and effect play a strong part in the Myst experience. When one of the

puzzles is solved, more knowledge is gained that helps solve the next puzzle. When a puz-

zle is partially solved, it is immediately clear to the player that they are close to the solu-

tion. The Myst world is highly reactive to player actions. Because of its reactivity, over

arching goals and rich aural soundscape to draw in the player, the Myst experience works

as an elaborate narrative. It is a narrative, however, which does not simply offer, but re-

quires, a high level of interactivity. To gain access to the narrative material, the player

must try to solve the puzzles. There can be no passivity with Myst.15

3.2.5 The Traffic Circle Approach
Another way to structure a computational narrative is to create an environment where

one travels through, yet always returns to the same central spot. The user would go off

exploring small side paths of narrative, discovering characters which may or may not

color the remainder of their experience, always returning to the central "traffic circle" of

the program. The advantage of this structure is that the user is presented with a narrative

environment in which they feel as if they have free control over what they see and do. By

giving the user the ability to freely explore, the authors give users more opportunity to

construct (narrative) meaning from their experiences.

The software program MIDNIGHT STRANGER is a good example of the traffic circle ap-

proach. In Midnight Stranger, the user adopts the character (avatar) of a white male in his

twenties, investigating the Los Angeles night life and club scene. It is one of the best exam-

ples of a simple, flexible user interface for navigating through a narrative space, while

gathering feedback from the user. Navigation through the LA streets in Midnight Stranger

15 One way in which Myst was strik-
ingly interactive is that some of the puz-
zles within the game were so difficult it
required multiple people to work
together to solve them. Thus, some of
the most interesting and fun interactiv-
ity happened in front of the computer
screen between the players.

Fig. 14 The structure of The Traf-
fic Circle Approach.
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happens by clicking on active areas of the background, which depict buildings, doors,

street corners to turn down, and so on. The player is not always allowed to freely walk

around, however. Sometimes navigational control is taken away from the player to ensure

they have or finish having an interaction with one of the game's characters.

The characters in Midnight Stranger make statements or ask questions of the user, to

which the user responds through the use of a color bar. The color bar is a thin graphic rect-

angle at the bottom of the screen which contains a color spectrum that gradually changes

from red to blue. By clicking toward the red side of the bar, the player is responding with

emotional warmth to the character. By clicking toward the blue side, the player is respond-

ing coolly to the character. Characters respond to the player's reaction in different ways,

depending on how the characters were designed. For example, if the player approaches a

female character at a club and engages her in conversation by responding emotionally

warm to everything she says, there is a chance that the conversation will continue, that

she will become friendlier, and ultimately result in both character and player going to-

gether to the character's apartment. If the player responds emotionally cold to the charac-

ter, the conversation will most likely be broken off and the player will not "get lucky."

The advantage of such an interface is that the system does not have to be concerned

with understanding natural language. Instead, various emotional response segmentation

patterns can be applied to the same color bar at different points in the program, allowing

the different characters to respond in different ways. For example, one character may only

have two types of responses to the player, warm or cold, giving the color bar only two ac-

tive areas. Another character may have a broader range of responses, giving the color bar

four or six active areas, and making it possible for the player to respond with too much
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warmth to the character and turn them off. While the story material, character dialog, and

media production quality of Midnight Stranger leaves much to be desired, the method of

character engagement is quite ingenious.

No matter what happens between the player and various characters, after the climax

of an event, the player always materializes back on the same street, facing the same deci-

sion time and again, "Which direction should I try now?" Here is where the traffic circle

structure comes into play. Part of the narrative granularity is based on travel to a physical

location (to the club for example), yet after each event granule, the central granule comes

back into play.

There is the notion of passing time within Midnight Stranger, i.e. the restaurant can

close, the cute woman at the club could no longer be there, for example. Therefore travel-

ling back to previously experienced locations can mean having a different experience

than before. Yet the central traffic circle scene is always the same. It binds together the oth-

er elements like the hub of a bicycle wheel, making navigation through the narrative

space simply a matter of always knowing how to get to the hub.

While it is conceivable that this technique could have a comforting effect on some

players (providing a home-base of sorts) it can also be quite frustrating if not boring. If

nothing ever changes in the central section of the game, a player could easily get bored

with it. Also, it is very difficult for a story designer to create a scene, much less "the central

scene", which can effectively act as narrative glue between the many other scenes it con-

nects. In order to make the central scene work in this way, it would have to be rather ge-

neric and bland (as in Midnight Stranger), otherwise it would eventually not work as a
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Fig. 15 Cinema has given
us moving pictures and

sound presented in a man-
ner which we strongly

adhere to, even when the
technical and physical limi-

tations are removed.

connecting tissue between certain narrative events, seem discontinuous to the player, and

thereafter either be a point of confusion or simply ignored.

3.2.6 The Single-Stream Cinematic Sequence Approach

Cinema has provided us with a paradigm for experiencing narrative through moving

pictures for the last century. Over the last fifty years, television has extended cinema's

model with its own technical and aesthetic rules and styles. Presentation through a single

stream or frame of moving image is one attribute of cinema that has not been extended by

television, but remains as part of the definition of the medium. There are examples of

computer-based cinematic narrative projects which have introduced new and unique

ways of representing and sequencing video, but which have maintained the paradigm of

single-stream cinematic presentation.

NEW ORLEANS IN TRANSITION, 19 83-1986 is a project completed by Glorianna Davenport

of the MIT Media Lab.(Davenport, 1987) It captured approximately fifty different people

on film who were involved with the development of the city of New Orleans, Louisiana

around the time of its 1984 world's fair. The film captures architects, developers, business

people, politicians and residents in their effort to preserve the historic French Quarter of

New Orleans, while also restoring and developing the deteriorating waterfront region

along the Mississippi River.

NEW ORLEANS IN TRANSITION consists of three hours of footage stored on a set of laser-

discs to allow for computer controlled access. With computer control, a user could navi-

gate through the set of key players in the struggle between conservation and progress. The

user could see the connection between one character and another, or click on the icon of
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a character on the computer screen to find out biographical information about them. Be-

cause of the laserdisc technology and video capture/display technology in use at the time,

NEW ORLEANS IN TRANSITION was forced to exists as a single video stream project. While it

made creative use of the computer screen in the way that video, text and icons for naviga-

tion where presented, it was limited in the way it could use video material, as it was all

streaming in from a standard laserdisc player.

The DIGITAL MICROMOvIE ORGANIZER (DMO) was able to shed the limitations of the laser-

disc player by storing and playing digitized video. (Davenport et. al., 1993) The DMO took

a large collection of short video clips that have been described in a video database and or-

chestrated them in real-time to create a flowing sequence of shots on screen. The shot se-

lection used a series of filters to choose the most appropriate clip for each place in the

sequence. A number of simple filters came with the system (for pacing, continuity, etc.)

and authors had the power to create specialized filters for use in their stories. The project

AN ENDLESS CONVERSATION used the DMO to sequence clips of two characters in conversa-

tion, asking and responding to each other's questions.

While the DMO and Endless Conversation where less limited in their presentation

methods due to their use of digital (rather than analog) media, they also chose to express

narratives in a single video stream form, as in cinema and television. They maintained the

cinematic paradigm of seeing only one point of view at a time, though it was possible to

sequence through a stream of multiple visual points of view, possibly through the use of

a specialized shot filter.
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Fig. 16 The narrative unfolding
structure of TOGl.

,6 See also:
http://www.merl.com

3.2.7 The Folded Approach
Narrative involves an author setting forth predetermined paths or a general structure

along which the narrative should proceed. Yet how should the author treat the user of a

computational story system who is actively navigating these paths? That is, how does the

author shape the participation of the user given feedback from the user? Midnight

Stranger offered one method, utilizing character dialog and a form of response. Are there

other methods which offer a significantly different result?

TIRED OF GIVING IN (TOGI) is a project conceived by Carol Strohecker of Mitsubishi

Electric Research Labs and Larry Friedlander of Stanford University. It was produced by
Strohecker and myself in 1996.(Strohecker, 1999)16 TOGI tells the story of the beginning

of the 1955 Montgomery bus boycott in Alabama, an event which ignited the American

civil rights movement and changed the face of the United States. The project chronicles

key events in the life of Rosa Parks, the black woman who refused to give up her bus seat

to a white man and was arrested for what was then a crime.

TOGI was designed to tell this story in three different layers or folds, each fold reveal-

ing progressively more detail and allowing more user interaction. The first fold consists of

a narrator simply and briefly relaying the major events of the story's four parts in chrono-

logical order: the town of Montgomery, the bus where Parks was arrested, the jail in which

she contemplated her fate, and the church in which Rev. Martin Luther King spoke and

first led the town's blacks to boycott. If the user clicks anywhere on the screen during any

of the four sections, further story detail is presented in the form of major character dialog

and choral commentary. TOGI uses a diverse set of voices as a "Greek chorus" to respond
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either individually, or in unison, to the events presented in dialogue by the major charac-
ters.

The chorus consists of twelve individuals from three different eras: the Past (ancient
Africa) with 3 members, the Present (1955) with 6 members, and the Future (1990's) with

3 members. Within each of these groups there are chorus members who represent the
voice of pro-boycott, the voice of anti-boycott, and the voice of someone who is torn be-
tween doing what is right and dangerous or conservative and enslaving. Akpan, Tebogo,
and Udo are the ancient African chorus members of the Past, who are graphically repre-
sented by African masks. Winona, Isaac, Beulah, SallyJo, Jonah, and Bud are the voices of
the story's Present in 1955 and are represented by black and white adults on both sides of
the issue. Latisha, Natoya, and Ana are the voices of the story's Future and are represented
by teenagers from three different ethnic groups.

The user has the opportunity to ask individual chorus members what they think
about the events of the moment, thus gaining different perspectives. This user interaction
represents TOGI's second fold of story. If the user wishes further interaction, they may
click on a major character to have that character enter into a dialog with a system-selected
chorus member for the story's third fold. The user unfolds the story through their interest,
as communicated through their actions.

The question posed at the beginning of this section was: "How does the author shape
the participation of the user-given feedback?" For TOGI, our specific question was: "Do we
as authors give the user more of what they have demonstrated that they want or like, or
do we give the user more of what they have experienced the least?" To some extent this
question pertains to the goals of the project itself. Does the project have as its primary goal

Akpan Tobogo Udo

Latisha Natoya Anna

Fig. 17 The twelve TOGI chorus
members. Graphics designed by

Steven Alexander.
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to entertain or promote learning? Is there only one primary goal throughout the project?

As some of the TOGI chorus members were pro-boycott and others anti-boycott, each side

expressing their own worldview, the user is able to choose a narrative experience which

generally weighs more heavily on one side of the boycott issue or the other. The binary na-

ture of the issue makes navigating it a little like navigating the edge of a fence. The answer

to the question of how to respond to user feedback still is not clear and perhaps cannot be

answered definitively.

The issues addressed above also pertain to computational story aesthetics. The human

storyteller has much more leeway than the computer for processing user feedback, both

during and after a story presentation. Yet, in a computational story when a human author

wants to make sure the audience gets a certain message, is it possible to ensure the deliv-

ery of this message computationally? Or must the author take the following into consid-

eration as they write: THE MACHINE DOES NOT HAVE THE POWER TO RETELL MYSTORYIN SUBTLE

WAYS, SO THAT IS WHAT I MUST ADDRESS WITHIN MY VARIOUS STORY CLIPS.

The possibility of providing a substantive crafted computational narrative may be a

level of difficulty beyond the scope of simple AI data structures and algorithms alone, es-

pecially when the issues being navigated are non-trivial and profoundly human. Part of

the premise for this thesis is that the answer lies not in the computation alone, but in the

coordination between computed structures and human craft. To tell a computational sto-

ry well, a close working relationship is needed between the author and the author's tool.
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3.3 Metalinear Story Coherence-The Art Form

Theyfind it hard to grasp some things that come easy to us, because they simply
don't have ourframe of reference. I show them a can of Campbell's soup.
I say,
"This is soup."
Then I show 'em a picture of Andy Warhol's painting of a can of Campbell's
tomato soup.
I say,
"This is art."
"This is soup."
"This is art."
Then I shuffle the two behind my back.
Now, what is this?
No,
this is soup
and this is art.

- From Jane Wagner, THE SEARCH FOR SIGNS OF INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THE UNI-

VERSE, 1986

3.3.1 Is There an Art Form?
The previous section examined different approaches to computational story systems and

specific examples for each approach, including their strengths and weaknesses. Each

example attempts to express a narrative form, through both computational structures

and narrative material. Each example informs metalinear design in some way. Given the

examples of knowledge-based, character-based, puzzle, traffic circle, single-stream cine-

matic sequence and folded approaches, the questions remain: DOES THE METALINEAR
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APPROACH SUGGEST AN ART FORM? IF SO, WHAT IS IT? IS THERE AN ARTISTIC FORM OF NARRATIVE

EXPRESSION WHICH IS AUTHORED BY A WRITER OF WORDS AND A WRITER OF COMPUTER CODE,

AND GUIDED BY THE AUDIENCE? CAN SUCH AN ART FORM PROVIDE A COHERENT NARRATIVE EXPE-

RIENCE FOR THE USER/VIEWER.? The cited examples and the many hundreds of other story/

computer/media projects suggest that there is indeed such an art form.

In the 1970's and 8o's there were computer videodisc projects like ASPENwhich, while

not narrative, did allow the user to explore a real space in a continuous cinematic flowing

manner.(Mohl, 1982) In the 1990's, Tinsley Galyean's narrative guidance work and his

DOGMATIC project told a story in an immersive environment with a similar cinematic

flow. (Galyean, 1995) From ASPEN to DOGMATIC it is clear that the evolved computer nar-

rative art form is cinematic in nature. It is a dynamic visual art form which will take ad-

vantage of how the language and interpretation of cinema has pervaded our daily lives

over the last century. When a character is hurt or insulted, we expect to see a close-up re-

action shot of that person.(Zettl, 1990) When the music swells, we know that something

important and possibly climactic is about to happen; gone are the days when the audience

lurches at a close-up shot of an oncoming train. And as we have accepted this language in

our media, we expect it to be spoken to us, and spoken to us well. We expect this to such a

degree that when insightful projects like Midnight Stranger include shoddy video produc-

tion quality, we find it jarring.

As the metalinear art form is heavily influenced by cinematic language, it is also clear

that this computer narrative art form should not be static. There was a time when the

dominant data storage media necessitated a locked and unchangeable narrative experi-

ence. Laserdisc and CD-ROM distribution methods inspire computational narrative struc-
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tures which themselves are fixed and limited, such as branching algorithms and

knowledge-based AI methods. With the promise of large scale high-bandwidth 2-way net-

work access to the home from such companies as Motorola, Media One, and AT&T, fixed

narrative structures become less necessary or desirable.

An over arching concern about the metalinear art form, which encompasses its cine-

matic and dynamic nature, is whether it will be coherent. The cinematic form is highly au-

thored and thereby forced into coherency. The computational nature of metalinear

narrative also provides authorship through its programming. This authored program-

ming is more abstract in that algorithms and data structures provide a coherent potential

for a multitude of combinations. Yet even with a multitude of combinations, the metalin-

ear expression must still be coherent. It must allow a writer to not get lost in the writing

and structuring process, while also making sure the audience experiences a story that

makes sense.

There is an art form for metalinear narrative which draws inspiration from the

projects listed in this document and others. Additional attributes of this art form are ad-

dressed in the sections below.

3.3.2 What the Metalinear Art Form Is Not
There are certain attributes that this art form should not have. For instance, a knowledge-

based approach, as is used in Dramatica, is too brittle a structure to maintain a robust and

evolving narrative. If one of the defining features of the metalinear narrative is that story

material can be reused over and over again to construct different stories, then the inher-

ent rigid structure and linear reasoning associated with a knowledge-based approach

would be detrimental to this end.
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As stated earlier, the art form would require that the author's reasons for connecting

two pieces of story be somehow captured in the connection. By capturing the author's in-

tentionality, the system should then have what it needs to make narrative decisions. It is

the author's intentionality that fuels these decisions and recording that intentionality in

a knowledge-based form is a cumbersome task, to say the least.

Bates, Wavish, Connah, Hayes-Roth and the others have demonstrated the power of fo-

cusing on the behavior and reasoning ability of narrative characters realized through soft-

ware agents. While this can be a valuable attribute to have, care must be taken on a

number of fronts. For instance, when designing a computational narrative tool, it is im-

portant to give the author control over the narrative in a form which they already under-

stand or can easily appropriate. The story script (like a screenplay, for instance) is such a

form. In computer science, the term SCRIPT usually refers to any structured procedural de-

scription of actions to be taken which can easily translate to something that a narrative

writer would never touch. To a writer, a script is a complex collection of actions, events,

characters, intentionality, dialog, and unspoken emotion. The writer's job is to use these

items to craft a story world, and not exert a lot of energy translating them into a technical

language.

The world does not need another piece of software which forces people to think in un-

naturally rigid and narrow ways which happen to facilitate computation. There will have

to be a balance between character intelligence and the story script which determines cer-

tain actions. An author will want to create a metalinear story focusing more on the craft

of storytelling and less on the craft of software agent design. Yet both of these crafts must

live together intertwined, as both are necessary components of the art form. The coordi-
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nation and balance between the emotional art of story and the procedural art of designing

software data structures, must be as smooth and productive as possible.

It is important to remember that any abstract story system ultimately refers to the
sorrows and pleasures of human life and the story of any event depends heavily on
who is doing the telling. A storytelling system thatfurther calcifies the distortions
ofstereotypical thinking would be as destructive as the most bigoted and blood-
thirsty bard. We humans already do enough mechanical thinking without enlist-
ing machines to help us. (Murray, 1997, p. 199)

Metalinear narrative is not a computer game. A story is not the same as a game, though

many games can have narrative components in them. Computer games have been such a

strong area of computer software research and development over the past few years that

many of the advances in CPU design are based on the needs of the computer gaming com-

munity. Sega, Sony, Nintendo, and to some extent Motorola and Intel are all in an endless

death match for biggest, baddest, fastest processor which can show more sprites, more

realistic graphics, play better sounds, and all the while supporting more simultaneous

game players. While certainly adventure games and first person shooter arcade games

like DOOM, QUAKE and TUROK I offer some small amount of back story to their environ-

ments and characters, they have capitalized on the fact that it takes very little story to get

a game player reloading their sub-machine gun and mowing down virtual soldiers. It is

too bad that what has developed to be the most interactive electronic activity has little

need for story. There are new video games starting to appear, such as METAL GEAR SOLID

from Konami, which regularly stop game play for the purpose of engaging the player's

avatar in developing narrative and revealing back story17, unfortunately when new

media developers with gaming backgrounds enter into the realm of story, they typically

17 Pausing game play for the narra-
tive is oddly reminiscent of musical
theater and movie musicals when it is
the narrative which regularly pauses
for a song or dance number. Even so, it
will still be the storyteller, not the pro-
grammer, who will make Metal Gear
Solid's spy character as charming and
witty as Fred Astaire.
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attempt to do so with the same steering wheel or joy stick control system as their games.

In so doing, there is little time for reflection, and therefore, little time for narrative.

The genre imitates action, rather than reflection, since if one makes a mistake and
one's persona is killed, it is a simple matter to start over again. In a sense, theform
intrinsic to the genre devalues the role of the individual persona and the need for
reflection. (Niesz, 1984, p. 122)

The art form is not "just" interactive. There is a difference between interactivity and

agency. To have agency means to have meaningful control over a world, or even a destiny.

The art form of metalinear story must give the user agency.

Because of the vague and pervasive use of the term interactivity, the pleasure of
agency in electronic environments is often confused with the mere ability to move a
joystick or click on a mouse. But activity alone is not agency. For instance, in a
tabletop game of chance, players may be kept very busy spinning dials, moving
game pieces, and exchanging money, but they may not have any true agency. The
players' actions have effect, but the actions are not chosen and the effects are not
related to the players' intentions. (Murray, 1997, p. 128)

The agency that the metalinear form must have is two fold. First, the author must be in

control of the story domain they are creating, whether they have absolute knowledge of

every possible linear construction or not. Second, the audience must have some control

of their narrative experience and know that the actions for navigating through the narra-

tive material have specific effect. The audience must at least have the perception that

they have control over the narrative, even if they do not always have the same level of

control they believe they have or have their control taken away from them for brief peri-
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ods of time. (Galyean, 1995) Without this two fold sense of agency, the computational

narrative experience resembles something more akin to digital roulette than a story told

with some thought and care.

The metalinear art form, therefore, is not a static knowledge-base of facts, nor a com-

plex programming language or system of technical jargon that would put off a writer, nor

a computer game with a high level of control and little narrative, nor a system where con-

trol is relinquished by author or writer. What the metalinear art form is, however, is an ex-

citing new form of expression which holds a great deal of promise.

3.3.3 What the Metalinear Art Form Is
If we know what the art form is not, then what is it? What are the characteristics of meta-

linear narrative?

We know that the metalinear art form has two sides: that of textual design and com-

putational structure design. The writer's role is expanded here to include a technological

component, a necessary part of this new craft. Writer's expressive form goes beyond words

and sentences by merging with the structures of computer software. This characteristic is

one Janet Murray refers to as procedural.

Authorship in electronic media is procedural. Procedural authorship means writ-
ing the rules by which the texts appear as well as writing the texts themselves. It
means writing the rulesfor the interactor's involvement, that is, the conditions
under which things will happen in response to the participant's actions. It means
establishing the properties of the objects and potential objects in the virtual world
and theformulasfor how they will relate to one another. The procedural author
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creates not just a set of scenes but a world of narrative possibilities. (Murray,

1997, p. 152)

The metalinear art form encompasses a balance between authorial and audience control.

The author can offer a narrative to an audience in which the audience is more empow-

ered than they are with the functions on their VCR remote. The author's craft is one of

story potential, where the final form is many possible forms. This makes the audience

more active than ever, making choices on a level and scale never before accomplished.

Striking this balance of authoring story potential and authoring audience activity is not

an easy one.

If we give the interactor completefreedom to improvise, we lose control of the plot.
But if we ask the interactor to pick from a menu of things to say, we limit agency
and remind them of the fourth wall. (Murray, 1997, p. 190)

Yet within that struggle to find balance there is also freedom. It is within the bounds of

restriction that writers often find their voice, their power. In writing about textual elec-

tronic fiction, Jay David Bolter states:

Electronicfiction is technologically complicated in that it requires a computer and
the sophisticated arrangement of text and graphics on a videoscreen. But it is con-
ceptually simple - simpler than writing for print, where the writer must always

force his or her text into a single line of argument or narrative. The computerfrees
the writer from the now tired artifice of linear writing, but the price of this new
ftreedomfor the writer is that the writer must allow the reader to intervene in the
writing space. (Bolter, 1991, p. 145)
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The metalinear art form is born from a collaboration between writer and computer. The

computer assists the writer in the process of structuring her story granules for sequenc-

ing. This process relies on the computer providing a means of representation for the gran-

ules. Writing a metalinear story means manipulating the computer's representation of

the characters and events such that it can sequence the story granules according to the

author's intent.

In freeing the writer from linear writing, metalinear narrative provides a structure

into which multiple story fragments or granules can exist. Through this structure multi-

ple construction is possible. The writer is free to write many different versions of the same

story granule. The writer is not held to a single "right" scene, paragraph or sentence. They

may create different versions of story granules in order to give characters and character re-

lationships multiple possible sequences.

Metalinear narrative is an art form which extends narrative voice. The extended voice

of the writer can say more things, in more ways, and in more contexts using the computer.

What the computer would provide would be a meansfor using formulaic pattern-
ing, in much the same way the oral bards did, as a systemfor assembling multi-
form plots. The electronic system might be able to generate more variants than the
author could ever read in a lifetime (let alone write individually), but since she
would have specified all the important details and all the rules of variation, the
computer would be merely the instrument of the author, an extension of her mem-
ory and narrating voice. (Murray, 1997, p. 212)

Metalinear narrative is also the embodiment of many voices. Through its embrace of

multiplicity, those voices which are not usually heard are no longer silenced by the need
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to make the harsh choices of singular linear sequence. By no longer forcing writers to

think, construct and edit uni-linearly, writers can be much more open and inclusive of

the diversity of voices around them. Cognitive scientist Richard Lehrer refers to this type

of construction as Hypercomposition.

...Hypercomposition encourages the composer to be aware of the multiple voices of
his or her composition because there is always more than one path through the
hyperdocument. (Readers need not cede control to the authors of hyperdocuments.)
In principle, multiplicity of voice may make authors more likely to consider their
audience when they design, and it may make them more likely to consider revision.
(Lehrer, 1993, p. 201)

In being aware of multiple voices, the metalinear narrative author has the freedom to

present multiple simultaneous voices or points-of-view. Instead of holding on to the sin-

gle video stream artifact of analog video, the metalinear art form can reflect cultural mul-

tiplicity through a presentation design of multiple simultaneous characters, events and

sounds, engaged in expressing their view of the world.

The tool needed to create metalinear narrative is intelligent and empowering. But

what does it mean to say that software is intelligent? Al researchers tell us that software

intelligence is measured by the magnitude of a system's stored knowledge.(Lenat, 199 1) In

this case, however, intelligence should be measured not just in terms of knowledge stored

in the form of data structures and algorithms, but also in terms of how well it fits the hand

of its user. A software tool, or any tool for that matter, is only as intelligent as the user is

with the tool in their hands. Therefore, the tool's empowerment of the user is of great im-

portance.
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The tools of thefuture will be intelligent, dynamically adaptive, customizable, and
personalizable to a staggering degree. With experience, they will learn and grow
and wear tofit the specific craftsman's hand. Their complex functionality will be
deeply couched in metaphor or story, and their internal operations will be hidden
from view, until demanded. (Davenport, 1997, p. 9)

From this section it has been shown that the metalinear art form extends the writer's nar-

rative voice so the writer can say more things in more ways. Metalinear narrative

includes many character voices together, including typically marginalized voices. It bal-

ances agency between the author and the audience and frees the writer from a forced uni-

linear construction practice in favor of multiple linear constructions. Metalinear narra-

tive requires computational assistance in the multiple construction process, because it is

only with that computational assistance that the writer is truly freed to write without the

concern of having to perform the laborious construction process themselves. Metalinear

narrative is an art form which encapsulates multi-sequentiality with an authorship of

multiple sequence potential.

3.4 The Need
The need, then, is for an intelligent and flexible writing tool which allows the writer to

design the text, as well as the structures and algorithms which act on that text. The need

is for a writing tool which can incorporate the diversity of voices we are becoming more

aware of in our twenty-first century world. The need is for a writing tool which gives the

writer the power to create these stories of multiple voices, while never losing track of nar-

rative structure and character relationships. The need is for a writing tool which gives the

audience an easy way of navigating the multi-dimensionality of multi-voice narratives,
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and see a differently constructed narrative made from the same narrative granules. The

need is for a writing tool which can help the writer create metalinear stories without

applying a qualitative metric to the writer's work.

A writing tool which offers the author knowledgeable feedback about narrative con-

struction and context during the creative process, is essential to the task of creating meta-

linear narratives of significant dimension. By "significant dimension" I mean in terms of

size as well as quality. A writer is able to keep only so much of a complex story structure

in their head while they are creating. The task of remembering that structure while also

thinking about the many different ways that structure can be applied to their story do-

main, is harder still. A specialized writing tool is needed to help manage a complex narra-

tive structure and allow the writer to focus more of their energy on what they do best -

writing good story material. There is a need for a software tool which maintains human

creativity and authorship in the writing process, while also enabling the computer to con-

struct multiple linear narratives. My contribution to this field is software which answers

this need. The software tool is called AGENT STORIES.
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4 The Agent Stories System
Some people think that we're made offlesh and blood and bone. Scientists say we're made
ofatoms. But I think we're made ofstories! When we die, that's what people remember, the
stories of our lives and the stories that we told.

- Ruth Stotter, from THE STORYTELLER'S CALENDAR December 1992

A writer is not so much someone who has something to say as he is someone who hasfound
a process that will bring about new things he would not have thought of if he had not
started to say them.

-William Stafford, from WRITING THE AUSTRALIAN CRAWL, February 1982

4.1 Overview
The software tool designed as a part of this metalinear narrative research is called Agent

Stories. Agent Stories is a story design and presentation environment for metalinear, mul-

tiple point of view (POV) cinematic stories. Agent Stories is designed to be placed in the

hands of the metalinear story writer for use as a tool to promote the structuring and

rewriting of metalinear narratives, before they are realized in audio and video. Agent Sto-

ries is also able to store and present stories in a cinematic form using digital video and

audio.
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Agent Stories has five key parts or environments, each one shown as a different screen

in the software:

i) The Structural Environment, in which the structure of the narrative is described

using abstract building blocks.
2) The Representational Environment, in which knowledge of the various story ele-

ments is captured in the form of relationships between story granules or clips.

3) The Writer Feedback Environment, in which the writer is given feedback from the

Agent Stories tool on the constructability of the collection of story clips. This is

done through the implementation of software agents called story agents, which

make clip sequencing decisions.

4) The Presentational Environment, in which the story agents work as video editors,

intelligently sequencing and orchestrating the different story elements according

to a particular agent's individual stylistic preferences. The audience chooses

which story agent to activate, thereby also choosing the type of story they will re-

ceive.

5) The Agent Scripting Environment, which offers the writer an easy way of directing

the narrative construction, by designing new story agents

Each environment screen offers the writer powerful tools for thinking about and design-

ing stories that can be told through multiple characters. While Agent Stories was

designed specifically for constructing fictional multiple POV metalinear stories, non-fic-

tional stories can also be designed using the tool.

4.1.1 Navigation
At the bottom of each environment screen in Agent Stories is a multi-function tool pal-

ette. The tool palette allows the user to navigate from one environment to another by hit-

ting the appropriate tab. The user is reminded which environment they are currently
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viewing by the active tab shading gray. By hitting the tab of the current environment
name, the tool palette will rise to reveal buttons and other objects which the writer will
need for that particular environment. Hitting the current environment tab again will
lower the tool palette.

Fig. 19 The navigational palette for moving between the different environment
screens. The gray tab indicates the current environment.

4.1.2 Story Structure
The Structural Environment of Agent Stories allows a story designer to create a simple
structure or framework for a metalinear story and then use that framework to create mul-
tiple narratives from a single collection of story elements. The framework is composed of
seven narrative primitives which the writer uses to build an abstract description of a lin-
ear story structure. The framework becomes an abstract expression of the linear stories to
be constructed later. During operation, the framework also becomes the metric which
the system uses to tell how well it has constructed narratives.

4.1.3 Story Connections
The goal of the Representational Environment of Agent Stories is to express, in a useful
and efficient way, intelligent reasoning about the elements in a story domain. In the
representational environment, a clip is defined as a story element with its message con-
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veyed from a single POV and with a single or limited number of narrative meanings. The

writer uses this environment to create a story granule or clip object by typing or pasting

text into a graphic window, then drawing links from the clip to other clips. Each clip is

linked to at least one other. There are six types of links for this purpose, which are used to

broaden or deepen the definition of each clip. Collectively, the story clips form an inter-

connected web, the nature of which shapes the personality and potential of the linear

stories to be constructed.

4.1.4 The Interactive Process
As this research seeks to deliver a process for creating metalinear narrative, one of the

goals of Agent Stories to provide the writer with a means for clearly understanding the

state of the story and its descriptive structures of representation by feeding back sketchy

linear stories. A sketchy story is the simplest textual linear story construction possible,

given a specified story structure and a method or style of reasoning about the construc-

tion. Once there is a framework and a web of story clips created in the previous two envi-

ronments, the writer can have a sketchy story presented back to her within the Writer

Feedback Environment (WFE). The Agent Stories WFE is where story agents designed

with goals of narrative construction, combine the story framework of the Structural Envi-

ronment with the story representation of the Representational Environment. Different

story agents construct narratives in different ways, according to their own particular

style. The writer employs the different agents in constructing and presenting her version

of a linear story using the metalinear storybase and story structure. By constructing a lin-

ear story and providing a textual explanation of why each story clip was chosen, the WFE

offers the writer a view into the reasoning behavior of the agents themselves, as well as a
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perspective on the storybase. The writer can then go back to the clip material or the story

framework and make changes as she sees fit, according to the WFE feedback.

4.1.5 Presentation
Instead of a single stream or output frame of video, the Agent Stories provides a type of

presentation unlike that of traditional television or cinema. Multiple streams of simul-

taneous video and audio, all under the user chosen story agent control, are presented in a

dynamic mosaic form. The agents possess unique behaviors which control the dynamic

screen design of the presentation. Similar to the WFE, the Presentational Environment

performs the function of Branigan's "narration", in that it presents sequences the story

elements with a sense of style.

4.1.6 Agent Scripting
The Agent Scripting Environment offers the writer a chance to define the logic behind

the styles of story construction used by the story agents. While metalinear narrative

designers will have access to ready-made story agents, the Agent Scripting Environment

allows writers to create new story agents, and choose how they reason when trying to fill

out a story framework.

4.1.7 Development Platform
The writing and presentation interface for Agent Stories was developed on an Apple Mac-

intosh Power PC processor, using a software development system called mTropolis, from

Quark, Inc. mTropolis is a graphical objected oriented programming language for the

Mac. It clusters functionality and programmatic behavior into icons which can be readily

adapted for a specific application. I chose mTropolis because it is especially well suited

18 Though the theories behind
Agent Stories were conceived by the
author, it was through the efforts of
a team of contributors that the soft-
ware came into being. This, the third
version of Agent Stories discussed in
this document, was programmed
primarily by Justin Kent, Anthony
Young-Garner, Daniel Vlasic and
myself. Justin designed and created
the database, as well as wrote the
Agent Scripting Environment,
Anthony programmed the story
engine and the Writer Feedback
Environment, and Daniel completed
the programming on the Represen-
tational and Agent Scripting Envi-
ronments, as well as attended to an
enormous number of bugs. At the
printing of this document, Daniel
continues work on the Presenta-
tional Environment.
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for easily manipulating graphics, sound and digital video. There are a variety of interface

features which are trivial to program in mTropolis, but which are much more difficult

and time consuming in other popular languages such as Java.

The writing/presentation software communicates with a data server on a Hewlett

Packard Vectra, which is running Microsoft Windows NT. The server software itself is run-

ning through NT's Internet Information Services and is designed using Microsoft Access.

The interface protocol between the client and server process is SQL. This server setup was

chosen because it was the simplest software configuration, with a high level of support in

case of problems.

The overall client/server model was chosen because it represents the most likely mod-

el for implementing such a system in the real world. While it would have been much eas-

ier to implement an integration of both the client and the database on the same machine,

the most likely production configuration of such a system would include a home device

of some kind (the client) and the content/services provider (server), or in cable TV terms,

the head end. The head end would house large collections of story clips and digital video

data or metalinear story domains. The cable company would offer access to these metalin-

ear story domains to its client base via a high bandwidth data connection. The client's de-

vice in this scenario would need to be a powerful television, with many computer

workstation-like features: a CPU and RAM to run the software agents, a high bandwidth

connection to the server along with a back channel for control and feedback, and a hard

disk or some other form of non-volatile memory to store story agents, stories and even

frameworks if necessary.
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4.2 Story Structure

4.2.1 The Structural Environment
The Agent Stories Structural Environment provides the author with a space for creating

and manipulating an abstract story structure for a metalinear story. The story structure

or framework is expressed as set of narrative primitives. These primitives are loosely

based on Branigan's seven narrative schema elements discussed in "Assembly in Multiple

Ways" on page 51, and were chosen as a good first attempt at describing narrative build-

ing blocks for first person, multiple POV stories. The seven primitives are:

I) SPEAKER INTRODUCTION

2) CHARACTER INTRODUCTION

3) CONFLICT

4) NEGOTIATION

5) RESoLUTION
6) DIvERSION

7) ENDING
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Fig. 20 A screen shot of the Structural Environment with a sample story framework. To
build a story framework, the user drags the primitives in the circle across the screen and

into the rectangle of the Story Framework.

In the Representational Environment these same primitives will be used as annotations,
which get attached to story clips, for describing how a clip can be used. Here they offer a
way of designing an abstract structure for metalinear story. The primitives SPEAKER INTRO-
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DUCTION and CHARACTER INTRODUCTION convey something about who is telling us the story.

SPEAKER INTRODUCTION is an introduction of a character, a way of knowing what kind of

person a character is and thereby create some expectation for what that character is

likely to say or do in other parts of the story. For instance:

My name's Joey and I've been a teamster all my life. I wake up at 5:30 in
the morning, I'm at the job site by 7, I'm off by3, in McCaffery's bar by 3:I5
and home by 5- five days a week. My father's a teamster, too. He got me
my union card. But my brother didn't think the teamsters were good
enough for him - he's off wasting the family's savings on college.

A character making this statement would set up certain expectations in the audience,

which the writer would either satisfy or violate in further clips as she so chose. The CHAR-

ACTER INTRODUCTION is an introduction of the story's characters and setting from their own

point of view. As such, certain facts would be mentioned or emphasized while others

would be omitted as the character describes their world. Going back to our friend the

teamster, one example would be:

So I'm working 21st floor of this sky scrapper down on Jefferson and 5 th
puttin' up sheet rock, and a bunch of us send this new kid, Patrick, out for
coffee and bagels. Now looking down I could see Jefferson and the top of
the Dunkin'Donuts down the street. Across the street there was this other
site, a little five story office job where my pal Dougie's doing some electri-
cal work. The traffic is thick -- ain't nobody movin'.

A CONFLICT IS a problem, predicament, or situation that needs to be solved. RESOLUTION is a

solution to a conflict. Together, CONFLICTS and RESOLUTIONs act as generalized versions of
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what Branigan and others refer to as an initiating event. Most initiating events are either

single conflicts or a series of conflict/resolution pairs. In Agent Stories, RESOLUTIONS are

directly tied to CONFLICTS: CONFLICTS can have multiple RESOLUTIONS, and RESOLUTIONS can

have multiple CONFLICTS. Here is one example of a CONFLICT:

I heard this big crunch!Ilooked down and I could see the top ofPatrick's
yellow hard hat in between two cars that were pretty tight together.
Patrick had been hit and was being pinned by two cars right in the middle
offefferson. So I reach for my radio to call for help, but realize I didn't pick
one up that morning, 'cause none of the radio batteries were charged the
night before. The kid was hurt, I was his supervisor, and I didn't have any
way of helping him.

The primitive NEGOTIATION IS about revelation through struggle. While CONFLICT rep-

resents either an introduction or a worsening of a complicating event and RESOLUTION iS

the solution to that complication, NEGOTIATION IS about a character's struggle with the

complication. A character's negotiation with a problem reveals more of the character's

personality and can be useful for setting up future potential actions of the character.

NEGOTIATION also represents a recognition that in life not all problems get resolved by the

end of the story. While RESOLUTION acts as a termination of conflict, NEGOTIATION does not.

NEGOTIATION continues a conflicting event by turning it around, revealing its other sides

and facets. For instance, if a character in a story became addicted to cocaine, then having

that character entering a drug rehabilitation program is not a resolution to his addiction,

but a negotiation with it. The character could have also chosen to continue feeding their

addiction, perhaps even stealing or embezzling funds from their employer to support

their habit, or come up with sophisticated methods for hiding the ill effects of his addic-
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tion from the authority figures around him. This, too, would be a negotiation, as it does

not resolve the problem any more than starting rehabilitation does. Rehabilitation does,

however, give the audience an expectation of an eventual drug-free state -- again, an

expectation which the writer can choose to either satisfy or violate in further clips.

DIVERSION is a story element which deviates or digresses from what would be consid-

ered the plot of a story. The plot being that part of a story which is often driven by CON-

FLICT/RESOLUTION pairs. DIVERSIONS act as periods of information transference and tension

relief, but do not directly drive the progression of the story. Comic relief is one example of

a diversive period in a narrative. Anything that simply tells more about the character or

situation, without contributing to the progression of events, can act as a diversion:

The nice thing about doing what I do is that Iget to see the sky. On the
street in between the buildings, you don't see the sky like you see it from
the high steel. The clouds spread out for miles all around. And the trees!
You barely notice the trees on the sidewalk. But from up there... from up
there you see more trees than people. You see the way the world really is.

The ENDING iS an overall resolution or summing up of the narrative. However, just as any

narrative primitive can be placed in any order, there is no restriction regarding where the

ENDING occurs in the story. It can be located at the very beginning of the story framework,

somewhere in the middle, at the end, or not be in the framework at all. For some stories,

how it ends could be one of the least important parts of the story. This is especially true if

the story domain is based on commonly known historical events; it is much more impor-

tant to arrive at the eventual ending through any number of interesting and unpredict-

able paths.
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Each of these narrative primitives describe sections of an intended story. Together,

they offer the writer familiar elements for making the narrative flow from beginning to

end. The writer builds the framework using simple colored blocks on the screen. These act

as class prototypes for the seven narrative primitives. When the writer clicks and drags a

primitive block, a new instance of that primitive type is created, numbered, and can be

spatially ordered among the other narrative element instances. The order of the elements

in the framework determine much of the flow of narration in the final narrative. While

the theory behind these primitives is derived from the work of Branigan and other re-

searchers mentioned earlier, much of their research is based on deconstruction -breaking

down established linear narratives into their elemental parts. Metalinear research and

Agent Stories seek to investigate how well these primitives work in a practical construc-

tive application; i.e., can a writer use them to write with? Will a writer want to add more

primitives? Will different types of writers want different sets of primitives?

4.2.2 Writing Structure
The order of the narrative primitives in the constructed framework can suggest certain

narrative genres. For instance, it would make sense to start a narrative with a speaker

introduction, so that the audience would immediately have a sense of who is telling the

story, followed by a character introduction, during which the characters and setting are

introduced, followed then by the narrative's first conflict. However, if the order of just

these three simple narrative elements were rearranged to be: character introduction, con-

flict, and then speaker introduction, the resulting structure would resemble that of the

beginning of a typical murder mystery; where first one sees the characters and setting,

then the murder as the first conflict, followed by the introduction of the detective,
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around whose POV the story usually revolves. This is a commonly used structure for film

and television mystery narratives like: Agatha Christie, Sherlock Holmes, and Colombo,

and is recognizable by most western audiences.

Another important attribute of the story's structure is the linkage between conflicts,

negotiations and resolutions. The structural environment provides a way for the writer to

specify whether a conflict should be resolved at the next available resolution in the frame-

work or perhaps strung out until a later resolution. By making such adjustments to the

narrative structure, it is possible to affect the rhythm of the narrative by either repeatedly

introducing and resolving a number of conflicts or introducing many conflicts one after

the other, so that narrative tension is built to a higher level before any resolutions.

A related technique for writing structure is to link conflicts to negotiations, then link

negotiations to resolutions. That is, link problems to struggles and then the struggles to

the solution to the problems. This is, seemingly, a simple and straight-forward approach

to story writing. However, when one considers that in a metalinear story the conflicts, ne-

gotiations and resolutions do not all have to be portrayed from the same point of view,

then a simple structure like this one becomes much more complex. For example: charac-

ter A describes a problem, character B describes the struggle with that same problem, then

character C describes the solution to that problem, a solution which might not be valid

from character A's point of view. In fact character A may not mention anything about C's

solution in all of A's clips. That resolution exists purely from C's frame of reference to the

story world.

Added complication to the above structure, is that while conflicts can be linked to ne-

gotiations, which can in turn be linked to resolutions, they do not have to be linked in that
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order. The story's structural framework could include a resolution first, then a negotia-

tion, then a conflict. A writer could be challenged to design stories told in this "reverse" or-

der as a way of revealing new facets of certain types of conflicts. This is just one of the ways

the Structural Environment of Agent Stories allows the writer to play with the narrative

structure of a metalinear story. And play is an important word to use here. By stacking and

re-stacking colored blocks, a writer is given the opportunity to try out new story structures

quickly and easily, and perhaps even have a little fun. As discussed in chapter 5, what has

been learn through constructionist learning research is that people learn better when giv-

en the opportunity to construct something that is personally important to them using

building blocks provided in a tool. (Hooper, 1996)

4.3 Story Clips and Connections

4.3.1 The Representational Environment
The goal of the Representational Environment of Agent Stories is to express a useful and

efficient way of intelligently reasoning about the elements in a story domain. In some

ways this is similar to Roger Schank's work with software agents in a story archive, where

he and his colleagues proposed a method for software agents to choose and sequence full

stories related to a given search criteria. (Schank, 1992) In Schank's work, entire stories

needed to be annotated or pre-linked in some way by an intelligent human archivist. In

Agent Stories, story fragments or clips are annotated through the use of a graphical user

interface.
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Fig. 21 Screen shot of the Representational Environment displaying a story. This writer
chose to enforce a temporal progression using many causal precedes links.

The Representational Environment allows the writer to draft knowledge and reasoning

about the narrative into a narrative landscape. In the Representational Environment, a

clip is defined as a story element with its text written from a single first-person POV. For

the writer, a clip is first a piece of text which tells some portion of a story. Further along in
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Fig. 22 Main Character icons:
inactive and active.

Fig. 23 Minor Character icons:
inactive and active.

Fig. 24 Dramatization icons: inac-
tive and active.

the production process, once the text has been adequately rewritten and approved, a clip

may be represented by a piece of digital video or sound shot specifically for the text, for

use in the Presentation Environment. There are four types of clips which the writer can

choose to add to the metalinear story representation. The clip types are: Main Character,

Minor Character, Dramatization, and Sound. Each of the four types represents a different

type of story granule and, therefore, is dealt with in a different way by the Agent Stories

software.

A Main Character clip is a story clip from a major character of the metalinear story. It

is a character which includes some of the most important clips according to the writer,

and whose clips most likely number among the highest in the collection. Main characters

are the dominant characters of the story.

A Minor Character clip is a story clip from a character who does not play a major role

in the metalinear story. A minor character may only comment about certain major char-

acters without expressing anything about their own lives. A minor character might only

speak about things other than what the core issues of the metalinear story collection are

concerned with. Minor characters play a supportive roll and add color to the overall story

experience.

A Dramatization clip is a visual representation of either a main or minor character's

statement. While the main and minor character clips are first person accounts of what

happened or what that character is thinking, the dramatization clip shows what hap-

pened or what a character was thinking from a specific character's point of view. One

could think of it as the movie camera's eye on the scene that a character is describing.
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A sound clip is a piece of sound which describes the scene, or is in some way support-

ive of a main or minor character's point of view. Just like the other three clip types present

a single point of view in their own way, a sound clip presents a single point of view as well.

For instance, if a train struck a tractor trailer at a crossroads, the truck driver's account

might be that the train seemed to come out of nowhere because the warning lights and

bell did not go off. 19But from the account of a witnesses on the scene, the flashing warning

lights and ringing bell did indeed go off. These two different first person accounts could

have different supportive sound files associated with them, one with the bell and one

without.

Each clip, no matter what type, is connected to at least one other clip with the use of

links. Agent Stories'links are defined as:

i) factualprecede
2) causal precede

3) must include
4) supports
5) opposes
6) conflict<-> resolution

Fig. 25 Sound icons:
inactive and active.

'9 This is an actual event which
occurred during the writing of this
thesis on March 15, 1999 near Chi-
cago, Illinois. The truck driver insisted
that the warning bell did not sound,
though there is evidence to the con-
trary. Eleven passengers of the com-
muter train died as a result of the
accident. And though seemingly grue-
some, the event and the lives involved
would make a great metalinear story.
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The collection of link
supports opposes link eraser types is somewhat arbi-

factual pre trary. All but
conflict -> resolution

causal preced were chosen from my

cont own experience in writ-
must include ing and telling stories. I

Fig. 26 The activating buttons for the six link types, wanted to define a min-
plus the link eraser. This panel is located in the imum of links types so

Representational Environment tool palette.
as not to burden writers

with too many choices, while also providing writers with powerful elements for narra-

tive annotation and construction. The link type conflict<->resolution is a member of the

collection in part because of my own experience in story construction and in part

because of the culture within which I tell stories. Western cultures typically construct

plot based stories. While there are many ways of defining plot, the method I use here is a

series of conflict/resolution pairings. The more pairs of matched conflicts to resolutions,
the longer or more involved the plot. This can clearly be seen in Hollywood movies. The

typical overarching plot of a Hollywood movie involves a central character or characters

getting into trouble or dealing with a problem, followed by that problem getting strug-

gled with or solved, followed the introduction of another (usually bigger) problem, fol-

lowed by a solution, and so on. For action movies, the sequence is: something explodes,

the hero escapes, something else explodes, the hero escapes again, something bigger

explodes, the hero gets away again, and so on. The audience gets tied up in following the
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plot of the hero getting in and out of trouble along the way toward achieving his/her ulti-

mate goal, that is, resolving their longest running conflict.

The links are activated through the six colored buttons on the bottom portion of the

screen, in the diagram above. Each of these links describe a type of relationship between

two clips, and each clip can have many such links. The factual precede and causal precede

links are sequence specifying links meant to identify pairs of clips, where information

contained in one needs to be seen before the other. Factual precede refers to one clip pre-

ceding another because a fact or object in one clip needs to be identified or dealt with be-

fore the other clip is experienced. For instance, if in one clip a gun is described as hanging

in a gun rack above the fireplace and in another clip the gun is missing from that gun rack,

then if it is more important to the writer to convey that the gun was removed rather than

placed in the rack, a factual precede link would be drawn from the first clip to the second.

If it is not important which clip is shown first or if the writer feels that it is more interest-

ing to have the two clips shown in different orders in different story playouts, then such a

link would not be placed there.

Causal precede refers to events in one clip causing events in a second clip, therefore a

specific sequence is recommended. Both the factual precede and causal precede links do

not specify that one clip must immediately follow or preceded the other or even that the

second clip must be included in the story, but simply that if both clips are chosen, then

there is an order in which they must be viewed.

The must include link specifies that if one clip is chosen, then the other clip must also

be chosen, with no specified order to the clips. For instance, if character A is shown kissing

character B from character As point of view, a writer may think it important to show the
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same kiss also from character B's point of view, as the two views may tell different stories

about who kissed whom.

The conflict<->resolution link specifies that a conflict clip is resolved by a specific

resolution clip or set of resolution clips. Conflicts can have multiple resolutions and reso-

lutions, multiple conflicts.

The supports and opposes links offer the system a way of understanding, to some ex-

tent, the relationship between the story's characters, by specifying that the meaning or

message offered in one character's clip is in opposition to another character's clip, or that

two clips from different characters are supportive of each other. For instance, if after a big

lover's quarrel character A claims in one of his clips that he has made up with character B

and character B claims in one of her clips that she has made up with character A, then the

two clips (not the characters) are in support of each other. If, on the other hand, character

A claims that they made up and character B claims that they have just stopped arguing for

a while, but that the key issue of the argument still remains, then these two clips are in op-

position to each other. It is important to note that only clips can be in opposition or sup-

port of each other, not the characters themselves. While later in this chapter there is a

discussion about the criteria story agents use to choose characters, including comparing

the number of oppositional and supportive links as a way of them picking the most or

least supportive characters in general, an agent will still not be able to say that one char-

acter is in opposition to another because the agent can not read the story text.

Through this collection of clips and links, a web of story or storybase is defined which

can be navigated by traveling its links as narrative paths. The web of linked story clips are

not so deterministic that the next clip in a constructed narrative is always one hop away
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from the previous clip in the storybase. The arrangement of the structural framework in

the Structural Environment has a very strong influence on which clip follows which, such

that the next logical clip to be chosen may be from a totally different part of the storybase.

Such decisions are dependent on the framework and the active story agent.

In addition to the links, story clips are also annotated with the same key words used in

the framework of the Structural Environment. The terms SPEAKER INTRODUCTION, CHARAC-

TER INTRODUCTION, CONFLICT, NEGOTIATION, RESOLUTION, DIvERSION and ENDING make up a set

of buttons which can be activated in any combination for each clip during the clip cre-

ation and editing process. By activating one of these buttons, the writer is identifying the

clip as being of that button type. When a clip type button is activated, a small line with
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the same color as the button is placed to the right of the story clip icon as a reminder of
how the clip is annotated.

I 10oK60 aeep into nis eyes ana ne looKea Into
mine. I wasn't going to budge and neither was
he. This wolf was going to have to go through
mel

Fig. 27 The clip text box for the main character "Red," entitled
"The moment of truth." This clip is marked as both a Conflict

and a Resolution, and thus can be used in more than one way.

When a story agent constructs a story, it looks not only at a clip's links, but also at its
assigned clip types to determine appropriateness for any given situation. The story agent
essentially tries to match up the type of each clip with the framework primitives it tries
to satisfy. If a story agent were trying to find a Character Intro clip to place in the story, for
example, it would look for clips identified as a Character Intro. If there the collection of

story clips included one clip identified as a Character Intro, while the other story clip was

identified as a Character Into and a Conflict, then both story clips would be eligible for

use in this part of the story. The story agent would then have to use another part of its
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story construction behavioral programming to choose which clip would be the most

appropriate.

4.3.2 Underlying Database
The database on the server is stored as a series of records, where each record corresponds

to a single story clip. The various fields of each record store pertinent information about a

clip, including character name, title, story text, link data, movie reference data, etc. All

data in the database is stored as structured text, which gets parsed by the Agent Stories

client software.

4.3.3 Writing Representation
How would a writer create a representation of their metalinear story that makes sense

and which provides multiple ways of constructing a linear story playout? The key lies in

the first person characterizations. Consider the previous conflict with our teamster on

the 21St floor. He heard a crunch and saw the kid pinned between two cars in the middle

of a busy downtown street. Who else could have been on that street? A woman happened

to have been walking by. If we were experiencing this as a linear construction, we may or

may not have heard her Speaker Introduction and, therefore, gotten to know a little more

about her, as we did the teamster. What follows is her CHARACTER INTRODUCTION:

What I was trying to do was hit the ATM on Jefferson, run in to buy tam-
pons in the convenience store on 5 th, then get back to the office before
anyone knew I was gone. But as I passed a construction site I remembered
how when I was a kid I used to love playing in those places. My friends
Donna, Joey and I use to climb the big mounds of dirt playing king of the
hill, and threw dirt bombs at the steel girders to see if we could get that

'3
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20 There are few absolutes in the uni-
verse, fewer still in the art of writing.
The metalinear narrative writer will
need to choose how to handle situa-
tions where two of their clips are nei-
ther clearly supportive nor clearly in
opposition. While it may be difficult to
decide which link to use, supports or
opposes, choosing neither would not
help one of the missions of Agent Sto-
ries; that is to make narrative choices
which mean something. No link means
no choice can be made. This issue
points to a possible area for further
development of Agent Stories - devel-
oping new links for new kinds of story
material.

'ping"soundjustright. I'd come home with my clothes caked with that
light brown dust -my mother was so pissed- but I loved the feel of run-
ning and rolling around there. Those days are long gone.

CHARACTER INTRODUCTIONs, which describe a place and the people in that place, can often

also function as DIVERSIONS, as in the case of the text above. While we see Jefferson Street a

little more clearly, we also see other streets and especially the construction sites of the

woman's youth. We can hear the woman's passion for play. Her version of the conflict

could then be:

As I passed the plywood wall of the construction site, I heard a loud
crunch and people just leaning on their car horns behind me. I turned
around and saw the head ofyoung man in between two cars in the middle
of the street. It looked like he was hit, trapped between the two cars. I
didn't understand why the car in back didn't just backup.

Both the CHARACTER INTRO/DIVERSION and the CONFLICT of the woman are generally in sup-

port of those same elements as told by the teamster, Joey. At least, they do not disagree

with each other.20 Therefore, supports links can be made between these two clips. Addi-

tional CHARACTER INTRODUCTIONs and CONFLICTS can also be made by this same character,

which could be in opposition to each other. To add texture to the different story construc-

tions, the writer can include many oppositional versions of the same type of elements

from the same character. We could have heard a very different CHARACTER INTRODUCTION

from the woman, which does not include her history in construction sites, and does not

hint that perhaps the Joey of her past could be the same as the teamster.

Another point of view which can be included is the kid's. Pete's CHARACTER INTRO:
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First job, man-didn't wanna blow it. Sent me out for coffee again. They
could eat some serious pastries, those guys. Loved the elevator though -
cool - no walls - the earth just comes up to ya'- says hi. The street was a
parking lot, man, no room to walk, no room to cross. Missed my skate
board. These guys would have had a cow if I brought it in.

It is easy to see how more versions of the same story elements could be written to suggest

or emphasize different facets in the lives of these three characters. Some versions may not

include the accident, but instead focus on the woman's childhood. Other versions may

focus on how Joey sees the world around him. Most importantly, these three characters

are drawn out of an everyday world to allow us as audience to see our own world though

a different and ever differing lens. By reconstructing the linear stories from the metalin-

ear structure, and by repeatedly adding to the story representation, the end results are

ever evolving.

Minor characters give flavor to the metalinear story by commenting on the main char-

acters, or by just commenting on life as a part of the story world. Because they are included

in the story world, their presence affects the overall impression of the linear stories. For ex-

ample, in the midst of the crowded city streets live the invisible people that most of us just

walk right past. This woman is one of them:

I brush my hair with this bone. Like it?Isawit in a movie once. There was
this woman who lived way out in the woods in a shack with animals and
plants all over. No one could touch her 'cause she was magic - scared off
all the hunters and princes. She hung bones to dry on a string she ran from
one end of the shack to the other. And as she brushed her hair, you could
just see it in her eyes... you knew!
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21 Hayes and Flower developed a
model for students learning expository
writing by focusing on the rewriting
process.

Provocative minor characters like this one can be linked supportively to any number of

main character clips. As certain minor characters continue coming back, they can act as

foils or voices of wisdom for main characters, offering contrast or advice.

Dramatization and sound clips would most likely be linked to main and minor char-

acters through supports links, acting as visual and aural descriptions of what the character

is talking about. Dramatizations and sounds could also be linked with certain clips, using

opposes links as well. By claiming that a dramatization is in opposition to a main charac-

ter's clip or is in opposition to another dramatization, the writer is further defining the

meaning of the character clips. Story agents could potentially have the ability to use struc-

tures, like character clips linked through dramatizations, as a way of understanding the

story more, and therefore telling it differently.

4.4 The Iterative Process
The writing process is a complex one, with many different perspectives and approaches

as to how it is done. One area of research which has yielded revealing insight into the

writing process has been Cognitive Science. Recent research has made clear that the writ-

ing process has both a parallel and iterative nature. (Hayes & Flower, 1980; Smith, 1994;

Torrance, Thomas, & Robinson, 1996) It involves the creation of the initial germ of an

idea, followed by an ever cyclic pattern of evaluation, inspiration, recreation and evolu-

tion. The writing process for metalinear work is no different. The writer will still need

that cyclical evaluative process known as rewriting to bring her work to full fruition.

Similar to what Hayes and Flower did for expository writing in their research 2', a goal of

this research is to develop a model for the metalinear narrative writing process. This pro-
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cess model will involve the Structural and Representational Environments described ear-

lier, as well as an environment which gives the writer feedback about how her story can

be told. This feedback allows the writer to return to her text and make knowledgeable

changes and additions. The environment providing this function is aptly named the

Writer Feedback Environment.

4.4.1 The Writer Feedback Environment
The Writer Feedback Environment (WFE) of Agent Stories is where story agents with

goals of narrative construction, combine the story framework of the Structural Environ-

ment with the story representation of the Representational Environment. Different story

agents construct narratives in different ways according to their own particular style. The

writer employs the different agents in constructing and presenting her version of a linear

story using the metalinear storybase from the Representational Environment and story

structure from the Structural Environment. By constructing a linear story and providing

a textual explanation of why the clips in the story were chosen, the WFE offers the writer

a view into the reasoning behavior of the agents themselves, as well as a perspective into

the storybase. As in the phrase "Actions speak louder than words," here the author is able

to see, learn, and respond to the actions of agents as they form several linear construc-

tions. The goal of this environment is to offer the writer feedback which will promote

further metalinear narrative development, making the system genuinely helpful to the

writer while not being dictatorial or overly confining.
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Fig. 28 Screen shot of the Writer Feedback Environment displaying the
a story with feedback. These results are from an early stage in the story

development process with Agent Stories.

As will be discussed in further detail later in this chapter, the story agents have differing

behaviors associated with how they choose which clips to include in a story. Each agent

has a different construction technique or set of preferences which the writer uses to see
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their story in a different way. While the Agent Scripting Environment allows the writer

to create their own custom agents, there are five story agents which come predefined

with Agent Stories. These stories agents are named: Bob, Carol, Ted, Alice, and Isadora.

Each story agent has an associated textual description of how they perform their task, as

can been seen in Figure 29.

Fig. 29 The Writer Feedback Environment tool palette. Bob is the shown as the cur-
rently active story agent.

When given the task of constructing a narrative, each agent first chooses a main POV

character among the various characters represented in the Representational Environ-

ment. The POV character forms the basis of other choices the agent must make later in

the narrative construction process. This choice of POV character is the first decision situ-

ation for a story agent's behavior. Does the agent choose a character with a lot of opposi-

tional links among its story elements? Or instead does the agent choose a character with

a lot of supportive links? These are not mutually exclusive. Does the agent choose a char-

acter with the greatest number of overall links to other story events? Or perhaps the

agent could choose a character with the greatest number of factual or causal precedes
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links -- that is, characters which could be thought of as having clearly labeled sequential

paths through their story events. Choosing a POV is just one situation handled by agent

behavior.

The other situation when the agent must make a choice is when they are choosing

clips for one of the seven types of narrative primitives of the story framework. For each of

these primitives, the story agents can have very different decision making styles, and

therefore, different styles for constructing story. The styles of the five pre-defined agents

are embodied in their agent descriptions, which appear to the right of their names on the

WFE screen. The purpose of the agent description is to state, in plain language, how the

agents work in order to help make Agent Stories more approachable by a non-technical

writer. The descriptions are an expression of the way that each story agent searches

through the storybase. What follows are the descriptions of the five story agents and how

they each work.

Bob: Bob is a happy story agent, who doesn't like a lot of conflict between

characters. He'll avoid using characters who don't play well with oth-

ers.

To avoid inter-character conflict, Bob seeks out Supports links between his Main POV

character and the other characters. He will avoid Opposes links whenever possible as a

way of avoiding the situation where one character says one thing and another character

says that something different is true. Therefore, Bob will favor certain story domains in

which characters generally agree with one another. This is not to say that Bob avoids con-

flicts, both in the general sense and the Agent Stories sense. It is just that Bob would con-

struct stories more of the man vs. nature type rather than the man vs. man type.
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Carol: Carol is a one-sided story agent. Carol will weave in lots of versions of
conflicts, but with only one resolution.

As a one-sided story agent, Carol chooses a main POV character in the beginning of the

narrative, and during sections of conflict (as stipulated by the story framework) she will

first show the conflicts from characters POVs opposing her chosen Main POV. She will

then show the conflict from the Main POV, and finally, during sections of resolution, will

show only the resolution from the main POV, thus leaving the other character's conflicts

unresolved. Carol generates narratives which resemble a common structure of western

political commercials: My opponent believes that the problems of the city are X, I believe

that they are Y, what I'm going to do about them is Z. Though the conflicting POV of the

opponent is stated, and even stated first, it is discredited because that conflict is never

resolved. Only the Main POV conflict is resolved. To tell an entire story using this struc-

ture means that the audience gets to experience the many different POVs of the same set

of problems, but only one solution. This style can work in a number of ways, depending

on the story domain. It could certainly be used to reinforce one character's dominance

during the story: Yeah, those guys saw the world this way, but they're nuts -'cause I'm

right. However, it could also be used in some story domains to emphasize the unfairness

of looking at any issue in such a narrow manner. The singular (American, European,

Christian, Jewish, middle class, upper class, black, white, etc.) choice of resolution seems

all the more narrow given the larger context presented by the conflicts. Perhaps the larger

the core issue (war, famine, racism, etc.) the clearer Carol's one sidedness becomes.
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22 This segment was later regularly
parodied on the NBC comedy show Sat-
urday Night Live, which demonstrates
how this style can work equally well on
serious and comedic material.

Ted: Ted is a point-counterpoint story agent. Ted will try to show lots of per-

spectives of conflicts and resolutions. Ted's strong point is depth, but

not brevity.

Ted is a good agent for constructing an entire narrative in the form of a debate. Ted's style

is modeled after an old segment from the CBS television news magazine show 6o Min-

utes. In that short segment, called Point-Counterpoint, two correspondents, a man and a

woman, took radically opposed sides of the particular issue of the week. Their comments

on the issues often came dangerously close to personal attacks on the other person. The

segment was informative and entertaining because the two correspondents were so

opposed to each other.2 Ted's style for constructing story capitalizes on Opposes links

between story clips. Every time a conflict is required according to the story framework,

Ted will choose the Main POV character's conflict and then all of the opposing conflict

clips. When that conflict is resolved, the Main POV character's resolution is chosen, fol-

lowed by all the character resolutions which oppose the Main POV. In doing so, Ted con-

structs stories which could be seen as fairer because all sides are heard from, perhaps at

the cost of clarity, and certainly at the cost of brevity.

Alice- Alice is a "open ending" story agent. Alice will try to make the ending

of any story a mystery -even to the author of the story.

Alice is one of the more experimental story agents, in that it was clear from her concep-

tion that she will work well in certain story domains and not at all well in others. Instead

of merely choosing clips from the story domain in a clever way, Alice chooses clips, as

well as manipulates the story framework. The story framework is an authored structure

for narrative just like the web of connected story clips - so why not manipulate that, too?
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What Alice attempts to do is quite simple. In looking at the story framework, if the situa-

tion exists that a resolution is the second to last item in the framework followed by an

ending, then that would correspond to a very common story ending structure - one in

which both the resolution and ending are not just important, but tied together in some

way as interdependent narrative pieces. Therefore, Alice will throw one of them out,

such as the ending. As the "open ending" story agent, Alice can not come up with a new

ending which the author never imagined, wrote down, and placed in the story represen-

tation. Alice can, however, keep the ending a secret from the audience. She lets the audi-

ence come up with an ending themselves, in their own imaginations, based on all of what

they have seen before. Since the author has prior knowledge of Alice's construction

behavior, the author will have to decide if Alice is an story agent that he or she will want

to take into account in their story writing. This requires that the writer let go of the con-

trol they usually have over a story.

Isadora: Isadora is the love child of Carol and Ted, and thus has characteristics

from both.

Another more experimental story agent, Isadora, attempts to blend the styles of both

Carol and Ted. Isadora does this by mixing the different ways that Carol and Ted balance

the conflict-resolution parts of their reasoning, with other parts of their reasoning, such

as Speaker Introduction, Character Introduction, etc. Both Carol and Ted focus on Con-

flicts and Resolutions in constructing their stories. However, those parts of the stories are

setup by the Speaker and Character Intro's. As a one-sided story agent, Carol will choose a

speaker and character intro from her chosen Main POV character. As a more equitable

story agent, Ted will try to give more than one character's POV for both the speaker and
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character intros. Isadora, who still must choose a Main POV, will split up her choices of

speaker and character intro. She will choose only one clip for each, but not from the same

character.

4.4.2 Feedback
The WFE offers the writer feedback in either one of two forms: a textual form or a sketchy

media form. The textual form is a story construction composed purely of the writer's text.

The format of this display has some resemblance to that of either a prose story or a

screenplay. The sketchy media form resembles a cinematic storyboard and gives the

writer access to the text as well as to the digital video and sound representations of the

text (if such video clips exist). After loading a story framework in the Structural Environ-

ment, and a storybase in the Representational Environment, all the writer must do in the

WFE is choose a story agent and hit the start button, which generates the textual story-

board. The storyboard interface helps the writer in the ongoing metalinear writing pro-

cess. In traditional media, the writer often works to a deadline, after which other

contributors (producer, director, editor, photographer, cinematographer, etc.) take over to

further construct and produce the story. In a metalinear story, the media is ever con-

structible and the construction process ever flexible. Additional material can continue to

be added, and old material representations changed, on an ongoing basis. Therefore, the

writer can continue to create more characters, events and representations for further pro-

duction, even after an initial production effort has been completed.

To construct a new version of the story, the writer simply has to choose a new agent

from the agent selection portion of the tool palette at the bottom of the screen, then click

the start button to clear away the previous story blocks (if there are any) and create new
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ones. However, if the collection of story clips in the Representational Environment is sig-

nificantly large, the same story agent may construct a different story, because, given a lot

of clips to choose from, random choices are more likely.

While the intent of the agents is to make choices based on style and purpose rather

than random luck, a balance must be struck between machine power and authorial con-

trol. The power of the machine is related to the depth and complexity of its logical reason-

ing. The more power the computer software has, the more sophisticated its decisions. That

sophistication comes at a price, because the deeper the reasoning system, the more anno-

tation and representation of the clips the author has to do in order to take advantage of

that sophisticated reasoning. In other words, the more work the computer does, the more

work the human author does. The balance that must be struck lies in giving the author a

storytelling system powerful enough to construct compelling stories while not also sad-

dling them with so much knowledge representation overhead that they never want to use

the system in the first place.

4.4.3 How to Interpret Feedback
As stated earlier, the writing process is a cyclic one. Rethinking and rewriting are the

most time consuming tasks of the writing process. Agent Stories supports this process by

offering the writer feedback about their story - feedback which the writer can then use to
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called into play. If the secondary action fails, a tertiary action is triggered, if one exists. and

so on.

Fig. 31 The Agent Scripting Environment. Each colored behavior box
represents a method for choosing a clip for the primitive type box it

belongs to.

4.6.2 The Agent Scripting Language
The agent scripting language is a simple set of narrative descriptors which, when

arranged appropriately, describe a way of filtering through the story domain, such that an

agent can pick an appropriate clip or clips, if one exists. One of the goals of this environ-
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For each attempt and failure at finding a certain type of clip, the Agent Stories story

engine provides feedback about it so a writer could go back and edit their story material,

adding, for instance, more conflicts or character introductions.

The reporting of successes in the WFE comes with a little more detail and finesse.

Since the goal is not just to blurt out negative comments, but also to provide the writer

with detailed positive statements, the reporting of success happens as a concatenation of

sentence parts depending on what was found. There are four parts to each success sen-

tence: the opening, the number detail, the link attribute from the Representational Envi-

ronment, and the primitive type from the Structural Environment.

There are two different success sentence openings: Found and Randomly chose. Found is

used in three cases:

. When the agent was looking for one clip (i.e. a single supportive conflict) and found
exactly one clip.

. When the agent was looking for a clip from a specific character (i.e. a speaker intro by
Bob)

. When the agent was looking for multiple clips which satisfy a certain criteria and found
them.

The opening phrase Randomly Chose is used only when the agent was looking for a single

clip of a certain type and found many of them. The intention is to let the writer know

that the agent could have made a number of different choices at that point. If the agent

randomly chose a clip which has a strong bearing on what happens later in the story (like

a conflict which is linked to specific resolutions), then this random choice signifies that

this agent would very likely tell the story quite differently next time because the different
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conflict could also mandate a different resolution and thus a different story - a useful

thing for the writer to know.

A success sentence can have one of three different number detail pieces. They are:
- this

- this one of X available

- this one of X requested

The number detail piece this is used simply in the case when a single clip was requested

and a single clip was found; i.e. Found this...

The "X" in the second and third pieces refer to the number of found clips of the partic-

ular type that the agent was looking for. one of X available is used when the agent was look-

ing for a single clip, but found more than one, whether the request was for a specific

character or not. For example: Randomly chose this one of 3 available... or Found one of 2 avail-

able...

The number detail piece this one of x requested is used when many clips of a particular

clip type are found according to the agent's behavior, and when the agent has found as

many as it could. There is one clip box on the screen for each clip the agent finds. The

agent will try to satisfy the number of requested clips and display as many as it finds up to

the requested number. For example, in the success sentences under each of those clip box-

es, the final line would read, Found this one of X requested... The writer would know how suc-

cessful the agent was in satisfying this behavior by comparing the number requested to

the number of clip boxes on the screen. Though there are no clip number restrictions, it

appears that the number of clips requested would typically be small, on the order of 2 to 5.
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The link attribute part of the success sentence refers to the type of link made between

clips in the Representational Environment. It also refers specifically to the behaviors in

the Agent Scripting Language as described in section 4.6. Since the story agents have be-

haviors for choosing a main POV for each construction and weaving their construction

around that POV, their success sentences also reflect that main POV choice. Some exam-

ples of this sentence part are: Main POV Single Supportive, Alternative Multiple Opposi-

tional, Main POV Single Oppositional, etc. Examples of the success sentence for the three

parts up to this point would be:
- Found this Main POV Single Supportive...
- Randomly chose this one of 3 Alternative Single Oppositional...

The final piece of the success sentence is the primitive type that the agent was looking

for, as stipulated by the active story framework in the Structural Environment. The same

seven narrative primitive types that are in the Structural Environment are used here:

SPEAKER INTRODUCTION, CHARACTER INTRODUCTION, CONFLICT, NEGOTIATION, RESOLUTION, DIvER-

SION, and ENDING.

When all four of the success sentence parts are concatenated, they resemble the fol-

lowing examples:
1. Found this one of 2 requested Alternative Multiple Supportive Conflicts.

2. Randomly chose this one of 5 available Main POV Single Supportive Character Intros.

If a writer using the WFE received example 1 as feedback, it would mean that the agent

was trying to find two conflicts supportive for the main POV character's conflict, but not

actually belonging to the main POV character. This sentence would ideally be at the bot-

tom of two clip boxes. If this sentence is on the bottom of just one clip box, then it means

that the story agent was unsuccessful at finding both clips. The story agent's inability to
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find another clip is not listed as a failure however, because it is not a complete failure - it

did find one of the clips.

If a writer using the WFE received example 2 as feedback, it would mean that the agent

was trying to find only one character intro for the main POV character and instead found

five. The agent then made a random choice between the five to produce the one chosen

clip. This type of feedback in important because it is crucial for the writer to know what

parts of the story he has a lot of material for and what parts remain lacking. If the agent is

making a random choice between several clips in one part of the story, and able to find no

clips for another part of the story, then the writer will be able to see where she should focus

her efforts.

There is one remaining possible feedback which the Agent Stories system is able to

give the writer - if no clip could be found for a particular purpose. In such a case, an empty

clip box is placed on the screen in the proper sequence location where a successfully cho-

sen clip would be. Underneath the clip box are listed all the appropriate failure sentences,

indicating the sorts of clips the story agent tried to find but was unable to. The one piece

of text inside the clip box, where the clip text would normally be, is the simple statement:

Could not find a clip for this XXXX.

The feedback simply tells the writer that a clip was not chosen and for lists the reasons

why. The writer is then free to go back to the Representational Environment or the Struc-

tural Environment to make changes so this event will not happen again. The writer also

has the other story agents available. Where one of the agents could not find a clip for a

particular place in the story framework, one or more of the other agents could very well

find a clip for that same place, as their behaviors have them making different choices. By
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polling the various agents or even by scripting their own agent and having that agent

construct the story, the writer has the ability to see many different sides of their story and

rework the different parts as they see fit.

The familiar cyclic writer's pattern of change-read-rethink-change-read-rethink is

maintained in Agent Stories because the software agents output food for rewriting

thought. The resulting process is one where the story evolves during the writing process.

Not only does the text become better, as it should over any writing process, but the repre-

sentation and the body of work becomes stronger as well. The details of the writing pro-

cess and case study examples will be discussed in chapter 5, Authoring and Evaluation.

4.5 Presentation
Instead of a single stream or frame of video, the Agent Stories design includes a type of

presentation unlike that of traditional television or cinema. The intent is to present mul-

tiple streams of simultaneous video and audio, all under user chosen story agent control.

The story agents possess unique behaviors which are used to choose clips as well as con-

trol the dynamic screen design of the presentation. The Presentational Environment is

the portion of Agent Stories where that presentation takes place. Similar to the WFE, the

Presentational Environment performs the function of Branigan's "narration", in that it

chooses and sequences the story elements, presenting them with a sense of visual style.

Sequencing choices are made according to the framework in the fullest possible way for

the benefit of an audience. The constructed stories are presented with a sense of style

through the use of the same story agents used in the WFE. As the embodiment of the rea-

soning necessary to construct narrative using this computational model, story agents
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provide both the writer and the audience a method of experiencing story as best suites

their needs. The Presentational Environment is not a writer's input/manipulation space,

but instead a final video output device for both writer and audience. Here audience refers

to those who would simply watch one or many linear cinematic presentations of the

writer's metalinear story, which has been produced into the form of digital video, audio

and stills.

The object of the Presentation Environment is to give the audience/user the ability to

construct stories without having to know about the background technical details, such as

knowledge representation, abstract story structure, and story agent scripting. The audi-

ence/user would simply need to sit down in front of the monitor, choose a story agent by

name, and hit the START button to have that story agent create the story, just as in the

WFE. The chosen story agent looks at the characters in the story domain, chooses one as a

Main POV character, then weaves a narrative in the method described earlier by following

the sequence of narrative primitives in the story framework. Once a sequence of clips has

been chosen, the system plays them. Because the story agents come to the story domain

fresh every time they construct a story, there is no reason for the story representation to

ever be considered fully constructed. The writer and production team can continue to add

new story clips and delete old ones such that the story domain continues to grow and

evolve, resulting in ever changing narratives.

4.5.1 Screen composition
Because it is not the primary focus of this research, the screen composition has been kept

very simple in order to ease development. Whether this environment is developed in a

simple or complex manner, however, the fundamental idea remains the same. The com-
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puter screen is not limited to a single frame, as is the television screen. The space, there-

fore, can be used in a multitude of creative ways. The agents approach the task of

arranging frames of video on the screen in different ways. Their reasoning can be based

on a structure as simple as placing frames of video on a grid pattern, or as complex as

blocking the frames on the screen (as stage actors are blocked in the theater) based on the

story, character motivation, character background, etc.

The simple structures chosen for Agent Stories are based on what type of clips are in

the list of chosen clips to play, called the plaplist. Main character clips in the playlist will

appear in the middle of the screen. Minor character and dramatization clips in the playlist

will appear around the outside of the main character clips. Main character clips stay on

the screen in place until the next main character clip takes its place. This will be true even

if there is time between the end of one main character clip, and the start of another. In such

a case, the previous clip remains frozen on the last frame until the next clip starts. Exper-

imentation with screen placement styles is ongoing.

4.6 Agent Behavior and Logic Scripting

4.6.1 The Agent Scripting Environment
The Agent Scripting Environment offers the writer a chance to define the logic behind

the styles of story construction used by the story agents. While metalinear writers will

have access to the ready-made story agents described in section 4.4.1, the Agent Scripting

environment allows users to choose how a story agent reasons when trying to fill a story

framework; that is, create the primary, secondary, and tertiary actions of each behavior of
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the story agent. What this means for a writer is that while she is not directly specifying

which part of a story will follow another, she does have broad control over what ways the

story domain will be constructed into a linear form. While she must relinquish a certain

amount of authorial control, she also maintains some of that control over the construc-

tion process in this new way.

This has significance for the creative process, in that when the writer receives feed-

back from the WFE, she has the option of changing the story structure (Structural Envi-

ronment), changing the story representation (Representational Environment), or

changing the construction behaviors of one or more agents in the Agent Scripting Envi-

ronment. Therefore, metalinear writing will have clearly identified controls, and one mea-

sure of a writer's craftsmanship will be how well they understand which of the three

control variables to manipulate.

A story agent behavior is a set of rules which describe how the agent will perform in

particular situations. Since the goal of each agent is to fill or solve the author's structural

framework by choosing appropriate story clips, a situation for a story agent is each narra-

tive primitive the story framework. Story agents walk down the framework from top to

bottom, from one narrative primitive situation to another, choosing and inserting story

clips as they go. Story agents, therefore, are similar to Pattie Maes' definition of a situated

agent in the sense that story agents are aware of where they are and what their overall goal

is. (Maes, 1990) (Maes, 1994) The story agent's rules match a situation or context with

some primary action. If the primary action fails for some reason, a secondary action is
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called into play. If the secondary action fails, a tertiary action is triggered, if one exists. and

so on.

PE n t o:f Vlw : e_ -tr-o C h -I I-a1c:t er I nt ro: Div-r P -1

Fig. 31 The Agent Scripting Environment. Each colored behavior box
represents a method for choosing a clip for the primitive type box it

belongs to.

4.6.2 The Agent Scripting Language
The agent scripting language is a simple set of narrative descriptors which, when

arranged appropriately, describe a way of filtering through the story domain, such that an

agent can pick an appropriate clip or clips, if one exists. One of the goals of this environ-
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ment was to make it easy: easy to understand and easy to use. The ease of use is required

because the user would usually be someone who does not have computer programming

experience. If the user did have programming experience, they would not necessarily

care to apply that skill to the act of writing fiction.

There are eight story agent behaviors which correspond with the seven narrative

primitives in the Structural Environment, plus one. The extra behavior is the Main point

of view (POV) behavior. It controls which story character the agent will choose as its Main

POV. Each agent first chooses a Main POV character among the various characters in the

representational environment. The Main POV character forms the basis for other choices

the agent must make later in the narrative construction process. Does the agent choose a

character with a lot of oppositional links among its story elements? Or instead does the

agent choose one with a lot of supportive links? These are not mutually exclusive. Does

the agent choose a character with the greatest number of over all links to other story

events? Choosing a POV is just one situation handled by an agent behavior. Other situa-

tions arise when the agent must choose a story element according to any of the seven nar-

rative primitives of the structural environment.

What follows in this section is a description of the eight agent scripting environment

behaviors, and their associated narrative descriptors. The descriptions of each behavior

section are indented to show the levels of choice. For example, in Main POV, the Main, Mi-

nor, Dramatic and Sound are all first level choices. Each of these choices have second level

choices, as listed in an indented fashion below them. Sometimes second level choices have

third level choices which are shown indented further. In Main POV, choices like Specific
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are on the same level as Main, Minor, etc. However, since Specific has a different second

level choice, it is on a line by itself.

Main POV:
Main, Minor, Dramatic, Sound

Most Material, Least Material, Most Oppositional,
Least Oppositional, Most Supportive, Least Supportive,
Random

Specific
Character Name

The choices of Most Material through Random are different ways of classifying the story's

characters. Most and Least Material refer to the number of clips belonging to a character.

Most and Least Oppositional refers to the number of oppositional links between the clips of

each character. Most and Least Supportive work in a similar way except with supportive

links. Random simply means that the story agent will make a random choice in order to

find the main POV among the story domain's main characters. The Specific choice allows

a writer/story agent designer to make an agent specifically for their story domain, by

specifying the name of the character to choose.

Speaker Intro
Main POV, Alternative

Single
Multiple

How Many?_
Specific

Character Name

For Speaker Intro, the first level choices of Main POV and Alternative have only the sub

choices of Single and Multiple for the writer to specify how many clips from the main point

of view should be shown. Alternative refers to something alternative from the Main POV, as
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23 These are culturally relevant
questions, having to do with how nar-
rative content and structure reflect a
cultural identity. While much of this
topic is beyond the scope of my
research, it is touched on further in
chapter 5.

chosen in the previous behavior section. For instance, if there are three characters, Joey,

Patrick and the Woman, and Joey was chosen as the Main POV and the Speaker Intro was

the first element in the story framework, it would be significant to have Patrick start the

story with his own detailed Speaker Intro. The rest of this version of the story could be

mainly about Joey and his construction trials and tribulations, but the beginning would

be about one young kid talking about how he's trying to make a living for the first time in

his life. We are given the world through one set of eyes, then offered another, older set of

eyes through much of the main story as a contrast. This is just one example of how choos-

ing an alternate POV can make a meaningful difference in the final story

The Speaker Intro does not make use of Supportive or Opposition links, because it

makes little sense to refer to a story clip as being in opposition to something, when the clip

is someone's first person opinion of themselves. How can Patrick's opinion about himself

be in opposition to something else - what would someone else's opinion matter to Patrick

and what would such an opposition mean?2 3

The words Single and Multiple in the agent scripting language refer to clips, not charac-

ters. That is, the writer/story agent designer has an option of playing a single clip or mul-

tiple clips. The clips could belong to the same character or different characters. For Multiple,

the story agents try to satisfy the How Many number by choosing either that number or less

of which ever type of clip is being requested.
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Character Intro
Main POV, Alternative

Single Oppositional, Single Supportive
Multiple Oppositional, Multiple Supportive

How Many?_
Specific

Character Name
The Character Intro's Main and Alternative first level choices each have four second level

choices: Single Oppositional, Single Supportive, Multiple Oppositional and Multiple Supportive. In

contrast to the Speaker Intro, the Character Intro does make use of oppositional and sup-

portive links because Character Intros deal with details in the world outside of who the

speaker is. Through a Character Intro we understand the character by understanding

how they see their world. Each set of world details for individual characters could be, and

probably are different, and some could be in direct opposition to others: "The room was

jam packed crowded with people - no one could move," "I saw no one in the room but

her," "It was a typical frat party, ya know - 2 kegs, 4 guys to ever girl, not enough food."

Conflict
Main POV, Alternative

Single Oppositional, Single Supportive
Multiple Oppositional, Multiple Supportive

How Many?_
Conflict, Resolution and Negotiation all have the same choices. These were designed to

be simple choices so that a writer could more easily understand how they were used and

thereby somewhat predict the outcome. While providing more descriptive power by pro-

viding more options and submenus is certainly possible here, I made the choice for

power through simplicity instead of power through complexity. Power here refers to the

writer's agility with the tool. The less complex the tool, the easier it is for the writer to
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acquire it conceptually and use it creatively. Some of these issues will be address further

in the chapter on system evaluation, Chapter 5.

Resolution
Main POV, Alternative

Single Oppositional, Single Supportive
Multiple Oppositional, Multiple Supportive

How Many?_

Negotiation
Main POV, Alternative

Single Oppositional, Single Supportive
Multiple Oppositional, Multiple Supportive

How Many?_

Diversion
Main POV, Alternative

Over the course of this research, the Diversion primitive and agent behavior initially held

great complexity. At one time Diversion stood for the possibility of a story within a story,

a great inward spiraling effect of story structure and story representation where another

whole story structure could be encapsulated within a Diversion. Over the years, I have

come to believe more and more that power of the system is directly proportional to the

power of the human using the system - which to some extent corresponds to the ability

of the system to get out of the way of the user. In following this belief, I have pared away

Diversion to just the above two simple choices, with the hopes that interesting complex-

ity comes not from mechanical/computational form of representation, but from a more

fluid representation in the form of good writing.
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Ending
Main POV, Alternative

Single Oppositional, Single Supportive
Specific

Character Name
To create a story agent, the writer drags the Behavior box up from the bottom of the

screen and releases it in one of the behavior set boxes. Each Behavior box is separated by a

Boolean operator, either implicitly or explicitly. By dragging the Boolean AND operator

up from the bottom of the screen and placing it in between two behaviors, the writer is

telling the system to satisfy both conditions, if not with a single clip, then with multiple

clips. For instance, if in the Conflict behavior set box there was a Main POV-Single Oppo-

sitional AND Alternative POV-Single Oppositional, then first we would see a conflict

from the Main POV character and then a conflict from a character who disagrees with the

Main POV character's view of the conflict. However, if the behavior set box held Main

POV-Single Oppositional followed directly by Alternative POV-Single Oppositional,

without the AND operator, then there is an implicit Boolean OR between the two behav-

iors, thus the story agent will choose whichever behavior it can successfully satisfy first.

Ted is a point-counter point story agent. Ted's first choice for Main POV is Most Oppo-

sitional because he constructs argumentative stories. This behavior cannot fail, because

there will always be one character who is most oppositional. If there is a tie between two

or more characters for having the highest oppositional links, then the system picks one

character at random. However, just to be safe, Ted's next choice is to choose the character

who has the most material; again, a determination which can not fail - unless there are no

clips in the story domain at all.
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Ted's Speaker Intro is Main POV-Single because it makes sense to have the most argu-

mentative character say something here. Then Ted, in order to be fair, will include multi-

ple opposing views in his Character Intros. The same is true for his Conflicts and

Resolutions. Diversions, while not oppositional, can be from multiple points of view. Ted's

Diversion behavior simply requests two clips, one from the Main POV and one not from

the Main POV. Ted's ending is in keeping with his pattern of fairness, with oppositional

clips from a main and then alternative POV. Ted does not handle Negotiation well. Ted is

argumentative, and negotiation (in general) does not necessarily support his argumenta-

tive nature. However, since a story agent must be able to do something in all its behavior

set boxes, by not including any behaviors in Negotiation, Ted falls back to the system's de-

fault behavior, which is to choose a single random Main POV clip for that clip type.

The flexibility of both writer and agents allows for a great range of possible linear nar-

ratives. The functionality of Agent Stories depends only on its relative simplicity and the

writer's imagination.
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5 Authoring and Evaluation
Imagine two men holding a captured puma on a rope. If they want to approach each other,
the puma will attack, because the rope will slacken; only if they both pull simultaneously
on the rope is the puma equidistantfrom the two men. That is why it is so hardfor him who
reads and him who writes to reach each other: between them lies a mutual thought cap-
tured on ropes that they pull in opposite directions. If we were to ask that puma - in other
words, that thought - how it perceived these two men, it might answer that at the ends of
the rope those to be eaten are holding someone they cannot eat...

- From Milorad Pavic, DICTIONARY OF THE KHAZARS, 1988

5.1 The Authoring Process with Agent Stories

5.1.1 Case Studies Overview
Six writers were chosen to work with Agent Stories over a two or three session period.

Each writer worked two to four hours per session. The writers where chosen based on

their interest in creating metalinear narrative. Some of the writers who tested Agent Sto-

ries were personal acquaintances of mine - they were writers whom I asked for assis-

tance. I choose those individuals based on my knowledge of their work, and their

exhibited interest. Other writers came to the project through a request I posted to an elec-

tronic mailing list. In that posting, I briefly explained the research and software to be

tested. Respondents to that post were then sent a more detailed description of the tool
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and my research interests. They were also encouraged to read my web pages and the

papers about my research which are posted there.2 4 Only after a respondent contacted me

a second time did we arrange an appointment for testing. Respondents, therefore, were

informed and predisposed to the metalinear writing form of Agent Stories. Acquaintan-

ces who agreed to test were further exposed to the project and the metalinear writing

form through my previous conversations with them.

The first session for each writer included a demonstration of the software. They were

asked not to bring any material they were already working on, but instead to start a new

project, so they would not write with a heavy bias toward linear narrative. I stayed nearby

throughout the first session, watching them use the various environments and answering

their questions. As the testing process proceeded, I withdrew more from the writers as

they worked.

The qualitative evaluation process involved my talking to the writers at the end of

each of their sessions. I asked each of them about their typical writing process and how

that process was altered with Agent Stories. I tried to gain an understanding of their think-

ing process for narrative, before, during, and after the sessions. What follows are the an-

swers to my questions, other comments from the writers, and a short synopsis of the

characters and stories they wrote. The text of their stories is included in chapter 6.
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5.1.2 The Cases

Glorianna:

A professor and filmmaker, Glorianna spent only one session with Agent Stories. In

that time she wrote a story which consisted of a series of scenes about her family. In this

story, she and her sisters help her mother move out of her house. Most of the action took

place in her mother's kitchen. Her mother was making tea, while the daughters, all adults,

prepared for the trip and tried to "take care" of their mother. The story was situated in the

present, with flashback memories to daughters' childhood and mother's youth.

To write the story, Glorianna first created a series of scenes - linked dramatizations of

the events from what was at first a general or omniscient POV. She commented that in or-

der for her to write for Agent Stories, she would always have to write a spine of a linear sto-

ry, then branch outward with the main character POV clips of the different sisters.

Glorianna's approach to Agent Stories may be related to her experience as filmmaker

and the linear nature of filmmaking. Agent Stories may be tool which filmmakers use to

break out of linear thinking and into metalinear thought.

Raelinda:

Raelinda, a writer and oral storyteller, recently switched from writing with pen and pa-

per. When she started using a Macintosh and the ClarisWorks word processor, her rela-

tionship to writing changed. Raelinda, who describes herself as a visual thinker, said she

loved the word processor because for the first time she could write as fast as her mind

worked - she could "write at the speed of think." She was comfortable with her writing
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tool - she could play with it, and therefore, play with her writing. She carried this ap-

proach into her work with Agent Stories.

In Agent Stories, Raelinda wrote a story with three main characters: A ghost, an angel

and a coffee house bum feeding crumbs to the pigeons. The bum wants to be the angel, the

angel wants to be the ghost, the ghost wants to be the bum. The ghost and angel are invis-

ible to the bum, but they are in his imagination. The ghost and angel are both amazed at

how accurate the bum's knowledge of them is, all from his imagination.

The most striking thing about Raelinda's story is her characters' relationship to time.

In her story, the ghost is afraid of time ending, which is why she hangs around the coffee

house watching people. She knows that if she were to go into the light, time would end and

she does not want that. The Bum is afraid of entering time. He knows that if he hangs

around the coffee house, he will be able to keep time still by never turning the pages of the

book he is reading. In his book, he can keep time at the same moment, the same page, for

as long as he wants. The angel is simply confused by time and not knowing how to deal

with its passing. It is interesting that after my introduction to Agent Stories, Raelinda start-

ed writing a story in which time is a central issue - reminiscent of the stories Jorge Borges.

When I asked Raelinda about the playing with the Structural Environment and story

structure, her response was, "Well, I only have one structure." Given the diversity that I

know her oral stories to have, it is interesting that she always uses the same structure and

is comfortable with it - which is quite appropriate. She was not able to clearly articulate

what that structure was, at least not in Agent Stories terms, but she knows that each of her

stories written outside of Agent Stories has the same structure, and so was less interested

in using the story structure in her Agent Stories writing.
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John:

John, a "closet" writer, wrote two stories with Agent stories. His first story was very lin-

ear and time based. Even after repeated explanations of how the agents would rearrange

his clips, John, while never expressing dislike or confusion about agents, still kept his

heavy causal precedes link story. While working with the Representational Environment

on his first story, John realized how his representation was somewhat rigid and started

writing a second story. John's second story (see Figure 8, in chapter 4) also had a lot of pre-

cedes links, as well as many more other relationships between multiple streams of charac-

ters and action.

Teresa:

Teresa is a poet. Her entire approach to Agent Stories was as a performance poet. She

did a lot of work to map the narrative structures of Agent Stories to her expressive medi-

um, which posed a number of challenges. Teresa's involvement in the project was valu-

able, however, because as a poet she has an innate awareness of her poetic granularity.

Poets make conscious decisions about poetic granules such as stanzas, paragraphs, words,

letters, and sounds. Their use of these granules, breaking larger ones into smaller ones,

combining smaller ones into larger ones, patterns of different sizes, etc., have relevance for

writing in Agent Stories. Poets, perhaps more than fiction writers, are aware of their gran-

ularity because every choice has meaning on the page.

Teresa struggled to understand all of the features of the software so that she could use

it more effectively. She wanted the features broken down into separate lists of the system's

imperatives versus what could be done with it. Teresa was concerned not only with the
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words and phrases of her work, and the images they evoked, but also how they sound in

the reader's and the performance audience's head. One of the things Teresa struggled with

was conflict. The concept of conflict did not fit in Teresa's poetry, so she did not know what

to do with the conflict narrative primitive. She was able to map the narrative concept of

conflict to the poetic concept of tension, however. Poems can have a sense of tension that

ebbs and flows.

Teresa's writing in Agent Stories centered around the human body. She wrote a series

of poems and poem fragments from the point of views of various body parts.

Ian:

A substitute teacher in the Boston Public School system, Ian came to Agent Stories

with a strong interest in writing for radio. His belief was that radio required every bit of

the same creative effort as cinema, but with the added bonus of an infinite special effects

budget. Also, given an audio-only payout, the final product would not be perceived as

granular as in a cinematic payout. While the screen would be blank, the potential layering

of audio pieces could provide a seamless presentation of the story.

Ian got the technology of the system fairly quickly, perhaps because he read my papers

and web page before arriving. His time with Agent Stories was spent mostly in analysis

rather than writing. It turned out, however, that Ian had the hardest time adapting his

style of writing to Agent Stories.
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5.2 Evaluation of the Process

5.2.1 Author Evaluation

Raelinda:

Raelinda stated that she felt less encumbered than usual when she was writing with

Agent Stories. She did not have to pay as close attention to time and performance as she

has to in linear writing. Her writing already tended toward a free form temporal structure,

and so with a metalinear writing tool, she was able to take advantage of that. Her story ex-

emplifies a fun experience. As she worked, she was able to focus in on the writing. Her

technique was to create all of her story clips first, then link them together. She had a sense

of how they would be linked as she wrote, but did not commit herself to links until after she

was sure of what her characters wanted to say. Unfortunately, the one part of Agent Stories

that was not working properly during Raelinda's writing sessions was the story engine. So

most of her experiences and feedback have to do with the Representational Environment

and not the Writer Feedback Environment. She never felt the need to create a framework

in the Structural Environment - perhaps because it did not seem as if she had to in order

to simply write her story. If the story engine was working for her, she would have been

forced to create at least a simple framework, as the agents require one.

Raelinda made a number of insightful comments about Agent Stories and her experi-

ence using it. She suggested that often the hardest part of writing is getting started, and

thought that perhaps a writing exercise button somewhere in the tool would help a writer

get started with the system. It would get writers involved in the process of creating with
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the tool by giving them a play space right off the bat. She suggested that the name of the

link causal precede be changed to cause and effect. She felt that more writers would under-

stand cause and effect. She was also confused about the name factual precede, but did not

have a suggestion for a new name for that link.

John:

In John's writing, he wanted to be able to link objects before naming them. He wanted

to see the structure of the story clips first, keeping the details in his head, before commit-

ting the details to the database. This is reminiscent of why I placed the Structural Environ-

ment first in the order of environments. While it does not matter which environment is

completed first, Structural or Representational, using the structure first is appealing to

some writers. It is like writing an outline for a story before writing the story details.

John was very concerned about maintaining a temporal flow through his stories. Most

of the links that he used were precedes links, and thus created more of a multilinear rather

than a metalinear story. After he made many links between clips, his concern was how to

sync up time. He wanted a way of creating multiple linear stories separately, and bring

them together in multiple ways. Yet, John was interested in making sure that certain

things happened in a certain order, in an entirely predictable way.

Like with Raelinda, much of John's time with Agent Stories was spent with the Repre-

sentational Environment because the Writer Feedback Environment was not fully opera-

tional. During his last session with the system, the story engine was operational and so

John got to see how the story agents made choices for him that he would not have predict-

ed. It became suddenly clear to John that writing multiple versions of the same piece of
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story, from multiple points of view or from the same character point of view, is a valuable

feature of metalinear narrative. Even before John tried running the story agents in the

Writer Feedback Environment, he stated that Agent Stories made him think much more

about his writing and about the worldviews one creates in stories. Writing first-person

narratives in a highly structured manner helped John see the world through other peo-

ples' eyes, which would hopefully be effect his writing in a positive way if he continued

creating with the tool.

John made the comment that a valuable thing Agent Stories provides is that a writer

could look at the writing of another writer and immediately see their structure. The visual

representation of the system allowed him to learn to sight read his own work and also the

work of other writers. The Representational Environment became a system of narrative

notation for John, giving him another level to approach his own writing.

John made some good suggestions for future development of Agent Stories, mostly in

the area of user interface. He suggested that there should be a function which allows the

writer to change a clip from one clip type (main, minor, dramatization, or sound) to anoth-

er. This would allow one to change their mind and more freely move the story pieces and

the characters around, and even have an agent construct a story with a certain character

as a minor character, then again as a major character. Such flexibility could be important

for future development.

Naming clips was difficult for John. He was accustomed to writing and not having to

name what he writes, but just place it where it belongs. Naming each clip felt unnatural

to him.
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Teresa:

Teresa stated that Agent Stories provided for poem moments. A poem moment is defined

as a time of realization of how a poem could be used in different ways through rearranging

granules or by resequencing. In her preparation for performances, Teresa must consider

different poem sequences to best fit the audience and her own sensibilities. Agent Stories

allowed her to see a lot of different possible sequences, even as she just entered her text in

the Representational Environment. As with the other writers, the structured approach to

writing with this tool provided Teresa with a new perspective into her writing. The longer

she worked with the tool, the more I found her (and other writers) asking the same ques-

tions repeatedly. Teresa especially struggled with certain Agent Stories concepts like link

and clip type definitions. Eventually, there came a moment of epiphany - a time when if

all was not immediately clear, it was certainly different. Once the concept of metalinear

narrative hits a writer, the notion of how to write suddenly shifts and the writing becomes

more exciting. I witnessed this in Teresa's sessions, as well as in John's and Ian's.

Teresa suggested that there could be an agent that samples various clips, pulling out

only fragments, and sequences the those fragments. This, Teresa saw, as a possible poetic

extension to Agent Stories. This sampling story agent would weave through the clips, pull-

ing pieces of text from different clips, choosing the fragments based on consonants and

vowels in words. The agent sequence the text according to a rhythmic structure and style.

In forcing an identity of character and title when creating the clips in the Representa-

tional Environment, Agent Stories informed Teresa about her work. The Representational

Environment allowed Teresa to reinforce her poetic style and thinking. She could hear her

own voice and rhythm clearly in her writing, in part because of the structure provided.
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Some of the user interface suggestions Teresa made were extremely practical and in-

sightful. She suggested adding the primitive type color associations to the Representation-

al Environment icons, so that a writer would be able to know how they have tagged a clip

without having to open it. This feature was immediately implemented and can be seen in

Figure 8 of chapter 4.

Teresa reminded the team of us working on Agent Stories that writers are a special

group of people who, once they get used to certain tools, require those tools from then on.

Teresa would have wanted Agent Stories to include a spell checker, a dictionary and an on-

line thesaurus. By not providing these type of tools which writers are accustomed to hav-

ing at their disposal, their normal creative flow can be easily blocked. Cut and paste, for

instance, was a good thing to maintain in Agent Stories. Teresa was relieved that it was

possible to write at home between sessions, then bring her writing in on a disk for pasting

into Agent Stories.

Ian:

As stated above, Ian's time was spent more in system analysis rather than in writing

metalinear stories. Ian's comments, therefore, are more of a list of user interface sugges-

tions than writing experience impressions. After his introduction, Ian realized that what

he was doing was thinking about his writing as a set of objects - a constellation - with the

understanding that the agents would simply see his constellation differently than how he

saw it. He saw the links as inspiring a skeletal structure. Ian perceives his writing as some-

thing which grows like a plant, spouting, enlarging and blossoming. With Agent Stories,

Ian saw his writing as something which grows like a building, with a thoughtful construc-
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tion processes. He saw the Representational Environment links and Structural Environ-

ment framework as a type of structural steel, first laying down the foundation and the

support for the flesh of the building to be added later. Narrative elements, like irony for in-

stance, would normally happen or be written intuitively. With Agent Stories, the writer

needs to be more thoughtful and planned. This made writing more like engineering to Ian

- not a way he was accustomed to thinking about writing. Yet, he also saw Agent Stories

as adding a strong visual element as well. Ian found the visual aspect of writing with Agent

Stories helpful.

Ian's user interface suggestions were centered around the same sort of issues impor-

tant for Teresa. Once writers (and perhaps any type of artist) gets used to certain tools, they

need those tools in order to feel empowered to work. Ian missed all the word processor fea-

tures he was accustomed to, like a floating tool bar with lots for tool buttons for style, etc.,

Ian suggested keyboard commands for the tool bar buttons and reminded me that having

multiple ways of accomplishing something is helpful. He also wanted a way of making

links between clip objects through keyboard commands.

A particularly useful suggestion Ian made was that he wanted to ability to open mul-

tiple clips at the same time, allowing him to cut and paste between clips. This is a simple

and obvious suggestion which I never thought of, but which should be implemented if

Agent Stories research continues. The Representational Environment is a multidimen-

sional writers' playpen. It is important for writers to be able to scan and navigate through

a lot of story material on a surface level, and also dive deep into the guts of their story,

building and rebuilding to achieve the best final result - a multi-faceted, multiple point-

of-view metalinear story.
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5.2.2 Evaluation of the Work
It is not my intent to comment on the quality of the writing which the writers completed.

It is, however, important that the writers' process be addressed. The process of writing

with Agent Stories is validated by a constructionist framework. Constructionism grew out

of the concept of constructivism introduced by psychologist Jean Piaget.(Piaget, 19 54) Con-

structivism means that children can learn by making sense out of their experiences. Con-

structionism was introduced by computer scientist and professor Seymour Papert at the

MIT Media Lab.(Papert, 1993) Constructionism is where the experience through which

children make sense and learn is an experience involved in building something person-

ally meaningful to the child.

Writing is something which is extremely meaningful and personal to the writer. The

process of writing, however, usually involves conceptual tools - narrative structures and

grammatical rules drilled into the writer from grade school. The Structural and Represen-

tational Environments of Agent Stories, however, provide writers with tools which are not

simply conceptual, but tangible. Agent Stories is a constructionist writing tool in that it

allows writers to do three key things:

i) Build a story with the tools provided
2) Build new ideas through building their stories

3) Build for a purpose

The stories the writers created are detailed in chapter 6. They include work in fantasy,

poetry, and drama.
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The writers' process was one of creation mostly within the Representational Environ-

ment. In general, the Representational Environment provides particularly a good space for

constructing new ideas. The writers were challenged by their own writing when faced

with having to map it to Agent Stories' unique set of structural restrictions. The result is

that they created stories that were personally meaningful to them. This tool helped them

work through new ideas with story (like consistent first person POV and narrative linking)

because the tool is designed to help them engage with those ideas.

It is not a casual statement to say that the writers played with Agent Stories. I watched

each writer struggle a little at first with the concepts. Then, as they became more familiar

with the tool and asked me questions, there would always be an Ah-ha! moment - a mo-

ment when suddenly everything in the mind shifted and a lot all at once became clear

about the tool and how they can write with it. After that moment, I watched all of the writ-

ers sit staring at the screen, absolutely still, except for two parts of their body, i) their fin-

gers, flying over the keyboard typing their story, and 2) their faces, with a big smile. The

writers would sometimes sit for as much as an hour just staring at the screen and typing

as fast as they could. They were completely engaged in the process of writing, and if the

Agent Stories tool was in a more robust state, it would have been much more difficult to

remove them from the system.25

There is some indication that the writers liked playing with the first-person writing.

First person is not a form many of the writers used on their own. It forced these writers to

see the world through other people's eyes in order to write. Agent Stories served as a tool

which allowed them to do something which was valuable to them - which facilitated

their engagement. Also, due to the first person POV, there was something personal or res-
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onant in the writers. Kids engaged in building projects in microworlds could put them-

selves into the project because the tool allowed them to express their identity, which also

encouraged them to stretch intellectually. Agent Stories, while not specifically a kids' tool,

encouraged these adult writers to stretch intellectually by placing themselves (their iden-

tity) into the mind of another.

5.2.3 Designer Evaluation

There were a number of things learned through the Agent Stories experience. First,

that the creation/creative process is a powerful thing. Even with the Writer Feedback En-

vironment not fully functional, the writers' creative process functioned fine with the level

of feedback they were already getting through the overall structure of the system and the

user interface. By providing a clear structure and direction in which to write, no matter

how unusual, writers blossom.

It was also learned that the creative process is a sensitive thing. Writers like to have

what they are used to or else their creativity in hampered. It is not enough to provide new

and interesting tools. The new and interesting have to be accompanied with a certain level

of familiarity and comfort. Requesting a spell checker and thesaurus are perfect examples

of amenities that are no longer extraordinary, but necessary.

It was surprising how naming a story clip held so much meaning for the various writ-

ers. More than one of them commented to me that naming the clip was either difficult or

challenging in an unexpected way. The naming process helped cause the writers to see

their work differently - they were more thoughtful about what they were writing, and

from whose perspective the writing was from.
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The client-server architecture which Agent Stories uses is not a trivial configuration
to maintain. Agent Stories was never meant to be a multi-user system, yet in the end was
used by three people at the same time. This unexpected usage ended up bogging down the
system and making it at time difficult for some of the writers to work effectively. As this
software continues to be developed, a more robust client-server model will need to be ad-
dressed.
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6s Stories
So it is very deep to be a writer. It is the deepest thing I know. And I think, if not this, noth-
ing-it will be my way in the world for the rest of my life. I have to remember this again
and again

- From Natalie Goldberg WRITING DOWN THE BONES, 1986

6.1 Crossing the Street

6.1.1 Introduction
CROSSING THE STREET is a collection of first-person stories I wrote in 1994 for the Agent

Stories prototype. Since the prototype had less functionality than the latest version of the

tool, the stories written for the prototype had a simpler structure. CROSSING THE STREET

began with the stories of Anne and Michael, two adults recounting a date they had when

they were teenagers, each one remembering the events in their own way, with different

details. This parallel structure is often called "He said - she said" for obvious reasons.

In wanting to expand these two stories, I wrote a third segment from the POV of anoth-

er character, The Cab Driver, whose story crosses those of Anne and Michael. Once the

third story was complete, the collection was expanded further into the theme of journeys.

I wanted to address what it is like to take a journey-a short one, like across the street, or

a long one, like across an ocean. Two more stories were written-The Little Girl and The

Waitress. The story of The Little Girl addresses the issue of what it is like to take a journey
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across an ocean to another culture, where one does not speak the language. The story is

about a young woman recounting the time when she and her family immigrated to the

United States from Russia when she was io, and when she got lost in the train station dur-

ing her first day. The story of The Waitress addresses the issue of what it is like to decide to

leave one's home on a long journey. In the story, a woman recounts the time when, at the

age of 19, she deeply longed to leave her dead end waitressing job in her home town, for a

life of her own far away. All she needed was a catalyst, an inspirerer, to get her moving.

These stories are included in this document because they are a good example of how

NOT to write metalinear stories. In fact, they are not metalinear stories. CROSSING THE

STREET is a collection of multilinear stories. Each story has a strong linear plot line. Events

within each story are in a particular order, and would not make sense if they are rear-

ranged. Parts of the stories can be excluded, but not resequenced. The job of the story en-

gine in this situation is to switch back and forth between the plotlines at appropriate

times. Multilinear cinematic narrative development tools continue to be an active area of

research. Heidi Gitelman of the MIT Media Lab is working in this area, for instance.26 The

goal of Agent Stories from the beginning, however, was to achieve create metalinear cine-

matic narratives. The stories were represented simply, with each granule having only one

narrative primitive and one link. Because of this simple representation, the Agent Stories

prototype was able to produce a multilinear result with two characters. As more charac-

ters were added to the database, the results became less desirable.

Four of the five stories written were shot in video, digitized, and added to the proto-

type's database for playback. The Cab Driver was the only one that was not shot. Anne and

Michael's stories are included here in their entirety. For the remaining stories for brevity
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sake, only the speaker introduction, character introduction, first conflict and first resolu-

tion are included.

6.1.2 Michael
IVl&todIACflol [SPEAKER INTRO]

Some people have asked me how I got this cAt oVi my arm. They thirik it miAst have beevi
gulte avi accidevit to have left 5ACh a large scar. So whevi they say that, I tell them the story
aboAt crossivig the street.

Just walkivig down the 5treeT [CHARACTER INTRO]

I was abotAt 17 years old avid was walklig downtown lvi Philadelphia ovi a balmy stummer
afternooyi with my first serioLus girlfrievid Avivie. We had beevi govig together for about a
day. Avid boy she was cuite, with a thii little body, a bright smile, and 5uch gevtle haVds,
Anyways, we were walking alovig Broad Street right before rsh hfor. The traffic was jLust
startivig to build avid people from the office buildivigs were JM5t startivig to leave for home. I
had my left arm arouvid Avivie's waist which I remember felt so good - like it always
belonged there, avid I had my right havid ovi to my most prized possessioi, my bike,

Fire hildravit [CONFLICT]

5o Avivie was ovi ovie side avid the bike was oi the other, whevi Avivie get5 excited seeivig this
departmeit store wividow across the street avid irisists ori takivig closer look. Well everybody
-walks liv Philly, so Avivie abrptl twrvied to cross the street lyi mid-block avd we did this

graceful tavidem cotuples move toward the cLurb, Bt I'm paylvig so muAch aftevitiovi to Avivie
that I almost dovit see this fire hydravit right in frovit of me.

Call me Gevie [RESOLUTION]

Avid see - yjou've got to widerstavid that I was walkivig dowvi the street with my girl on my
arm. I had to be cooll So I do this ittle Gene Kelly side step mavieLuver avid my sivi iuist barely
misses the hydravit, ovie arm still arowvid Avivie, avid the other havid still gulidivig the bike. I'm

Fig. 32 Michael describing the
scar on his arm. Michael was

played by the author.
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not letting go of either. Thou~gh the peddle of my bike wasvi't Amite as nimble and it slammed
into the hydranit. But anyway...

Targeted lin the middle of the 5treet [CONFLICT]

We got oAt into the street avid, checking the oncoming traffic Situatiov, we saw that the cars
uip at the corner had the red light, 50 crossivig the first 3 laves of traffic s-hold be a cinch, 50
I figired I'd uise thiS opportuvnity to Say somethiivg Sweet to Anne. So I said, 'Yeah, you'd look
good ivi that bathing sulit." And she 5aid, "No - not the bathing suite. The pavits oitfit,
dmmym." Just them I heard a screech of tires avid looked over to see a car which had tuArvied
onto Broad street at top speed avid was headed Straight for M5.

Pushed her aloig [RESOLUTIONI:

The car was clearly going to hit 145 too, I mean, there was no qAestiovi aboutt it. But I had to
be cool, 0a know, I mean, Anne avid I had been serloAs for about twevity fouir hours, already
a persovial best for me, avid I sorta wanted to see what forty eight hoirs felt like. Buit I was
cool. I said, "Oh that outfitl Yeah, let's get over there fast avid take a look," pressigvi on her
back a little, So we rush over to the traffic Islanid with that car Jst missig Ms avid the back
wheel of my bike - the )erk. I dont think Anne eve noticed the car,

PhIlladelphla pothole5 [DIVERSION]

0h, did I mention the pothole? There was this pothole in the middle of the street the size of
Newark, Avid it had theSe little shivig sharp thiigs in the bottom, JLAst waiting to eat my bike
tires. I think the city's streets department puts them there to thwart bicyclers from not
polltvlig. I don't know.

Fig. 33 Michael describing Tripped ovi 5omethIig [CONFLICT]

Philadelphia potholes. There must have been something Sticking ou~t of the cement on the traffic islavid, beca5e as
sooVI as I hopped Mp with Anne avid the bike, I tripped avid started stumbling really bad. 3Mt
like I'm vot letting go of my girl nor my bike, so we stumbled off the traffic islavid avid into the
second three traffic lavies. I guess I was a little too heavy for Anne becaLse it didvit seem like
she was able to hold me Mp very well - we Juist kept going more avid more out of control,
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careeiiig across the asphalt, BLAt viot fast evio~gh becauise as | struggled to get MO
composre, I nioticed thls great wall of 3ick frovit grills headirg right toward Me... LA, As.

5hoe Iace5 [DIVERSION]

o, did I mevitloi mv Shoelaces? Dvice | Startivig stAMbllVig I noticed that My shoelaceS were
wnitied, How did my shoelaces get iitledl

Avin e twl5ts her avikle [CONFLICT]

So I'M str[Agglivig to covitrol the bike, I'M struAgglivig to coitrol mo feet, I'm troivig to keep og
havid where it beloviged, they're these cars headiig right for Hs, at which time Anme OeIls oLut
real lotid, "OIACHI" Apparevitly as we stLumbled, she twisted her ankle or somethirig. So viow
she's vio loviger holdivig me mp, avid I'm trylvig to piill myself uip b mo bike, which had by this
time started to veer off to the right-avid there's still this little matter of B1Aick grills bariyig
dowvi oVi 1s-Bicks with Philadelphia drivers, who will rm1vi go down avid viever look back,

Made It acro55 [RESOLUTION]:

I tell OoLA, whei we made it across, that sidewalk viever looked so good. The frovit wheel of
the bike boiiced hard agalvist the ctArb, thriev swLVig arownid avid slamed vito a pole, At
that poivit I had to let go of it, BAt I didn't let go of Avivie, I stepped Mp ovito the cwirb with sort
of a limping Fred Astaire move, avid pulled Avivie arowid ivi a sort of a sweepivig ballroom
dip, avid thevi tup toward me JLst as graceful as ou please. BAt, I guiess Avivie was still a little
freaked becaAse as I puilled her u1p, she reached oiit avid grabbed my arm like a diving
eagle grabs for trotut. The Vills ovi those gentle h(avids of her's d[Ag vito mi arm avid I JTst
stood there, stvivied, lv1 paivi, btut svmiliig, avid vero cool.

Never dropped her [ENDING]

So to me, the importait thivig is that evei thotAgh my bike laid sprawled ovi the sidewalk,
with m arm bleediig from the mayiciAred grip of death, I viever dropped her. Avid that's
how I got thls scar,
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Fig. 34 Anne describing her
date with a truly uncoordinated

guy. Anne was played by
Sara Elo.

6.1.3 Anne
I teach daviCe [SPEAKER INTRO]

I teach dance in a high school where every stAdent has to take at least a half year of my
class before they gradtuate, Avid sometimes I get these jock types who complain abot
having to take a dance class, So to help win them over, I tell them that daice 15 important if
youA want to learn to be coordinated, especially arouLnd women, Theyj 1sally latAgh and sa,
"Tyeah, right" Avid that's when I tell them my high school story of when I went ouAt with avi
uAicoordinated guy,

Walkig downl towni [CHARACTER INTRO]

I had started going out with this gty Michael during the summer before m sevilor year of
high school. in school I remember that Michael was smart avid kind of fI to talk to, bLt
once sLmmer vacation started, we had to look arovid for thivgs to do together, So the day
after we started going ouit, we met down town to spend some time together, Michael had hils

bike with him for some reasovi, he always had that bike with him - I did't knlow why, That
day my mom had givei me moviey to buy a view summer oltfit, so I was also ovi the look ouit
for somethivig vice, something cool - because in Philadelphia, where I grew ip, it gets really
hot and sticky lvi the slAmmer,

Walksl lito a hydrait [CONFLICT]

As we walked alovig looking lvi shop wividows, I see thls ottfit in a window across the street
that looked perfect, It was very light fabric avid opei in the back, I mean it was exactly what
I was lookivig for, So I povit it ouit to Michael avid turvied toward the cuirb to )-walk across
the street - everybody J-walks li Phill, That's whei Michael viearly walks right ivto a fire
hydravit

Think Vlothing of It [RESOLUTION]:

So I shoid think yiothirig of it, right? I meai, evei though he nearly kylocks me dowi gettivig
ou~t of the way, I'm thinking it's jtist an hoviest mistake, It's alright, it cotild happen to
avigbody,
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Pushlvig me [CONFLICT]

So we step off the curb anVd start to cross ths fairl wide street - JLAst the three of s: Me,
Michael, avid H5 bike - when he polvits out a two piece aithivig sL[ite 1i the store wividow
viext to the ovie we were golvig to, Yeah right, like he reallg expected me to go tro on a bikini
while ovi a date - LAh hiA , Avid that's abomt when I started to viotice is havid ov my back. I
meavi, he had had hl5 arm aromvid my waist all alovig, buLt ovice we were vi the street it was
like he was pIAshinvg me - a5 if he wa5 mvicomfortable with the idea of crossigvi So I'm
thVlakiVg: is he afraid of cars? Is this too maviy lawies of traffic for him to cope with? Has he
ovil recetlo stopped holding hls mommy's havid when crossivig? It's Hot a prett pictwAre I'm
gettivig,

Let It 5lide [RESOLUTION]:

So I decided to walk a little faster toward the street's center traffic island, sivice that seemed
to be what he wavited, Then I tho1Aght, well, maybe I'm bevig a little hasto vin Jdgivig lim, I
mean we had ovnig j1st started goivig oDIt, so it seemed a bit early lvi the relationship for me
to be making Jutdgements Maybe he was vievous about dativig, I dovi't kylow, I &ow I was a
little viervouLs. So let it slide avid hLrried along.

A Ilttle UA5sal [DIVERSION]

Now keep 1vi mind that I hadn't gone oi.t omi dates a lot of whevi I was i high school, so at
the time I didn't have mich to compare thls experience to, Buit alreado I was gettivig the
impressiovi that thiS was becomivig a little MvMSOal,

Trlip on traffic I51lad [CONFLICT]

When we got to the traffic islaid, twivikle toes hops up ovito the cw.rb avid trips - I doVI't
0ow ovi what. I didvi't see avything, Looking back ovi it, I'd say that he probablg tripped
over a cigarette btt, he was that LAvicoordiiated, huit who kviows Whatever it was, it puit ilm
completely oAt of covitrol, Worst of all, he was haVigiVg ovi me, avid it was viot romavitic. The
giy couild vio loviger walk [Apright, so he started sivg me as a cavie, as we both wevit
stuLmblivig off the other side of the traffic islavid avid back ito the street, Now I was wearivig
my favorite ragovi blouse, I was worried that by c|lichlvig ovi to me to regalvi hls footivig, he
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Fig. 35 Anne reliving the entire
episode.

wa5 going to tear the bIoLSe, Well, that was one of my worries My other worry was that if
he did tear my favorlite bloMSe, li the middle of the street, right lvi the middle of downitown, I
womld have to kill him! Avid I didn't think that killig my date while crossing the street was the
proper way to start off the stAmmer Avid darn it, I looked dowi avid saw that the bloAse
startvg to go,

H4s shoe lace5 [DIVERSION]

oh, did I mention his shoelaces? When I looked down to see what he could possibly be
tripping over, I saw that his shoelaces where BOTH Lintied, How ca a guy leave hls house,
ride hls bike a comple of miles, avid them walk down the street with both shoelaces [Avitied?

AmIe goeS out [CONFLICT]

5o we're in the middle of the street, Michael's hanging on me and starting to rip my blose,
hls blke is wobbling all over the place, so he's trying to control his bike at the same time that
he's trying to control his feet, I have vo idea if there are cars coming or vot, avid all of a
sudden my ankle goes ouit from under me, I muist 6ave let ot gilte a lou1d scream of pain
becaLAse.., I thiik I scared him, I was scared too. Becam5e now I was trying to get across the
street by hopping ov ove foot, with him hanging on me avid my bloLA5e about to go,

Pulled myself up [RESOLUTION]:

When we make it across the street, ls bike goes flyivig off onto the cu[rb, So he let go of the
bike, bu~t he was still hanging on to me, By that time, I coAidn't evei hop aymore, let alove
walk - avd I was suire that I was govig to fall on my butt on the hard Sidewalk, avid that
Michael was going to come crashilg dowvi on top of me, But at the last secovd before I hit
the ground, he yanked me abouit half way Lup avid I did what came natuiral - I reached out
and grabbed his arm as hard as I could avid pmlled myself the rest of the way [Ap,
Meawhile, he iAst stood there wth this stupid look ov his face,

Why I teach daice [ENDING]

YoA cay well imagive that our relatioVship didvi't go much ftArther after that day, I decided
to set my Sights ovi guy4s that coiAd stAcceSSftAlly walk tMpright eve on a bad day, Avid from
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then ovi I have always felt strovigly that if gu4ys colld learvi to davice even a little, thevi
perhaps they coild al50 learn to walk. Avid that's why I teach davice v1 high school,

6.1.4 The Cab Driver
5ee It all [SPEAKER INTRO]

I've been a Philadelphia cab driver for about tevi oears now. Ive seevi crooked politiciav]s
come avid go, I've seevi hoL5iVig problems, Mylemploymerit problems, edcatiovi problems-l've
seevi it all. Bt the ovie problem that viever goes away is drAgs DrAgs are every where, mavi-
I meavi it's terriblel To 5hOW 4oIA how bad it is, I'll tell yotA this ovie story of somethlvig that
happeied to me a lovig time ago, when i first started driving a cab.

NervotAs fare [CHARACTER INTRO]

It was in the afternoovi ivi the suimmertime, I had Just picked Ap a fare downtowi, goivig over
to city hall. It was oVily about a mile or so, so I kriew that I wasvi't goivig get rich off this gO,
evei though he was dressed real vilce, ya kniow? He had on an expevisive lookivi' sult,
haidkerchief lvi the breast pocket, matched hls tie-like that. So I figuired this gLAy was some
sort of city hall big shot, ya kriow? So he hops in, avid before I cayi sa , "Where to?" he sas,
"City hall-fastl I'm in a htrry." So I donit saj Viothil1', I Jtst piull omt lvito the layie, Now traffic's
gettivg pretto heavo b00 this time avid I'm lookiig all over; side view mirror, rear view mirror,
over my shoulder, what ever Avid lvi the rear view mirror I see this guyi is lookivi' 0ivida
viervots-like he can't keep still, So I think viothivig of it, 0a kviow. To each Nls owi, dig? I got
my fAzz dice havigivig from the mirror, I got Tito Ptevite low ovi the radio, I'm rockivig otit,
ittivi' the gas, thiriivig maybe at city hall I cotild get ovie of those big wig fares out to the

barbs. I'm cool.

He pL4l5 ouAt ti5 bag [CONFLICT]

Siddevily, the traffic gets thick, mai, I don't know what happevied-it jtst came out of
viowhere. Avid that's when this g[Ag starts getivig really viervotis. He starts babblig-talkivi'
aboit how he cavi't he late for tWis ivterview avid this is his last chavice avid stLff, Like that,
right? So I tell Ihm I'm govig as fast as I cayI, but I can't go throtugh these cars. I meavi, what
do youi wavit me to do? Meaiwhile, he's still squirmlvig arotivid back there, avid that's whevi I
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Fig. 36 The Waitress describing
the day she had to decide -
stay or go. The Waitress was
played by Maureen Costello.

noticed that he pulled out a little bag of something and a straw, and was about to take a
big 5ort. In my cab-iv my cab, this guy was going to do drugs,

I cold be a cop [RESOLUTION]:

Now what was I supposed to do? I was just a youig punk driver-hadv't been on the streets
three moVIt5, and tMs guy was puttivig my butt on the line. 'Cause if we got caught, you
know the oNly person going to Jail would be me. Yeah, man Anglos got the cash and always
walk free, But me-a cop sees a Puerto Rican avid they just know he's guilty. No question, 5o
I had to tell this guy, "Look man, I'll take you to city hall, but I cant be going to Jail 'cause of
yout I need tis job, man.' Then he tells me, "Nobody's going to get caught," with is head
down and that straw up hls nose, Avid tat's when I told him, "Man, there are cops
everywhere. This is Philadelphial Hell, I could be a cop.' His head svapped up avid he looked
at me. He put tat bag away, though.

6.1.5 The Waitress
Tho5e eIYes [SPEAKER INTRO]

My daughter Falice is growing up so fast, 5he's really becoming quite the independent avid
self assured young woman. It's Just wonderful to see, especially in a teenager, you know? But
she gets so much of that from her father. There's a lot of him in her-you can Just see it. In
fact, when I look into Falice's eyes, I can see the eyes of her father the very first time I looked
into them some fifteen years ago, Those eyes.

Dead end Job [CHARACTER INTRO]

it was June back in Philly-the kind of hot avid muggy summer day when everybody's sticky,
irritable, avid half the people on the street wanted to punch the lights out of the other half.
That summer I was working behind the couviter at Doug's Diner on Broad street, It was one
of those dead end jobs a person takes right after high school, ya know, when you're VIot
going to college avid you have no idea what you're doing next, Avid I had absolutely no
idea. I didnt know whether to leave for a view life in some distant city or stay home and sigvi
uP for some meaningless community college courses. On that particular day, there were two
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other girls workiig the cointer with me 1vi the late afternooi, We were takiig ttrVis
babysittVig the old crAsty regulars who were vursing their coffees and sootiVI' the breeze,

Just qAlt Charlene [CONFLICT]

I remember that was a reall bad day, ya knlow? I Was sthl close to qLAittiig my Job. Docg,
the owier, was a pig. Workii' arounivid hiim made the days seem evidless-godl There wa5 this
voice ivside my head sayig, ")ust quLit, Charlenle, You dovi't vieed this damvi Job. )LA5t tear off
DoL~q's little caido ass costAme right now avid walk oLAt."

To leave with mean5 [RESOLUTION]:

But thei the other voice ivside me woMld pipe [p and say, "Four-flfty av hour, Charlevle-avid
you veed the moviej. Juist stick it ouit tMytil yout have a few huvidred saved avid then walk
with movieg lvi your pocket," That's what I had always wavited to do: hit the road with
meavis, 0a know? No problems Startivig a view life scared me, btAt leaving with juist two
dollars iv mg pocket avid a hope in my heart was ridicuilouIs, you kiow what I'm saoivi'? I
wavited to ruiv to somethlyig. I Just didvi't kiow what to or who with, I mean, I kylew I wasvi't
goivig by my5elf. I veeded someoie I could truist to help me cut my timbilical cord, 3uit who?

6.1.6 The Little Girl
Keep5 ovi fi you [SPEAKER INTRO]

Sometimes things happevi to you that change OoLur life, avid thei go ovi chavigiig your life
forever, Ili fact, you cay feel them effect you every time youA tel someovie the story of the
thing that happeied. lAiderstand? It's like, it hits you once avid thei keeps hitiyig you for
the rest of youir life, I had one of these kind of thlyigs happevi to me whei I was small.

Cab to the tralvi 5talori [CHARACTER INTRO]

Mi father is a sclevitist. Avid throu~gh some miracle, he was allowed to get ouir family out of
Ru4ssia aid to America when I was tei oears old, After so mav plavies, we lavided in
Philadelphia late one eveilvig avid spevit the night at the house of a frievd of my father The
next morviivig we took a cab to the train statiovi to flvlish the trip to ouir view home lvi
Pittsbuirgh, I was so amazed at all the view things I saw throuigh the cab window. Avid

Fig. 37 The Little Girl, now a
woman, recounts her story of land-

ing in America and getting lost in
the crowds of the train station. The

part was played by
Natalia Tsarkova,
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differevit-lots of thlivigs different, For one thivig, there aren't as mavio cars in the small towv1
where I come from, Avid I remember that the cab driver was 50 fuviviO. He made me lmagh,
evevi thoLugh at the time I LAidertood little of what he Was sayivg. But I do remember these
two big fAzz dice hangiig from the rear view mirror. He talked all the time that he drove,
avid the dice ju5t sWLAvlg back avd forth, waviig at me. Mo parevits, I remember, where really
verq tired of travellvg, So was 1.

Dovi't 0o moVe [CONFLICT]

Whevi we got vito the travi statiov, there was a lovig lye at the ticket comiter, I remember
wavitivig to look at everythivig ivi the statioi. The statiovi was big avid old fasrhovied, with a
cellivig that wevit Lup like a cathedral, avid all this opev space with people scurrolvig aromAvid
like avits. After a while vi livie, I got tired of JLst stavidivig there, so m0 mother sat me down ovi
a bevich near the ticket comviter. "Now dovi't you move (IN RVISS/AN)," She said. "5tao right here
avid dovi't talk to aviobody. I dovi't vieed AoM lost i a stravige city." So I sat there ovi the
bevich like a good little girl, my white dress shoes daviglivig over the grag floor tiles I tried to
sit still-I really did-but it was hard. I was doivig to get L'p avid see how far I cotAd slide
across the shivt floor vi vvm0 good Shoes.

Quilte a team [DIVERSION]

My parevits stood lvi livie together because lvi America, my mother avid father always talk to
people together. My father, 0oLA see, speaks Eviglish-avid vero well, Mj mother doesvi't speak
avi Eviglish, vior has she ever wavited to learm She's always said there was vio vieed. "I speak
body laviguLage," she woutld to sail, "I kriow what people are really sagivig." So my father
wold talk to people with words, while my mother would watch what they said with their
eyes, their haids, avid their bodies. Together they make ulite a team,
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6.2 Case Study Stories

6.2.1 Introduction
The work from each of the writers discussed in chapter 5 are included here as an example

of what was written in the current version of Agent Stories. Here on paper, it is difficult

to get the true flavor of a dynamic graphical writing tool. Yet each writer's work is

included here in the state in which it was left. None of the writers felt as if they finished

their stories. All of them could have used more time in composing, shaping, and linking

their clips. Metalinear narrative, however, is never fully finished. The writer must have

freedom to rethink, revise, and evolve their work. The stories included here are merely

the beginnings of an evolutionary process which would stretch long beyond the bounds

of this research effort.

6.2.2 Glorianna
Mom
What 15 she Saging (NO PRIMTYPE)

Mom bevid5 dowy1 aVId piCk5 tAp the corrier of the 1 rlap tryirig to 5traightei it, She vagel
realizes that her daAghter is gettivig avigro, 5he does viot viow wh. "I orio wavit to help, I
wavit to be part of this advevittAre, I feel like I am too slow. No onie wavits to wait avid do
thirig5 with me, viot orily the children'.

Amy
Eviters azalea bed [NEGOTIATION]

"I have arrived, triAck avid all. What Shal| I do? Mom that tree looks beautiffmI,"
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Amy

Walk down to Azalea bed [CHARACTER INTRO]

Amy hears Mom avid StASle tA55|Vilg over somethiig evevi before she caI1 5ee the two figAres
ivi the Azalea bed

Susie

ReJection [NEGOTIATION]

"No, vio, I cai do thi5 easil, IJuist stao where gooM are." 51sie swallows her aggravatioi, "I will
get gouA a view plavit 1vi a mviiAte," She attempts to speak more soothiViglo.

Mom

MoM Ivltro [SPEAKER INTRO]

"What" sa0s Mom, struigglivig uip from where she was sittivig, prAviivig avi azalea bAsh, "Here,
I can help ioo with that"

Amy

Reits the [A Ha4I (NO PRIMTYPE)

"Is that mo tr1ck oiit there?" Amo remembers askivig the persovi behivd the cowiter. The rest
of the morviivig had viot govie well, The first trAck she was givevi soLAvided like a St1bmacrivie
gnAvi. She waited vi the SAvi, while the owvier wevit to pickuip aviother trAck, Fiviallo, She
evitered the drive way, mavieuvered the tight space betweevi the wall avid the garage, avid
wevit to Jolvi the 2 workers dowvi ivi the azalea bed,

Evan Drives
~Itle (NO PRIMTYPE)

(vio Storoclip)
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Susie
Remember5 Mom walkdig downl [SPEAKER INTRO,CONFLICT]

StAsie remembers mom holding Oni to the rope rall, feeling her waj dowi the hill, She wavited
to hold her frlstratiovi 1i1 but she rieeded to give a clear sigi, "Mom," she felt she was
sho1Atiiig bAt that was the oilO wa mom would hear, "Mom, please stavid back; I will get

ooM a view plavit li a momevit"

susie
5u5le lvitro [SPEAKER INTRO]

Ssie sits hby ai azalea b1sh, looks over at MoM loviriglo aVid laughs: "It will wAVifold" she sas
quietly, as if Mvider her breath

6.2.3 Raelinda
Cory
IVitro: Yep, I'VI a ghost [SPEAKER INTRO]

Yep, I'M a ghost, I'm ectoplasmic, I sleep late everu morvihig btut I don't rest iy peace, My two
maii problems are one: belvig harassed bo view age baby boomers oVI aVI out of body field
trip going, "Walk into the lightl" Hey, loser, YDIA walk into the light, I'm viot leaviig this earthly
plaini L4Vitil I see all 9 episodes of Star Wars Mo secoid problem? oh, oeahI seem to have
amviesia, I cavi't remember who I was before I died, Coro

Simon
Conflict: I warit to be a bird [CHARACTER INTRO,CONFLICT]

I wait to be a bird, I spevid mo afternoons at AM Bo1 Pai ivi Harvard Square watchiig the
little sparrows hop aboLAt mo table eativig the crmbs from m croissanit,
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Cory
EvivIroiment: Cory '5 After life [CHARACTER INTRO]

What's the after life like, oI as? Well, it's ok I gtAess. There are two tpes of dead people.
The ovies who are JiAst passirig throigh arid the oies

Cory
Coviflict: Amiesla [CONFLICT]

I caviriot remember who I W65 before I died. I cav't remember how I died I am a belvig
withotit memorles, I exist evitirel as a perovia||to.

Cory
Eviviroviment: time [CHARACTER INTRO]

Time move5 |lv a ftivwi kivid of way here.
Ovice goui go ivito the light time still exists. BtAt that's al it does It's just ovie big happo NOW,
But in1 m arourid, YoM co/lMd be havigivig ouit in tomorrow aVid s1ddeVily it starts ravilirig
oesterdajs. You JLust viever kyiow. The tides of time,

Cove
lvitro: I want to be a gho5t [SPEAKER INTRO]

I am ani avigel. I blew lito time like a daridellovl seed. Mo Job i5 to witviess everits avid thei
forget them inicovidtloriall. PLure forgiverie55, I am the wao that evevits leave this uvilverse. I
waivia be cool like those ghosts who havig oAt Ii1 the cafes I'm tired of wearing white.

Simon
|itro: I feel like a gho5t [SPEAKER INTRO]

.bitter arid Vllbblivig oVI crol55aylts that are too sweet.
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Simon
Conflict: Why i5vi't life Ilke a book? [CONFLICT]

Who isvi't life like a boo? The beaiAtg of books: time is so malleable. YotA cavi make it move
backwards, forwards YoIA cav make it slow dowv, stop. A reader of a book is the
omviipotevit observer of a micro Lvniverse. I have the power to dwell ovi a sivlgle paragraph. I
have the power to flip right to the last page. They have the power to make viotes iri the
margiris of realitg itself.

Cove
Evivlromviierit: The world [CHARACTER INTRO]

Moving throLAgh time is a lot like 5ailivqg YoLA cari move pretto fast goivig alovg with the flow
of it. Buit oLi cai move evei faster through a memoro, traveling agaivist the grai of it, ovilo
in time do memories exist, Memories caviviot exist where allis Viow. Dvilyi Ivi memories cai
boo0s happen.

Cory

viegotlalovi: evillst ai avigel to write a book [NEGOTIATION]

If I coAd fivid otAt who I was, I woMld kriow what to do viext, AvigelS kviow everthiVIg. BL3t
theo dov1't kviow how to kviow what they I&iow. how to mviwivid it ivito time avid see, It's all a
bvich of meavilvigless iow to them. If I coAid fivid av1 avigel avid teach it how to write, I might
be able to get it to write abouit me.

Cove

Coviflict: It's hard to flind sois lvi the flow of time [CONFLICTENDING]

I would like to fivid out where people keep their soIAs. I ovilly rivderstavid what is happeiig
viow. People live I1V what jist happenled avid what is aboiuit to happei The NOW of mortal life
is deserted, It is a ghost towv1
That is why books are so oftei mistakevi for soiLs,
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Simon
Conflict: Afraid that If I reenter the flow of tlime I will cease to exist [CONFLICT]

I cay onil be myself when I'm doig nothing, When all i5 stll, The moment I start doilg thligs
I stop beig mself and become what I am doing, I can only be myself when I am living in the
now. The moment I reeiter the flow of time I will cease to exist,

Cory
Confict: Afraid that If I leave the flow of time I will cease to exist [CONFLICT]

All that I have left of mself i5 mo personialitg, I aM a series of reactiov15 to a series of evevits
There can be io evevits without time. WitholAt events there can be no me.

The book
Simon [DIVERSION]

The flow of events was bilding tp outside the cafe doors like a great Storm, Time wa5 goivig
to come into the cafe, I reached ouit my hand as if to gesture, 'stop', Avid one of the cafe
sparrows flitted out of mo blind spot and ivito the air in frovit of me, I tuirved LAp my hand
and the litle creature landed on m palm, It Jerked it's head LAp suddeily so that it was
looking directly into my eoes, and the it simplo died, Time crashed into the cafe throMgh the
door avid carried it's spirit away. The little thing gave it's life to save me from time, I look
down avid there on the table ls a book, I place the bird in my empty coffee cuip and pick Mp
the book, It fall5 open to a story aboAt a meadow,

The book
Coro [DIVERSION]

[text lost..,] from one coL vtro to the next, cast from the branches of the strange, swaivig
trees that thLimped across the worlds and rooted themselves aro'Ad the lands, casting
shadows from shore to shore, The flakey, bmttery frLiit of these great trees,

I lived a lovigtime, a long Stretch of life. Avid then one daq I landed in the outstretched branch
of a tree, I coL~ld feel the tree's heartbeat poylvdlig throLAgh it's vel15, I coMld feel the great
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breath of the tree gIstiVig throAg it's trunk, I stared vito the two eyes of thi5 great tree, I
stared vito it's eges for ovie thOMSavid gears. Avid thevi mo owvi

The book

Cove [DIVERSION]

Corq, the ghost, asked me to write a Story abouit her. 5he sald, Jst relax joiAr goldevi
thoights avid write whatever comes to 0o, whatever 0oM Start tervioovi SoAIS, Coro is Sittivig
at a table viext to a may1 who is viot a ghost, although time is rather StiCk% arovid him, like
taffg.
She is wearivig a gowvi that |5 made of feathers Her eyes dart back avid forth from the mai
to a book he is readivig. She Sags, will yoN stop readivig for Jist ovie lifetime?
He Sags, I wavit to be a vessel for storle5. I wavit to powir mgself ftll of stories Yom riow that's
what I wavit.
5he Sas, the life of a bird is so Short it's almost lie pwnictLatiovi Last time arowvid I was a
meadow. That soIvids so borivig LAiless 0ou Stick a bird after it, They it's, last time aroiAvid I
was a meadowl
He sas, tMh ht6, She Sas, talk to me Coemooi
He Sags, I wavit to be a vessel for soMAIs, People are rarel themselves [text lost...]

6.2.4 John
Alex

The ba1hroom warit5 Che Guevara [SPEAKER INTRO]

Most cAlttwre5 have, throughotAt history, had some process for dealivig with those people
who stepped too far oMtside the boIAv1d5 of reatj, Ilv at least some of theSe cLtwres, theo
were covisidered sacred. Seers. God Speakers Lakota medicivie mevi avid seekers woLAld
prepare for weeks for their visiovi as they begavi their Jowrieo woAld be there to su'pport
them tMpori their retAri.

Nowadays, it cay1 get priceo to walk Ivi the places off the edge of the 5|dewalk where toe
StreetlightS dovi't reach, I havei't left the hoIse vi three weeks viow, BtAt it's takei me thi5
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lovig to reall come to terms with how stravige that Vilght was, YoU see, it al started whevi I
realized that the bathroom wavited Che Gvevara,

Michelle

Dorm Room [SPEAKER INTRO,CHARACTER INTRO]

I'm not a persovi that believes 1V1 ghosts. I'm viot. Mo life has beevi too perfect to -believe lvi
death, mAch less the existevice of life afterwards Oh sAre, I've had people I Viow die, bLAt
iothling, I don1't kriow..immediate, I guiess. Mo parevits are alive, both gravidparevits I ost a

pet orice, but I don1't thiik that cownits, That's what made ths whole thlg 0so weird. After last
vilght,..I have vio choice btut to believe that world makes less seVise thavi we thivik it does Avid
Ii mg owVn way, I'm glad.

Alex

ExpO511lOvi [CHARACTER INTRO]

It sowiLAds stravige I know, avid iritil receyitl, I'd be the last persovi to argie with goo abot't it
at all. I'm a stockbroker for gods sake, or at least I Was. My world made sevise, I couLld add it
utp, coinit it, avid at the evid of the week, everythiig happened pretty mL1ch as I expected.
Avid o'kviow what? I liked it that way. Nowadays I'm walkiig throiugh a world that makes
JA5t a little less sevise, a little bit less explaiviable.

Michelle

Why the po5ter [CHARACTER INTRODIVERSION]

I dori't kniow who I like the poster, I JLst do, I'm niot a radical, What little time I spevit with the
causes tlpovi arriviig here made me wovider if there was a third groLup that woDAld let me
protest what I was protestivig while simultaieouisly picketiig the big mouts avid h[Age egos
that were protestivig what I was protestlyig, LAmdoes trhat make seVise? I dovi't kviow, bmt it
does to me, I'm still doiVIg stLtff, buit with people who take themselves a little less seriouA5si avid
I'm happier. Still, I leave Che tip. 5omehow, the face, those eyes, he makes me feel .protected
I guess. I Viow it soLds crazo, it does to me too. Or it did. Now I don1't kviow.
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Alex
The Other roomSi1 RESOLUTION

The other rooms of the 0tA5e are qlieter, buAt there'5 Still tracs. The liviig room wavits a
leather reclivier, The kitcheVi Sh~ould have a sivigle privit havigivig ovi the pivie pavielivig of a
Ship i distress at sea. The librar wavits a small ball of Jade, carved with smaller covicevitric
balls growvig ever smaller lVito it's ceiter, of all thiigs If I thir abot it, I cai evei feel the
waO m thuLmb woutld slip i1 the small fracture that mIIst have occturred wheVi someovie
dropped it, I dovi't kviow, I've viever seevi a hall like the ovie I described. For that matter, I've
viever Seevi the reclivier or the ship privit either. They're Just thivigs the rooMs seemed to wavit
Whevi I moved lvi, I chalked it uip to the iVsavilt of movivig brivigivig ovi a botAt of bad taste,
igviored it avid moved ovi.

Br3t everu time I LASed the bathroom, I realized it wavited Che GLhevara.

Tammi
MIchelle 15 differevit [SPEAKER INTRO,CHARACTER INTRO]

She's so differevit viow avid viohody really kviows who, She Ised to spevid 50 mich time omt,
boAvicivig, havivig fuvi, 5he was a real party girl which is weird beca[se we all thoMght she
was 5uCh a hippie whevi she moved i. Have Oou seevi that roovv We flgred she'd be ovie of
those tpes, 'viow the kivid that viever shave their legs avid eat that tof[A StLAff? BAt
everoovie loved her, especially the bos if oM kviow what I meavi? if I cotuld have some of
those mevi svilffivig after me like theu did arotivid her I womldv't be thi5 boo here, let me tell
jo1I <viAdges Mirivi, her perfectly viormal bit obvioMSly viot tlp-to-svuAff boyfrievid>

Michelle
I've beevi stigvig i more lately [SPEAKER INTRO]

I've beevi staligvq 1v1 more latelo, avid I kviow the girls ovi the floor are startivig to wovider,
Theo've beevi sweet about it actmallo, bit reallo, viothiig that bad reallo happevied to me,
avid I wouldvi't tell them ahoiDt it lvi avig case, It's like troivig to describe a dream, or worse, a
drLAg experlevice, Ivitervially, it was fasciviativi avid I feel differevit for it, bAt to share it with
Someovie...it sovids like the Twilight Zovie. So I'm StaGiri0g i avid I'm kivid of evijooivig it. Ii
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some ways I'm glad; it's avi excUse to puill back I didvi't evei realize I wavited, I viever liked the
party scevie mich, viever warited to drivik, smoke, avid riub LP agalvist a drwiVIk foretop everg
Friday Hiight blut somehow that's the kivid of role I fell lvito, It's amazivig what a sivigle scream
will do to break yoA omt of ooLr old pattervis isvi't it?

Tammi
What happeried that vilght [CHARACTER INTRO]

We all FREAKED DlT wheV1 she screamed, omo god it was so loid. Avid whevi we saw A.).
come streakivig out of her dorm room, viaked avid bleedivig we kview who. He must have
gottevi a little too fresh if oM kviow what I meavi? Michelles a little slip of thivig, niot like me,
but she mlst have gottei a boost of that st[ff, o'kviow, adrevialivie or whatever. 'Cause he's
ivi a world of hirt, let me tell uo. He was still i the hospital for the Sprivig Formal

Michelle
De5cribing A) [CHARACTER INTRO]

A) was my sort of boyfrievid, i that I Msu1all spevit at least some of my time with him ovi the
weekevids. To sao that A) was oftei drwikv was avi Mviderstatemevit or at least a missivig of
the fLvidamevital poivit of the descriptioi, rather like sagivig "the fish was oftevi wet". He avid
I dated a little bit, avid he was kivid of sweet early ovi He could realli davice which is
somethivig yoLA cavi't get most bos to do, scared of it, like theo're golvig to be called fags as
soovi as th eyo loosevi Ap threir tight asses. A) was so big th at vio ovie dared eveVi suggest it so
viow avid thevi I couild actally davice with a gag. Youi overlook a lot for that. He was also
good i bed, which I'm loathe to admit, go also overlook a lot for, He wasvi't my first lover,
but he was the first that really....released me? Made me let go, let me scream oiit what I was
feelivig avid to hell with the 60 people ovi the floor avid the paper-thivi walls. I didvi't love him,
but iitil that vilght he wasvi't the worst persovi I'd ever kviowi. Sometimes that's eviough.

Alex
I Dovi't loW who She 15. [CHARACTER INTRO]

Realizatiovi that this was more thavi a bad taste lapse came really slowly avid Ivi small waos.
I'd wake tup ivi the moriivig, groggy, still half blivid, that state where goL're still viot sre the
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world is really there and OoL're not dreaming, and find that the bathroom smelled of stale
beer. Little thlvigs like that, or late at vight, stu1bliVg to the toilet I'd catch a whiff of incense
or a taste of feminine perfme no womavi I knew wore Avid always, the feeling that the
bathroom was f ndamentallo lacking sovmethlg, that it Was incomplete, that Aviderneath
the black and white tile avid the Krohn fixtAres, there would be that soullftAl gaze stariNg oult
at me past death,

Eventuallo, I began to hear her, j1Ast a little. Small vioises The scratch of a pencil. A lagh, I
admit somewhat shameftully that I spent far longer than I should have one evening listening
for another hint of her sighs, either from herself or a lover, I was never able to tell, She coLld
have been avyone, or anywhere,

Alex
De5cribivg A) [CHARACTER INTRO,CONFLICTENDING]

They there's that viight the eveniig that thigs crossed over from weird to capital W Weird,
This had been goivg ov for wee0s at that point avid I'd gotten Msed to it almost evijoyed it I
didn't know her name, bint the little tomches she added to mv life were...rather like having a
roommate while living alone. I'd wander into the bathroom avid sLddenly catch the scent of
Ramen Noodles, or ov a SwLidag morning have the tactile sevisatilov of sleeping ovi flanvel
sheets washed too mavi times bit not recently. Small thinlgs the made the hiouse feel less
empty.

Ovie thlg I did discover, avid didvi't like, was that she had a boyfrieid. or rather, I didn't like
the boyfrievid, At all, His spoor would occasloially pass throLigh whatever membraie
separated Ls avid he smelled like tronble, the sour smell of old beer avid a well practiced
backhaid that made me viervoLs deep ir the avilmal hindbraivi. He was somehow wrovig
avid after Ns existevice became apparent, I woild leave the bathroom whevi the sensorg
evidevice sLggested they were makiig love. I ovily hoped she would flgMre it out avid dump
the loser before she had to do it the hard way.
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Alex
Liig to myo5elf [DIVERSION,RESOLUTION]

Avid evevi that last is somethiig of a lie to myself, I really became more thavi fovid of her, I
begai to care. Avid that was reall the start of the dowv1|ll slide, I viever became obsessive
about her, viever tried to figure out where or who she might be, I didi't wavit to kriow, BIt
the boyfrievid was trouble, I kriew it evei thei, avid Ivi my owi way I felt a protective Ivistivict
to pull her away from him, Avid that, perhaps, is wh that vilght happeried the wa it did,

Michelle

What Happevied that vilght: Prologue [CHARACTER INTRO]

the wividow was opevi, the seme5ter was evidivig avid I felt pretty good, I'd made it through a
Oear, I'd mrianged to fit,

I was drivikivig tea avid readiig whei he flvia||g showed up,

Tammi

De5criblvig A) [CHARACTER INTRO]

The welrdest thivig Was, vio ovie could believe that A) would do Somethirig lie that, I
meavi,,,,,e's 5000 citel Aid smart tool He's majorivg ivi buisiviess avid there's some kivid of
thivig hls dad does that ivivolves gettivig other people to sell stuff for gou avid A) th!ivis that
he'll be a millioviaire before he's forty if he's IMck avid he doesvi't fall o[t 'cause he's ovi
academic probatioi thnis quarter, I was like, "No waY!"

Alex

WHTN, prologue [CHARACTER INTRO]

I came home that vight ii the worst possible mood, I dovi't remember why, Maybe it was
traffic, or somethivig at work, or J1st the Shakivig off of the hiberviatiovi of a lovig graq New
Eviglavid wiviter, I'm miserable whevi I get Ivito these to pe of mood5, I'm a bear to live with avid
my frievids avid lovers, bless them, &viow it so that vight I came home alovie,
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Walking into the bathroom for aspiri was like walking thromgh a cool wall of mist ovi a hot
5ummer5 dag. The room felt.... right. Like someovie W5 happy, smiling behivid me, that they'd
be sittivg there if I tirvied arouvid, I could smell the warm steam of tea, the soft breeze of a
sprvig wivid even thotAgh the wividow was paivted shut avid I couildn't open it if I wavited to,
It felt good.

Michelle
What -fHappered that Night [CHARACTER INTRO,CONFLICT)

A) came vi reall druink, He'd beevi at a trashcavi part ovi the third floor avid he was i that
bizarre stage where everythlvig seems much more fMAvii, importavit sexu, to yoi thaVi
everoovie else vi the world, He'd already vomited ovce avid he smelled prety bad, I tried to
get im seated avid ptulled my trash cavi otAt from LAvider the desk so I'd be prepared for aviy
"accidevits" that might happeni 3Lt he really didvi't seem that bad, Yes, he was druLAvk, A)
was always dr[Akvi, I wasvi't worried.

Alex
What Happened that Night [CONFLICT]

I cotAld feel the shift i the room whevi the boofrievid arrived, a sbtle chavige in the wa the
air moved, the disappearavice of everything that had made it pleasavit the momevit before.
He was drunk avid davigeroAs, I cot~ld feel it, the s1btle droppivg of avi emotiovial barometer
that suLggests the sk is golvig to bst wide open avig secovid avid headivig for safe harbor is
yoLur ovily chavice, "Get him otut of the room avid lock the door, darlivi"' I said aloud, hoplig
that whatever barrier that had so stravigely liviked otut lives would, for ovice work both ways,
I was scared for her, bhtut my aviger was blildivg too, somethiig I comldv't defive or explaii
Possessiveviess, Love, del[Asiovi? I didvi't kinow thei avid I dovi't kiow vow. All I coMLd do was sit
avid "watch" as the evevit Hvifolded to avi ivievitable covickLsiorvi

Michelle
WHTN II [CHARACTER INTRO]

He puilled me towards him avid started fovidlivig me, avid that's whei thivigs started to get
rvicomfortable, As I said before, A) is a big gtyl, He'd viever treated me like a ch iivia doll bt
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he'd always at least beeii geitle. Tonight it hwrt. I pulled away acid suggested he might be
too druik but he kept coming.,.kept pLshlVig N5is slim tovigue Ivito my ear, sl1rriug at me Ivi
i5 folI breath how sexy I Was. I pushed at him, lightly at first, thevi harder, I Wa5 belvig quiet;

I didvi't wavit the whole dorm kViowiVng what Wa5 golvig OV1. But he kept comiig civid comivlg
uvitil I pulled back avid slapped him hard across the face,

His face screwed up avid got redder thavi I'd ever seevi it cvid thact's whevi he hit me.

Michelle

Endigi [RESOLUTION,ENDING]

I viever did press charges agaIVist A), although perhaps shoLA~d have. There waisvi't ano
evidevice, avid ultimatel he didi't have time to do aithirig before ....whatever it wa5 that
happened happeied. Avid sivice he failed out this semester aviway, he wovi't be retrilvig 'i1
the fall.

How do I feel? Like Paidora, except I didvi't wavit to kviow what was ivi the box, I cavi't explain
what happeried that viight, I'm riot sre I wavit to. But the world is ai more iviterestivig place
thavi I suipposed aid I caii't help but look aroid corviers avid ,vidervieath toaidstools for
other bits of magic that might be skippivig arovid through the Goblii Mviiverse. I bought
some flowers this morivig, as much to cheer me up cis to cover the livigerivig scevit of A)'s
vomit which still livigers outside the hall despite a bwich of attempts to get rid of it It smells
woiderful vi here avid the swvi is shliivig through mo wividow, lightinig the poster of Che ovi
the far wall. I'm moviig out ivi a couple of weeks, headirig back home to Rhode Islavid, but I'll
deflviitely be takivig it with me. It's viot much of a tilismivi, but somethiig happenied that
vilght, avid gou've got to play the odds vi experievices |ike that, Che is as good i guardlavi
avigel as ai.

Alex

WHTN Hit [CHARACTER INTRO,CONFLICT]

Wheni he hit her, I exploded. I dovi't kviow what happevied thevi, but everythirig that wcis so
hazy before, smcill lvits, thivgs sighted out of the corvier of my eye were suddevily vi clear
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Sharp foCLAs, I could see the room, the tivi little cube in which she lived, I could see her,
yoivig, yoiinger than I'd expected, ctArly blovid hair, a few extra fresmaVI poAVd5. She Wa5
sprawled back agalst the bed, holdivig the side of her face which Was Swellivig Srhe was
weepig, Avid StaVdiVig over her I coAld see him, waverivig dr'vikl, reachiVg ot to tou~ch her
again Avid that's whevi ISiapped, What I coLd see I comId effect, I remember moving
towards the kid hi a red haze, I remember oelling at the top of my inig. I woke up the next
morViivig a mass of aches avid paivis like a bar fight govie horrbli wrovig, althoutgh there
wasV't a bruise on my body, It took viearly two hot1rs with mo havids lhi ice for the sevisatiov
of Swel|vig to go down, although they were mibroken, avid completely free of avi evidevice
of violevice I still dov't viow if I killed the little prick, I hope I didvi't, bt there'5 vio real way for
me to know,

Michelle

WHTN Hit [CONFLICT]

I was agaivlst the bed, holdivig my face, trying to cover myself if he tried to hit me agali,
whevi I realized that the voise behind me wa5 loLder thavi it 5rOlAld have beei and A) was

ellivig at the top of r15isIV I tMrvied avid he was slammivig himself arouivid the room,
agalvst the wall....vito Che, Or it seemed that wa. Looking back, it was as if Someone was
beating rim hadly, Someovie he coiuldvi't touch, coAdvi't see, Avid vielther could I. It was over
merciflAly qtuiick, avid he sIvMped over ovi rls side whimperivig, In the logic of crisis, I MSed the
last of my owvi strevigth to hatIl rim omt of the room leavivig him SIAmped over ovi h5 side ovi
the hall carpet, where he promptly vomited, I felt my face avid felt mo aviger rise. Despite my
own fear avid the Israelite of the momevit, I brought my foot back avid kicked him SquLAarel,
as hard as I coAld in the testicles, They I darted back lvito the room, locked the door behivid
me, avid fell ivito a deep, dreamless sleep tAvitil the pavi vi mo face work me the next morviivig,

Alex

Endlilg [DIVERSION,ENDING]

I thivy1 a lot abotit that evevilvig, It's gettivig towards Ma viow avid she'll be leavivig sooV, viot
gradmativig, buut maybe movivg Ovi The poster will be takei dowv1 certalvilo, Or ges, I viow
kviow why the bathroom wavited Che; the poster hwig proudl ovi her wall, although it took
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some abuse diArivig my rampage, Will takivig it dowi remove the livik betweevi As? I dovi't
kiow, although I hope viot. For a time there wa5 a blit of stravigeviess avid Charm Ivi my life, a
5bisCV5Ciol5 pei pal that I'll mi55, evevi though we viever spoke. I kViow she came outt the
other side of owir bruish with the bizarre okao. This morvilig, flossivig myi teeth, I ca/Iught a
wisp of her laLughter. Raisivig the water glass, filled with tepid tap water li toast, I wis her
well, the scevits of sprivig air avid Oovieosuiclkle fresh lv1 m v riose.

6.2.5 Teresa
eye

tevider ||ght avieW [CHARACTER INTRO]

as a girl watch LAmbilical tevider light aview. Galapagos Mediterravieai sister 1vi half light,
kvieel where stovies ctAt. Sevisatlovi, covitivievit of ligamevit viotlovis we storgbook iviter. Apse,
of the cormea kvieel where stovies ct, Dusk, palatial iviterstice half hold visiov. as a girl
watch uimbilical tevider light aview,

cage of the thorax

I am crqlvig

coviflict

avio roses, I am crolvig. Fall. I am croivig absevice the turvi of bavListers cotviter clockwise,
listevi listevi the trvi of fathers, clock, a backwards commvilovi, measre avid breath,
coLuviter clockwise lviswirrectioi vegetal elevatioi, a travice we caviviot write for fear of
missivig, birth, amviesiatic fluiid, a plateaA of oxogei Oeavy, discover,

spine

re5pIra|ovI Spiral [CHARACTER INTRO]

accumLlIatiovi, of sAis sitmated above the orbit of the eye, a celllar revoltiovi
vyispervised avid wiisolicited, respiratiov, spiral of horizovi crossivigs. he holds a mirror to
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A1s VouIth arid frids io sigi of, accO mulatioVI, a 50VoC -barrier, the suddeni aerodV1amic
drag as breath approaches

so[id,

vertebrae
|lviiermomt whorl [CHARACTER INTRO]

9le is viot the souVd of harvest, ble A15OLAVId, spiral flLuid trace a breath that does viot
come, breath come, breath carpeniter, carriage maker, calyx, a chip like ailmal strActULre
build blie stameVs sLApr6splilL articuAlatiovi the vertebrae betwee1 themselves cLup Il0e
structures i1 64 seed plavit covmprisliVg the iiviermost whorl, spiral sovid, articAlatiori, the
vertebrae betweevi themselves trace, a harvest that Oviows vio d 1s or dawri a harvest of
seed plavit comprisiVig the viviermost whorl,

synapses
whemi coVI1te||t|DV1I5 weep [NEGOTIATION]

triosome axial sum etris towVi sevid 5a sah sah 5ahlig siirosote selivigmal celestial agape
tavitalize wrist seal IlIch L ii happo hector ravit harmoviic inhale telic vibral rest i ttAilovi wheel of
rosebigmd sellvilc reed desire gviosis viavel kviell ostrich doctor deal avi egg case heart hold
heal weeO-Ovieed spivie cru I caVI't do thls aviumore I can't do this aviomore, celestial ravit the
ear escape bright flight we viear terrestrial gates,

trespass patter of the smpple triuth sh0afts refract distavit beckoVis archaic whev tissle
forgives solar meavider throutgh veivis a plerity, chaviviel castivigs seed the ear,

trespass pattervi strallvig1al loc0s a plevitu place the mivid impasse breaO tide a plevity
plaivits that privit iVisist ovi everu cell, stitch forgiveviess Wider dermal scevit,

flood flood flesh a beckovis mediatrix please coviveu terror to its rightful breast, archaic
stars sii mu paiv1 avid I shall hear uor flight,
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lacuna
ab5evlce Chasm [NEGOTIATION]

lacuvia dwra dwira, lop5ided meetivig place heal the 5evevi, atoviemevits capsize lijwvlArIoMs
goverviavice, dwra, dira dira lacwlia, claws drag the ice, regardless I sevid water, water
drag iijwrlos place, water drag ivjwious place, dw~ra, dira dAra lacVia, before we go
wiider Papa, before,

ilium and ischium
trWI SIOV115510V1 [RESOLUTION]

a heavvie55 avid tickle oi the temple brow avid ear drnmy, a dog IlckiVig ls beli, listenivig
breath, wifivilshed claws tappvig the Vlah5 LAV1flVished svieeze from two oears back, fear,
erasivig oi the page avid two bqrtshes with the back of the havid, a scream that rips all the
drapes from their axes, gravity, avid grievavice descevidivig a wiivalve stairwell, the spleeV1
slowI fillivig Lip with blame, erasAre, two brushes with the back of the iavid, sleep avid a
barelo perceptible pAlse, the head slowly vioddirig ovi its stem, a gardevi avid Vio time to
tevid that which will decao, decalogue, a travismissiovi of semevi avid stame, viarrative,
avid field mice that gviaw ovi the edge of this bulkhead,

the heart
Oi dlon't ||5tevi (NO PRIMTYPE)

stag, Sta, staG, Staj, Stao, Stao, Stag, Stag..see we're beativig agalvi, joM forget avid thevi I
cavi't move 'til the door cracks avid spliviter, if oilO yo'd remember me we wotldV't come to
violevice,

ear drum
echO [CONFLICT]

a ladder tApovi which the cravilum aches ask her what she caviviot hear, tovilght the words
climb ulp avid vi, sLAbaqlAeouLs memoro fills the drum the ear has brokevi ovice agavi, ask me
what I caviviot see, a backward glavice will tear the spivie, avid sevid the heart each time
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aview, 5bvocal grievavice desert valle kiow my viame t his is the last echo of mo burviivig
sa6vids wiithvi tis empty druiAm,

uterus phonograph
preSS [CHARACTER INTRO]

MierLAs povigraph she

closes the floor of the drium

Shake

our 5vI

whevi the vieedle begs

ovie

revolAtioi

promlise to break

lips that retiArvi whevi

light

taoes the ear

there is vio press save pulse

amviesia
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wake the pore

diverslovi

hellophyte overtwArv trea5oV

a 5tAkted grali walts her 5A15

demi5e

aperttAre of profligate order

phGrahCo5 twAvV to gla55

ovie 5ilicate heart crack5

di5pe15tion1

her how5

trbLtary

aVvVie5la

wake

the pore

the throat
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ahbade

viegotiatiori

I tell to vio ovie covitivimally,

I do viot tellI beg,

I b~eg I tell|I tell| b eg,

I cavi vio loviger b'eg I cavi vio loviger tell,

head rush let thi5 be the ambade,

whevi we call grievavice evithroated,

the call 15 the collapse is the call,

whevia spiie discervis summer 1vi rage sovig,

avid the h eart tLArvis th is cloc asIAvder,

heart qmake

I cavi staj softer viow

evidivig
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softer viow we dovi't wavt to scare them the rattle of saLAcers door s5h[t shake ik the heart,
won't be back she's govie oit to tevid ttuidras, deep iviterwhirl of, ood-bye, I can't stag for
tea the 5AY is crosswig anld my shadoW i5 gat1iVit. it's time to tevid absenice my home iiow
the door shAts anVId silevit the echo, she crosses mo valleg floor, floor of the heart quake she
crosses railwao tles hold railway heart beat the grotAid my gate to rest beativig home of,
good-bye tell tell it whei sLAvdown tell tNIdras mi heart viow, absevice, echo, hello I cav]
staU, softer viow,

6.2.6 Ian
Sid Braun

WakVig Mp [SPEAKER INTRO,CONFLICT]

(vio StoroClip)

Sid Braun

Happenlng [CHARACTER INTRO,NEGOTIATION]

I toss a biAck into the collectiovi plate avid I'm blasted with this music that makes VIo seVise; it's
like a dead chaviviel, I mIAst be gettivig old becalse I vever had that problem with Jazz before
vio matter how ouAt the cats wot ld blow, my frievid the poet is sagiVIg somethivig about
bbble gLum avid drimmers that makes VIo seVise to me, That little altercatiovi with Lole ML1st
have ilm shell shocked; he mIst be throwivig all the muIsiciavis off too.

Sid Braun

Happeninvga (NO PRIMTYPE)

The detective hears the poet speakivig over the drummer's riffs. The bassist avd the gitarist
occaslovially comp alovig, imploivig the sonVg structre ah, The band takes five, I climb uip the
warped woodeV stairs, grabbivig onto the havidrall as I stLmble, mo hVunger must have made
me dizzy, so dizzyg that I don't evevi remember grabbivig for the handrall, I giuess my reflexes
arevi't completely sot; I dovi't have to thiVlk to save my vieck, I thavik a coMple of billiovi oears
of evolutiovi for that, I toss a bck ivito the collection plate avid I'm basted with th5 mLA5iC
that makes vio sevise; it's like a dead chaviviel, I mtust Able gum avid dri'mmers that makes
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Vio seVise to me. That little altercatiovi with Loule muIst have him shell shocked; he mLAst be
throwig all the mIAsiCial, I mtAst have takevi a beativig,

I climb Lip the warped woodevi stairs, grabbvig ovito the havidrall as I stAmble, my huviger
muAst have made me dizzy, so dizzy that I don't even remember grabbing for the havidrall, I
gLuess mo reflexes arevi't completely shot; I dov't have to think to save m Vieck, I thavik a
cotuple of billion oears of evolkvtio for that, I toss a bck ito the collectiovi plate avid I'm
blasted with this mul5iC that make5 vio sevse; it's like a dead chaviviel, I mvust buibble gum avd
driummers that makes vio sevise to me. That little altercatiovi with Lole mst have him shell
shocked; he mst be throwivig all the mIAsiciavs off too.

After they're all dovie with their set he walks Lip to me, gAess he's glad that I made it to his
gig, He's sayivig somethlgvi about mo hat,, I mMst have taken a beating, I climb mp the
warped woodevi stairs, grabbing onto the havidrall as I stUmble, m htivger mt'st have made
me dizzy, so dizzy that I don't even remember grabbing for the havidrall, I guiess my reflexes
aren't completel sAot; I dovi't have to thiiVk to save mo vieck, I thavik a cotple of billion gears
of evolUtiovi for that, I toss a bAck into the collectiovi plate avid I'm blasted with this misic
that makes vio sevise; it's like a dead chaviviel, I mtst be getting old becatse I viever had that
problem with Jazz before vio matter how otut the cats would blow, mo frievid the poet is
sayiVig somethivig abouit butbble gmm avid drummers that makes VIo sevise to me, That little
altercation with Loule mLAst have im shell shocked; he mlAst be throwivig all the musiciavis off
too,

After theo're all dovie with their set he walks Mp to me, guess he's glad that I made it to h1s
gig, He's saivig somethivg abouLt m hat,. I mLAst have taken a beativig

Tapper Joe
De5criplon of the drummer (NO PRIMTYPE)

I am tup ovi the stage with the mic in my havid avid I am starivig straight into the eyes of the
driummer avid shout outt, "Be-bop bubble gum butbble blowivig sviare drum rollivig stick
poAvidivig Jester blows time ito a sweet pink expavidivig sphere," because that is what he is
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aiI that 5 what he does The horiis avid the gitar come back i i oi the heaid aid5 I sa, "M
frievids, we're gorivia take a break here avid bebopin' at 0'a|l|lia bit or a bte,"

Tapper Joe

Hello, Sid (NO PRIMTYPE)

As I get off the Stage I niotice Sid Brawi, I'M glad to See mo hero, mo amigo, he's saved this
dcude's ass viot that lorig ago, So withomt him I'd be a shade of my cLwrreVit self, He hasvi't
beev1 reftwriirig my mail||atelo thotugh. "My maR what's with that wrap wider Oowv cap?"
avid he's like 5|lprrii' hls firigers Aider hl5 fedora aid ooks at me going, "What are roL
talkiig abLout?" civd I sa "Mai, the baidage, Somebody hit 0oM siuice I last I had the
pleasuAre?"

Tapper Joe

Wrap twider the cap (NO PRIMTYPE)

"What baridage?" he bark5, cid he reaches wider hi5 hat agaii with h|5 other hat avid
5Lddevilo 015 expressloVi chariges.

Sid Braun

Bavidage? (NO PRIMTYPE)

After they're a|| doie with their set )oe walks mp to me, gess he's glad that I made it to h|5
gig. He's Siig somethirig abotAt my hat,, I mtAst have takei a beativig.

Sid Braun

Art Space Stalrcase (No PRIMTYPE)

I climb uip the warped woodeVi stiirs, grabbiig oito the haidrUll as I stAble, my Niger
must have made me dizzy, so dizzy that I d1o1't even1 remember grabbiig for the haridrall, I
gue55 mo reflexes arei't completely shot; I do1't have to thirik to save mo vieck, I thavik a
comple of billiovi years of evoltitioi for that,
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Sid Braun
Checking Me55ages [CHARACTER INTRO,NEGOTIATION]

MMst have slept all throLAgh the dag, It's vilght, Dovi't kniow whevi was the last time I 5W the
SAVi. I look at the footlocker that serves as a coffee table whevi my f ictOV is folded Vito a sofa,
Mo bip is bleepivig; I've got mall, I pL/t ovi my private-eyes which are sittivig ovi the footlocker
avid check mo messages Looks like I havevi't logged on 1vi may1i MooVis, Stravige, I thivik, I'm
always checkivig my mail cot ld I have beevi ou~t for that lovig? Youi Oviow that gIoi've got a
healthcare crisis whevi Ooi're belvig discharged avid dropped off at iyolur space before 0o
evevi regalvi coVisciloASviess,

Sid Braun
grumits arid 5gh5 (NO PRIMTYPE)

Sid Brauvi gr.Avits avid sighs as if awakivig from a lovig bi.At mvipleasavit sltuimber,

Sid Braun
)Oe'5 IVIVlta1|OVI [CHARACTER INTRO]

IV1 myj state I don't feel like deallvig with most of the messages I see listed on mo private eyes,
buit there's ovie from Tapper Joe, Tapper Joe is a poet a sweet guyo who was Ivi troLuble iot
too lovig ago. It was a pleasAre to help 0im out, He's onie of those special types whom I'll help
as a p[Ablic service- viot that he has the movieg to hire me ou~t arigway, Mo viame is Sid
Brari, avid my compu~ter iviterface is a puvi ovi my professioi,

Joe apparevitly inivited me avid forty somethivig of is closest frievids to attevid a loft party
where's he'5 readivig with some jazz MMsiCiais, It's oil0 a few blockS away.

Sid Braun
Waffle5 (NO PRIMTYPE)

w das1  I head to the freezer avid pull otAt a box of waffles that I have IgiVig aroIid ivi case
of avi emergeico, Glvevi the viutmber of emergevicles I h ave, I s1oAld blo stock lvi the waffle
compaig.
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Sid Braun

31p Bleepivig (no PrimType)
Bratvi'5 compLuter pager beep5, te|Iig him that he ha5 email, He Start5 hAmmiig "Mr.
PoStmari,"

Sid Braun

5tumIblig ovi the 5tep5 [NEGOTIATION]

BraMVl 5tDvp5 tip the old woodeVI StalrCaSe, the pace of the 5teP5 501MVId regplar at firSt 9At
5Addevil the two feet Soi0VId Do1t Of 5VjIC, avid he cai be heard to St[AVible, vMtter|Vlg "wDaho "
before regalviivig nis balavice avid covitivigvq MAp the StairS with a regular rhothm,

Sid Braun

5hower (NO PRIMTYPE)

(vio StoroClip)
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7Conclus-ions
And then the miracle happens. The sun comes up again. So you get up and do your morn-
ing things, and one thing leads to another, and eventually, at nine, youfind yourself back at
the desk, staring blankly at the pages youfilled yesterday. And there on pagefour is a para-
graph with all sorts of life in it, smells and sounds and voices and colors and even a
moment of dialogue that makes you say to yourself very, very, softly, "Hmmm."

- From Anne Lamott, BIRD BY BIRD, 1994

7.1 Thesis Statement
In this document I have addressed issues of the changing media technology landscape

and the way in which society has gained new perspective on the world through these

media. This new media technology also includes the development of computer technol-

ogy, the globalization of computer networks, and the emerging new medium which is an

amalgam of television and the internet. The storyteller will need to invent new creative

processes and work with new tools which support this new medium, this new narrative

form. Metalinear narrative is the name proposed by this research for this new narrative

form. The metalinear narrative is a collection of small related story pieces designed to be

arranged in many different ways, to tell many different linear stories from different

points of view, with the aid of a story enginewhich sequences the story pieces.
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Metalinear narrative has three primary components:
i) An abstract story structure composed of narrative primitives which a writer can

manipulate and rearrange according to her creativity. The story structure provides
the narrative framework, or spine, for the many linear narratives to be produced
from the metalinear narrative

2) A representation of story granules to be resequenced in various ways. This repre-
sentation incudes annotations of how each granule fits into the story structure
and the narrative relationships between the story granules

3) Methods of resequencing story granules based on their representation and the pro-
vided abstract story structure. The story engine chooses granules which fit the sto-
ry structure according to predetermined narrative styles

My thesis is that a writing tool which offers the author these three key elements, as well
as knowledgeable feedback about narrative construction and context during the creative
process, is essential to the task of creating metalinear narratives of significant dimension.

7.2 What Was Done
To prove the thesis, a software writing tool was developed which stores, represents and
sequences metalinear stories. The process of using this tool was then observed as writers
tested the software by creating metalinear stories.

The software writing tool, Agent Stories, consists of a set of five environment screens for
authoring metalinear narratives. These environments are:

i) The Structural Environment, in which the structure of the narrative is described
using abstract narrative primitives
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2) The Representational Environment, in which knowledge of the various story ele-
ments is captured in the form of relationships between story granules or clips. In
this environment, each story clip is also labeled as to how it can fit into the narra-
tive structure defined in the Structural Environment

3) The Writer Feedback Environment, in which the writer is given feedback from
Agent Stories on the constructability of the collection of story clips. The feedback
is in the form of short textual descriptions of why each clip was chosen for its place
in the story. This story clip sequencing is done through the implementation of soft-
ware agents called story agents

4) The Presentational Environment, in which the story agents work as video editors,
intelligently sequencing and orchestrating the different story elements according
to a particular agent's individual stylistic preferences. The audience chooses
which story agent to activate, thereby choosing the type of story they will receive.

5) The Agent Scripting Environment, which offers the writer an easy way of directing
the narrative construction, by designing new story agents

The story agents act as the drivers of the story engine. While not story engines them-
selves, a story agent's unique parameter values determine how the story engine operates.
Story agents select and sequence the story pieces, according to (a) a user specified abstract
narrative structure, (b) the relationships between the story pieces, and (c) the unique
parameter values of the story agents. The system supports the writer's thinking about
and structuring a metalinear story by assembling simple narrative constructs during the
rewrite process. Agent Stories is primarily intended for an author's use in the creation of
metalinear multiple point of view textual stories, before the stories are realized as multi-
media presentations using video, audio, and still pictures.
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It is difficult to write a metalinear narrative, largely because it is difficult to break the

deeply learned habits of linear narrative thinking. While the human brain is the most ver-

satile tool for the job, it is difficult enough keeping all the narrative structures and details

in one's head when the narrative is small and simple. When the narrative is large and com-

plex, I maintain that the task is nearly impossible to accomplish without external tools.

This is why a writing tool which can store the story details in a meaningful way, and

which offers knowledgeable feedback about narrative construction and context during

the creative process, is essential to the task of creating metalinear narratives of significant

dimension.

7.3 How the Thesis was Proven
My hypothesis has been that with the appropriate tool, writers can successfully write in a

form which departs from the strict single linear narrative, in favor of a form which will

allow multiple reconstruction into many different linear narratives. This hypothesis was

proven through the use of the software tool Agent Stories and an analysis of metalinear

stories created with this tool by selected writers.

The writers I chose were predisposed to writing with a tool which allowed them to

manage multiple voices in their stories. It also helped that they were not trying to achieve

a standard linear result through Agent Stories, but instead wanted to experiment and be

open to what they could discover as they wrote. The results were varied but overall posi-

tive.

Tools such as Agent Stories will support a changing world through metalinear narra-

tive design. As our world becomes smaller, our need to communicate through a variety of
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methods, with a variety of voices, increases. The stories we share, whether traditional, po-
litical, or personal, can increase our understanding and tolerance of each other. Tools such
as Agent Stories can offer writers and readers the power shape and reshape our world. Met-
alinear narrative may make it easier for all of us, not just a few of us, to tell our stories.
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